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This instruction manual on the PAM-FM Ground Station has been prepared as a guide

to the operation and maintenance of the Vibration and G-A Ground Station developed

under Contract AF 04(647)-347. It is divided into two volumee: Vo i, linstallation; I
Checkout, and O peration; Vol. if. Theory of Operation and Maintenance.

Volume I is published in two parts. Part 1 describes the installation, checkout, and

operation procedures for the trailer-mounted station at Atlantic Missile Range

(Patrick Air Force Base). Part 2 describes the installation, checkout, and operation

V • "procedures applicable at locations where the ground station is installed on a perma-

nent or semi-permanent basis. Part 2 constitutes a manual of Instruction for a com-

plete ground station with record, reproduce, and display eapabilities for Vibration

- t (. and G-A signals. Operators can use the instructions that apply to their installation

cpbiiitiee auiv-~~-.4.~A- -. nn.-.. I t

"I. specific installation should change, appropriate instructions for Installation, check-

cut.. and, oper.atic twill be etavaiabe

Volume IM, published as a single unit, contains a description, of the theory of operation
for a ground station having record and reproduce capabilities for Vibration and G-A

L and specific infornation designed to assist the operator in maintenance of the

eouipment.

- instruction manuals for operation and maintenance of components supplied by mamu-

I L i facturers other than Lockheed Missiles and Space Division are also furnished to each

14:
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Section 7

THEORY OF 0'ERATION

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the PAM-FM Ground Station is to receive, process, record, and

present for on-line, real-time readout PAM-FM telemetered information from a

vehicle. Certain Ground Station installations are capable of reproducing the recorded

information for delayed readout on visual-display equipmeit, The Grouwnd rtation. con=

5s1s8. of a Receiver, Base Band Unit, DemulUplexer, Digitizer (Datrac), Rocord and

Reproduce Electronics, a Magnetic Tape Recorder, Sample and Hold Output circuitry,

and in the case of Vibration operation, a Visual Display Unit (Visioorder).

The Ibnut tin the receiver of the *Go--nd. Statta Is a PArm-FM signia. Tzhe r ver [
output is an amplitude-modulated pulse train proportional to the pulse train delivered

to the vehicle transmitter by the vehicle multiplexer. This pulse train is aMpllflMd,

band-limited, and delivered to the Datrac for digitization. Each pulse of the p-lse

train, Including the sync intervals, is digitized into a nine-bit binary word and da-

livered to the Magnetic Tape Recorder for parallel recording in Non-Return-6o-Zero

(NRZ) form. The pulse train Is also delivered to the Demultiplex-er for eparation ,

into individual channels corresponding to the channels of the vehicle multiplexer. The

I! Information from the Demultiplexer In used for re-l-time reatout. G von'v a i al aI

e-11pment.

In the reproduce mode of operation, the recorded binary words are delivered to the

Datrac for conversion to analog form. This analog pulse train is delivered to dte
Demultiplexer for separation into individual channels corresponding to the chantels of

the vehicle multiplexer. The information from the Demultiplexer is then used for

t.J delayed readout on visual display equipment. The Visual Display Unit (Vistoorder)

* [, 7-1
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IIIfor VibratIon L. -----inldda etr istalintiOfl Rx a nart nf the C(r'eund 8tation.

Visual display equipment for G-A is not inci aded as a part of the Ground Station and

is not diucussed In this manual. Block diagramn Illustrating the signal flow in record

aW reproduoe modes of operation for the Vibration and G-A systems are shown in

Figs. 7-1, 7-2, 7-3, and 7-4.

Since two data links, Vibration and G-A, are included in this Ground Stution manual,

characteristics peculiar to each are described briefly in paragraphs 7. 1. 1 and 7. 1.2.

The theory of operation for Vibration is described in detail in paragraph 7.2. and for L
G-A in paragraph 7.3. Procedural instructions for maintenance are detailed in
section •

7.1.1 Vibration

The Vibration data link is a PAM-FM communication system so rranged that it can

operate with seven high-frequency data channels with a bandwidth of 2000 cps each or

with six high-frequency data channels with a bandwidth of 2000 cps each and seven
subcommutated data channels with a bandwidth of 250 cps each. This system has a

sampling rate of 40, 000 samples per second and a 50 percent duty cycle. In addition

to the data channels, there is a subfrarne sync channel and an alternating frame sync.

This alternating frame sync channel provides additional reliability as well as zero
I AL- ja A Anth

pulses ammr on alternate frames. Channel 8 Is subcoinmutated into eight channels.

Of these ahannels, 8. I is the subcommutated sync interval and Channels 8.2 through

8.8 ar ;ubcommutated data channels. When subcommutated channels are not used,

Channel 8 operates as a high-frequency information channel without a syne interval.

With a basic clock rate of 40 kc, an information pulse occurs every 25 microseconds.

A complete cycle, going through eight permutations of the subcommutated channel, [
requires 1600 microseconds. During this 0.0016-second period, each subcornmutated

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION -2MISSILES and SPACIF DI VISON
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I

- channel will rodhni' OY. .hoit ,J infor, natlon it it rate of 62iýi s'lple• l 1' .,4-r r, :iVlfl

_ each. high--frequi.ney channel will pr....ce ciglt b-i of f"wmi ion a1t a r:iIo) :'0(0

s...qpl_ por si'coid. A ncrc are eight illiornila.ion ploison t'ofl frame) vvcrv 200

microscondhs. Each main channel is equally spaced in tit,-' iind em-h subennmnmuta nd

channel is equally mpticed in time.

A typical Vibration pulse tra"i (Fig, 7-5) has theiae charactoritics with respect to

De•nultiplexer input:

e Refe ence level of 0 volts (qvnc Interval)

"- �, uii lia icvvi ol i. j volts (corretýioiiding t ) .2. 5-volt input to $

the vehicle multiplexer)

o Calibrate pulse level of 4. 0 volts (correspordling to 0-volt input to the A
vehic,'c multiplexer)

a M~ximurm data !c-e! of G. 5 volts (correspending IF, 42.5 -volt :nput to

the vehiclf multiplexer)

7.1.2 G-A

The G-A data link Is a PAM-FM communication system arranged to have 29 channo'ls

with, a b'idwidth of 200 cps each and seven chamnels with a bandwidth of 25 cps each.

Two additional 200-cns chnnrl•s -and an add.tional, 2.50-c. a . u..i.. i are used for

-,.chronization. This PAM information has a composite qnmplnig --.-t of 1U, 000

samples per second and a 50-percent duty cycle. By the use of a subconmutated

channel, the G-A system handles 36 channels of infoi mation. Of these, 29 are high-

frequency, or direct data channels, and seven are low-frequency, or suLco..mutated

data channels.

With the basic clock rate of 16 kc, an information pulse occurs every 62. 5 llero-U-

seconds. A complete cycle, going through the eight permutations of the subehannel,

requires 16, 000 microseconds. During this ;. 016-second period, each subcommutated

channel will produce one bit of information, the rate of 62.5 si mples per secoad,
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and each high-frequency channel will produce eight bits of information at a rate of

500 samples per second. There are 32 information pulses (one frame) every 2000

microseconds. Each main channel is equally spaced in time, and each subaoomutated

channel is equally spaced in time.

The 0- to 5-volt data is superimposed on a 1. 5-volt pedestal. Thus, the peak data

amplitude in approximately three-quarters of the peak PAM signal amplitude. Syn-

chronization channels have no pedestal, but appear at the baseline level.

Channels l and 9 are reserved for main channel sync intervela. Channel 32 it sub-

L •commutated into eight channels. Of these, Channol 32.1 is the suboommutated sync

interval and Channels 32.2 through 32.8 are subcommutated data ohbamois.

The composite pulse trsin is bond-limited in the vehicle equipment to 35.2 k1 by a

u single-pole filter and is further band-limitbd on the ground (in the Noise Filter) by

another single-pole filter with a cutoff frequency of 35.2 kw.

SA typical G-A composite pulse train (Fig. 7-6) has these characteristics with romspet

to Demultiplexer Input:

t* * Reference level of 0 volts (sync interval)K * Wn"Imum data level of 1. 5 volts (corresponding to 0-volt tAt to the

U vehicle multiplexer)
ItU • Maximum data level of 6.5 volts (correspomling to a +5-volt Input to

the vehicle multiplexer)

7-9
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~Si 7.2 VIBRATION

7.2. 1 Receiver

Input to the Vibration Ground Station is received at a modified Name-Clarke 1412

Telemetry Receiver as a PAM-FM signal. After the FM signal has been demodulated,

three signals are delivered to other equipment at the station. A dc-coupled PAM sig-
nal is delivered to the Base Band Unit at an average level of approwimately +6 volts.

A field strength signal is delivered directly from the receiver to the FM electronics

of the Magnetic Tape Recorder for recording on analog track 14. An ac-coupled sig-

nal, to be used as a backup for the digital recording, is delivered through an auxiliary

Sp Jack to the analog electronics of the Magnetic Tape Recorder for recording on analog

track 11. The modifications to the Nema-Clarke 1412 Telemetry Receiver provide a

dc-coupled output near ground potintial and were made to achieve compatibility with

the PAM-FM Ground Station in the following manner:

# To provide do-coupled and ac-coiupled video with the phase opposite to

that provided by the unmodified receiver

* To provide video with a level independent of any readily accesible

1Jadjustment

SThis modification was accor piplshed by bypassing the video amplifier god obtlan an
ou+-tput sgaIfn dI A ctUr f--.s. +I% -s.+%-A- .+f 'h- WI A 14. M17 Au W_

schematic diagram of the modifications it shown in Fig. A-1. Theory of operation
and operating and maintenance procedures are described in Instruction Manual for

Model 1412 Telemetry Receiver, Nems-Clarke, Inc., Silver Spring, Maryland.

7.2.2 Base Band Unit, Record Mods

The purpose of the Base Band Unit Is to

. Amplify the signal from the receiver and provide three separate output

signals, each of a different level and isolated from one another

7-11
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A bloc& diagram of the Vibratlon Base Band Unit in the record mode iosuhown in

The dweou MV t signals of the Base Band Unit are (1) a 19-volt peak-to-peak signal
frteAaakq-to-Digltal Converter (Iatrac), (2) a 7-volt peak-to-pesak signal for the

Dennltlplear data pates, and (3) a 15-volt peak-to-peak signal for the Demultiplexer

sync circuits.

The 19-volt peak-to-peak signa for the Datma must be referenced so that the m:ini- [
mum peak is -9. 5 volts. The 7-volt peak-to-peak signal for the data gates in refar-

eowed so that iero output of the Interpolation filters of the display circuitry corre-
spo~ds to zero data, i. e., the minimum peak is approximately -1. 5 volts. The 15-volt

peak-to-peak signal for the sync circuits in not referenced and is a-c coupled. [I

Sinco the Vibration PAM signa has a 40-ko pulse repetition rate, it must be considered

a high-speed system. Accuracy requirements approach two percent. The high repe-
tition rate anid accuracy requirements dictate the use of a finite memory type of filter.
Finite memory filters can be adjusted so that practically zero crosstalk is introduced

int the system. The filter is adjusted so that the output reaches full amplitude of
the input pulse during the time of the pulse and decays to zero by the time the peak
value of the succeeding pulse ts reached. The accuracy of the Adustment determines

the amount of crosstalk Introduced by the finite memory filter. [
Two signals flow through the Bass Band Unit. One in the PAM pulse train, the other

is the d-c reference feedback correction voltage that i derived from a portion of theee
pulse train.

Revised 25 MAY' 1960 7-12
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140ot, ofte te DCAaW~r A~r it s apliiedapprximtel 10times without

p"ak is fed lft the Wol5 Fibter described above. Here the signal-to-noise ratio of
*S PAM Pak* train Is Improved, and aapproimasly 3 volta of negative offset voltage
an add to tse n d a sitoal.

NWa signal Is do,% mgrd to the Noise Filter Amplifier at ap~proximately 4 volta peak-
to-,pek because of attenuation in the Noise Filter. The signal is then amplified so

ftt the Noise Filter An*11itier output to the Datrac 15 19 volts peak-to-peak. An
adjusianent called the Overall Glain to Included in this amplifier to set the desired
level. Anaedditionaladjustment tocorrect the d-r level to -9(±O0.25) volts isalso
included in the Noise Filter Amplifier. Thbis signal can be routed through the

Reference Voltaer- f", Clam~p circuit if the Demultiplexer should fail to deliver
the correct O.-c refertace level voltage.

At tWi point the PAME pu] -ý train is divided into three outputs. One output io the 19-L
volt peak-to-peak signal' Da 1trac, ,another io the 15-volt peak-to-peak signal to
the Demultiplexer sync circuits, wM the third is the dc-coupled signal to the GateL
Driver Amplifier.

he Geats Driver AgMplfer io used to attenuate the 19-volt peak-to-peak signal to a
7-volt s1pWalawlw ~y a uw somm einmpdanco to driveothe data gates. A d-c offset
adjusmtenet Is incorporated to adjust the minimum peak (sync interval) to approxi-
mately -1.5 volts. zkncOrpoated La the Gate Driver Amplifier is a relay activated by [
the ltecord-Peproduc. switch in the Monitor Panel so that the input to the data gates
by way of the Gate Driver Amplifier can be routed from the Datrac or the Noise Filter
Amplifier, depending on the mode of operation. I

7-14
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T'he d-c reference correction voltage originates in Cue .Mmultiplexer wherue uh

L calibrate pulse is sampled by the Zero Data Selector and smoothed through a 1-kc low-

pass filter. This signal is then delivered to the Reference Amplifier of the Base Band

Unit where the d-c error voltage is amplified approximately 2500 times and delivered
to a single-pole, R-C section, low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 2 cps. This

filter is physically located in the Gate Driver Amplifier. The d-c correction voltage
is switched by a relay in the Gate Driver Amplifier to a differential input of the DC

Amplifier in the record mode or to a differential input of the Gate Driver Amplifier in

the reproduce mode.

7.2.2.1 DC Amplifier

The purpose of the DC Amplifier is to amplify the incoming PAM signal approximately

10 times and establish a d-c reference level of approximately -2 (t 2) volts. These

L functions are performed by using three dual-triode (6201) vacuum tubes and their

associated components. The first two nathode-coupled triodes (V1 and V2) act as a

comparison amplifier that amplifies the difference of the signals appearing on grids 2

and 7 of tube V1. The third cathode-coupled dual triode (VS) acts as a parallel cathode

follower and furnishes a low output impedance to the Noise Filter. Zener diodes are

L used to correct the d-c offset throughout the amplifier. A schematic diagram of the

DC Amplifier is shown in Fig. A-2.

Two inputs to the DC Amplifier are provided, One input is the PAM pulse train from

the receiver; the second is the d-c reference level from the second low-pass filter in

the d-c reference feedback loop.

The PAM signal from the receiver is picked up at Jack J4 at a level of approximately

+6 volts dc. It is passed through Zener coupling diode CR7 where the level is reduced

to approximately zero volts dc. This signal is then applied to grid 2 of tube VIA. At

the same time, the signal input from the Reference Amplifier, via the second low-pass

filter, is applied to grid 7 of tube VIB through a network composed of resistors R9,

Ri0, and R11.

u• 7-15
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,_ order to emoercte adequate control over t•he d-c offset voltage, it is necessary to ri
wwo w• m plate current UeLng a 1 oV V• a1.1 VJi, the first stage of the .

amplifier. This is act l,. by nievis of potc .Atiometer R2 (DC Balance no. 1).

While this adjustment ti -*'y nw&d at .12, flhe inmai from the Reference Amplifier U
"L disconnected at jaok J5. Rkmtor R2 ils;odjuL ed so that the sync interval (absence
of a data pulsoe is appri -2eately-, (" 2) voltm dc as observed at test point TP3. [

The outpt of VIB is pasea' x, rough ,n o ffseLt voltage control network composed of I
diodaes CRI, CR2, and CG3 that reduwŽ*s the d-c voltage by 180 volts (+_ 10 percent).
The signal if then applied to grid 2 of V2A. 7he cathode of V2A in coupled to the

cathode of V2E, which is next to receive the signal. At the same time, there appears I
on grid 7 cf VX5 the signal from the output of V3, a part of the amplifier's internal
feedback circuit. [
The outpAt from the plate of V2B in passed through a second offset voltage control
network composed of diodes CR4, CR5, and CR6 which reduces the d-c voltage by
180 volts (± 10 percent). Capacitors C2 and C3 are used to suppress the high-frequency
noise generated in the two Zoner diode strings CRI, CR2, and CR3; and CR4, CR5,
and CR6.

The signal is then applied In parallel to grids 2 and 7 of V3A and V3B, the parallel
cathode follower. The output of this parallel cathode follower is delivered through I
jack J6 to the Noise Filter. At the same time, this output is fed back to the grids of

V2B and VIB by means cf the feedback resistors R9, RIO, R15, and R16. Feedback
resistors Re and RIO are used to control the overall gain of the DC Amplifier to
approximately 10. j
There are three test points in the DC Amplifier. Test point TP1 provides a sampling
point for the input from the receiver after passing through the 6-volt Zener diode CR7.
Test point TP2 provides a sampling point for the input from the Reference Amplifier.
Test point TP3 provioss a sampling point for the output of the amplifier. The input

7-16
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from the receiver, after passing through the 6-volt Zener diode CR7, is also delivered

to the Monitor Panel through Jack J1 as the RCVR VIDEO DC position on Switch A and

Switch B.U
A jumper between jacks J2 and J3 is normally used with the DC Amplifier. Should an

I'occasion arise when operation with the composite pulse train from some source other

than the receiver is desired, however, the jumper could be removed and the input

applied to Jack J2, provided the d-c level is correct.

7.2.2.2 Noise Filter

The purpose of the Noise Filter Is to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the composite

Upulse train without introducing excessive crosstalk. It is composed of a time delay

circuit, a summing junction, a d-c offset adjustment circuit, and ax output circuit.

Internal switching and separate plug-in output circuits permit use with both Vibration

and G-A Ground Stations. Input to the Noise Filter from the DC Amplifier is at Jack

J7 and its output to the Noise Filter Amplifier is at jack J8. A schematic diagram of

the Noise Filter, including circuits used in both Vibration and G-A operation, is

shown in Fig. A-3.

With the SYSTEM switch on the Monitor Panel set at the VIB (Vibration) position, and

I ja Vibration plug-in unit in place, all Noise Filter components are in operation. The

output circuit is a single, series L-C section resonant at the composite pulse train

pulse repetition frequency of 40 kc. The delay of the time-delay circuit is one-half of
the repetition frequency period, or 12.5 microseconds. The filter is adjusted so that

the output reaches full amplitude during the time of one pulse and decays to zero during

.U •the time the next pulse is sampled by the Datrac. The accuracy of this adjustment

determines the amount of crosstalk introduced by the Noise Filter, which can approach

U zero.

The signal is delivered to grid 3 of a dual cathode follower composed of vacuum tube

V1 and resistors R9 and RIO. The signal is also applied to grid 8 of VI after a

Revised 25 May 1960 7-17
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L

IL 5-mlorosecond delay produced by delay line L2. Variable resistor R5 of the di- fj
vidoer composed of resistors R5 and R6 is used to control the amplitude of the delayed

supgal to oompensate for the attenuation of the undelayed signal introduced by resis-

tors R2 and R3 and by the series-resonant output circuit. The signals present at

grids 3 and 8 are then summed by resistors R7 and R8 and applied to the series-reso-

nant oirau# oompo"sl of Ll and the parallel combination of capacitors C1 and C3.

Capacitor C3 is a small variable capacitor that is used tc tune the series-resonant

circuit to the pulse repetition frequency. The output of the Noise Filter i.s the voltage[

developed across capiacitors Cl and CS.

D-C offt adjustment is accomplished by a circuit composed of tube V2 and associated

components. By varying the operating point of tube V2 with the DC Offset no. 1 con- t "
trol, resistor R13, d-c current flowing out of the Junction of resistors R7 and R8 can -

be changed, and the resulting I-R drop becomes offset voltage. This adjustment is

made so that there is 3. 5 ( :0. 5) volts offset between jacks J7 and J8. Offset .
conditions should always be checked when changing from one system (Vibration or

0-A) to the other. 1m

7. 2. 3 Noise Filter Amplifier [

The purpose of the Noise Filter Amplifier is to amplify the signal delivered by the

Noise Filter so that the peak-to-peak voltage with full modulation is 19 ( * 1 ) volts. i
The signal level must be such that the sync level (absence of data pulse) is -9. 5

(*0. 265 volts. These functions are performed by using two dual-triode (6201) L.
vacuum tubes and one d&al-trlode (6463) vacuum tube, and their associated components.

The first two cathode-coupled triodes (VI and V2) act as a comparison amplifier that

amplifies the difference of the signals appearing on grids 2 and 7 of V1. The third

cathode-coupled triode (V3) aats as a parallel cathode follower and furnishes a low L
output impedance. Zener dioLdes are used to correct the d-c offset throughout the

amplifier. A schematic diagram of the Noise Filter Amplifier is shown in Fig. A-4.

7-18 1
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The signal is delivered to the Noise Filter Amplifier at Jack J9 and applied to grid I
2 of V1. At the same time, the signal appears at grid 7 of V1 as feedback from cathode
follower V3. Plate current to Vl is balanced by means of DC Balance no. 2. In order

.. to make this adjustment, it is necessary to dioconnect the input signal at Jack J9. Test

point TP8 should go to ground potential when the adjustment is properly made.

The output of plate 6 of tube VI is delivered to grid 2 of V2, the necond cathode-coupled

dual triode, through an offset voltage control network composed of diodes CR1, CR2,

and CR3 which reduces the d-c voltage by 180 volts (± 10 percent). Cathode 2 of V2
is coupled to cathode 8, which is next to receive the signal. At the same time, the

signad from the output of V3, a part of the amplifier feedback circuit, appears on grid

7 of V2.

The output from plate 6 of V2 is passed through a second oftiet voltage control network

composed of diodes CR4, CR5, and CRS which reduces tba d-c voltage by 180 volts

(± 10 percent). Capacitors C1 and C2 are used to suppre' s the high-frequency noise

generated in the two Zener diode strings.

The signal is then applied to grid 3 of cathode follower V3. The output of this half of

Vappearls on uathxD 2. This output IN deiiverKe to griU 7 of V2 an1 gr1d - 01 V

through resistors R7, R8, R9, and R13, which act as voltage dividers of a feedback

circuit within the Noise Filter Amplifier. This output is olso coupled to jacks J1l and
J12. At the same time, a part of this output is delivered to grid 8 of VS through reais-

L ~tor R17 and variable resistor R18, The output of this half of V3 appears on ciithode 7
and is ac-coupled to the Sync Separator in the Demultiplexer through Jack J10.

Ii Capacitor C4 acts as a blocking capacitor to prevent high voltage from entering the

-- Demultiplexer.

There are two adjusting points in this circuit in addition to DC Balance no. 2, which

was described earlier. Both of these points, resistors R8 !nd R18, are adjusted with

the input from the Noise Filter connected to Jack J9. Resistor R8 (Overall Gain) is

SKC7-19
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act so that the peak-to-peak voltage with full mod ulation in 19 ( I ) volts at test point [

TM. -u i-s •vi-a-mbe to rechoxeackthedutman• ol ts aiano no. 2 after resistor R8 •

to adjusted to assure that ground potential is present without signal Input. Variable

resistor R16 (a-c gain) is adjuse~d so that the peak-to-peak voltage with full modula-

tion is 15 (± 2) volts at test point TP7. I
The output at Jack J1l is connected to the Reference Voltage Optional Clamp where a

switch either delivers the signal directly to the Datrac and Gate Driver Amplifier or

clamps it to a d-c reference voltage before delivery to the Datrac and Gate Driver II
Amph "ler.

There are three test points in the Noise Filter Amplifier. Test point TP6 furnishes

a sampling point for the input from the Noise Filter;- test point TP7 furnishes a sam- [
ping point to the a-c video output to the Demultiplexer; and test point TP8 furnishes

a sampling point to the d-q video output to the Reference Voltage Optional Clamp.

The Noise Filter Amplifier has three outputs. One output is delivered to the d-c

coupled Analog-to-Digital Converter. The signal is also fed ac-coupled to the sync Ii
circuits In the Denmutiplexer. Peak-to-peak anmlitude of this output to 15 (± 2) volts.

The third output, which is identical to the output going to the Datrac, is delivered to L
the Gate Driver Ar.pWlfier. r
7. 2. 2. 4 Reference Voigage Optional Clamp

A Reference Voltage Optional Clamp circuit is included in all Vibration and G-A Ground

Stations with record capabilities. The purpose of the clamp is to increase the relia- .

bility of the station in the record mode by allowing the operatcr an optional method of -.

restoring the correct d-c record level in case the main d-c correction circuit fails.

A schematic diagram of the clamp Js shown in Fig. A-5. L
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The clamp circuit is contained In a 2-3/4 In. by 2 in. box that to mounted an top of the
case containing the Reference Amplifier In the Base Band Unit. The switch positions

on the clamp box are labeled CLAMP and SERVO. When the switch is In the SERVO

position, the clamp is eliminated from the circuit, and the reference level is furnished

by the d.-c correction circuit. When the switch is in the CLAMP position, the d-o cor-

rection circuit is eliminated and the clamp furnishes the appropriate d-c correction

level.

The clamp level is fixed ut -9 (±0. 5) volts by an SV-9 Zener diode. In order that the

d-c record levels remain approximately the same for the CLAMP or SERVO positions,

the main d-c correction circuit must be set up to match the clamp level.

7. 2. 2. 5 Gate Driver Amplifier

The Gate Driver Amplifier furnishes a gain factor of approximately 0. 33 and a d-c

voltage offset so that a zero signal at the vehicle multiplexer results in a zero signal

jj at the output of the Demultiplexer. This unit delivers the signal to the Demultiplexer.

This amplifier Is made up of a comparison amplifier, a positive peak irmiter, a cathode

follower, an cffset control, and an output clipper. To facilitate switching between the

record and reproduce modes of operation, the Reference Ampilfier low-pass: ffltar Is

L. • included as a par't of the Gate Driver Amplifier. A schematic diagram of this circuit

is shown In Fig. A-6.

In the record mode of operation, the Noise Filter Amplifier furnishes the input to the

Gate Driver Amplifier. In the reproduce mode of operation, the Datrac furnishes the

Input to the Gate Driver Amplifer. The input signal appears at Jack J13 or J14, de-

pending on the mode of operation, and it delivered to grid 2 of V1 (a dual-triode

vacuum tube. 8201, which acts as a cathode-coupled comparison amplifier) through

resistors R1, R2, and R3 which serve as a voltage divider and attenuator. The output

of plate 6 of V1 is passed through diode CR1 for offset voltage control, causing the
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"F ywolltae to ddrop 189 volts (*10 peromt). Capacitor C3 smuPresses the high-fregeuenoy [

notse generated by diode ClI. The sipal to then passed through the positive peak

1l•*, oamposed of variable reulstor R13 (limiter bias), diode CR2, and capacitor

C4: and So daered In pallel to rids 3 and 8 of cathode follower V2, a dual-triode

(66M) vam tube. The output of V2 (cathode& 2 and 7) In passed through a voltage

off"se squsmt network composed of diodes CR3, CR4, and resistor R18 (DC Offset

no. ). The sipgal is then delivered to Jack J17 through an output clipper composed of

diodes CR5 and CR?. This clipper prevents the output to jack J1? from going beyond

+10 or -5. 6 volts.

Also included in the Gate Driver Amlifier in the second low-pass filter for the d-c

reference feedback loop. This filter consistp of resistor R4 and capacitors C1 and C2.

The input to the filter is from the Reference Amplifier. In the record mode of operation,

the filter output Is delivered to the differential inpit of the DC Amplifier. In the repro-

dues mode of operittion the DC Amplifier is not used and the filter output i delivered

to the differential input (grid 7 of VI) of the Gate Driver Amplifier through resistors

R11 and R14. This unit fiters out unwanted frequencies and prevents hunting.

7.&2.26 Reference Amplifier 1*

The Reference Amplifier has a variable gain from 10 to 2500 to amplify the d-c cor-

rection voltage. A gain of 2500 in normally used during operation of the Grould Station

In the Vibration mode. The outpwr Is delivered first to the second low-pass filter con-

tained in the Gate Driver Amplifier and then to the differeatial Input of the DC Amplifier

in the record mode of operation, or to the Gate Driver Amplifier in the reproduce mode

of operation.

The circuitry of this amplifier is described In detail in the Handbook of Operating and [
Maintenance Instructions, A-12 DC Amplifier supplied with the Ground Station. A

schematic diagram of the amplifier is shown in Flg& A-7.[
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The input to tne R6efrence Amplifier is of a differential type with respect to gromd

in order to reduce ground loop problems. This input from the 1-ko Filter card in the

Demultiplexer appears at Jack J25 at approximately 0 volts,(within a few Millivolts)
|I] when the feedback loop is closed. If instability of the video base line Is noted, the

gain should be reduced until stability is achieved. This instability will be noted at test

Spoint TP11 in the Gate Driver Amplifier. Random noise may be preset, but It is
represnt lsofpe Ationifited- eer. nc fembc lo p. lto o a mag
filtered out by the second low-pass filter in the Gate Driver Amplifier. The output at

Jack J23 should be 0 (±5) volts and must never exceed : 10 volts as this level would

"repoesent loaura of of the d-c reference feeud bf k loop. Altaa ly u no dama

to equipment would result with the output approaching these limits of +10 volts, data
D recovery accuracy of the Ground Station would suffer appreciably.

7. 2. 3 Demultiplexer, Record Mode

A functional diagram of the Vibration Demultlplexer in the record mode of operation is

shown in Fig. 7-8. The three principal functions of the Demultiplexer are: (1) to

separate the data sync pulse from the composite data signal for use as a clock pulse

•for the Demultiplexer and Analog-to-Digital Converter (Datrac) aind to generate frame

sync pulses from the composite data signal; (2) to open and close th• analog gtes in

sequential fashion in order to separate the composite data signal into separate ovtputs;
and (3) to sample the calibrate pulse that appera t Ch-nne. I alternately with the

I L sync pulse and send it through a low-pass filter as a d-c correction voltage to the

Base Band Unit.

Since the Ground Station is slaved to the vehicle clock, a clock signal must be recov-

I• ered from the composite pulse train. This is done in the data sync generator where

a pulse is generated for every data polse and sync interval in the PAM pulse train.

The phasing can be controlled to give the appropriate time relation between the clock

SI signal thus generated and the analog data pulses from the Base Band Unit.

One output of the data sync generator is used to drive the bir .-y countdown that pro-

&di es the square-wave signals used for "ANDIng" purposes in the matrices. The
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I j outputs of the matrices are the keying signals for the anaog data gates which receive
their input in the form of the PAM analog pulse trali from the Gate Driver Amplifier

in the Base Band Unit. These mequential keying signals to the analog data gates are

on separate lines and are connected to the appropriate analog data gates which open

and close in correspondence with the keying signals. The "on" time of any one high-

frequency data gate is the clock period, or 25 microseconds. The "off" time is one

frame minus the clock period, or 175 microseconds. The "on" time for a suboom-

J mutated data gate is the same as the "on" for a high-frequency data gate, or 25 micro-

seconds. The "off" time of the subcommutated data gate is eight frames minus one

clock period, or 1575 microseconds.

L To keep the Demultiplexer in synchronization with the PAM pulse train (that is, to

open the appropriate analog data gate when each channel of the PAM pulse train is

* delivered from the Base Band Unit), a frame synchronization pulse is used. Frame

I I synchronization pulses are generated in the frame sync generator which produces a

pulse whenever a pulse is missing in the PAM pulse train. To ensure that this pulse

is a valid sync pulse and not a stray pulse as might be generated in the presence of

r-f noise interference or a faulty multiplexer, a certain amount of logic is incorporated

L into the circuitry.

True frame sync occurs on Channel 1 alternately with a calibrate pulse. Therefore,

the train of potential sync pulses is delayed exactly eight channels by means of an

eight-bit shift register and compared in a logic gate with the potential frame sync
pulses being generated by the frame sync generator. This will produce a frame sync

pulse output only when the potential frame sync pulse appears on alternate frames.

Once apparent frame sync has been established, it is fed into a Fate which opens to

- receive a sync pulse only when one is expected as determined Lv the high-frequency

binary countdown and matrix. When the sync pulse arrives, it closes the gate and

blocks any spurious pulses. If the sync pulse does not arrive as expected, the sync

gate remains open until sync Is again established. This circuit performs the function

of blocking periodic and nonperiodic false sync pulses as well as the subcommutated
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qes SI.., vft& topears as a nomperlodic syna pulse to the hIgh-frequency binary

h aiit~., mboommt-~ synahrouixation pulse is needed to control the subcom-I
mutated binar *=Mown and matrix. This pulse is derived by sampling the output
of Soe &rme &7*c gurstos only during Channel-8 time by way of a keyed gate that ts
aosetroled by the higb-foWaency binary countdown andl matrix. The output of the keyed
SU*e Is deliWie to a suboommutated sync gate which operat s in the same fashion as
the blgb-fteapemcy gate except that it is controlled by the suboommutated countdown
and matrix.[

The two signals appearing at the output of the high-f requency and subcommutated sync

gates are delivered to the Digital Record Electronics for recording on a single digital
track. These -Usigal are combined onto one line by means of an OR gate.

7. 2.3. 1 Data Sync Bepartor

The purpose of the Data Sync Separator is to extract the data sync or clock he~ormation

from the composite pulse train (a-c video). The Data Sync Separator is composed of[
110"A. c~r..1s M1-4-P i~ew- lArpmI bi~a, nd,-Pr*e- filter pw1- -nhli ahnr. clivinr

amplifiers, one-shot, emitter follower, and blocking oscillator. A schematic diagram

of the Data Dync Separator is shownIn Fig. A-8.

Clock output occurs in the form of a square wave or pulse; data sync is in the form of
a pulse only. Clock information Is In time pnase with data sync information. Data
sync output is actually clock Information which has been delayed so that keying pulses
for the data gates occur at a time when Interchannel crosstalk is at a minimum. rhe
Q of the band-pass filter ts such that clock and data sync outputs are present when as
many as approximately 30 consecutive data pulses are midssiag. Operation of the
Data Sync Sepaator ceases whenever more than approximatcly 30 consecutive data

pulses are missing.
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The composite pulse train input (a-c video) from the Noise Filter Amplifier appears

-I at pin J. It then enters the clamp and clipper circuit, which is composed of diodes

CR3 and CR4, transistors Q3 and Q6, and associated components. This circuit re-

stores the d-c level to the a-c video and clips below minimum data level. Resistor

R13 is adjusted so that positive peak clipping occurs at 1.5 (.*0. 2) volts. Test

point TPl - the junction of diode CR4 and resistor RI3 - should be observed when this

adjustment is being made.

The output from the clamp and clipper circuit passes through the emitter follower,

composed of transistor Q6 and resistor R19, into the band-pass filter. This band-

pass filter is a ringing, oscillator-type circuit in which the resonant frequency is that

of the sampling rate of the composite pulse train. The output level control of the clamp-

L and-clipper circuit, resistor R19, is adjusted so that the peak-to-peak amplitude of the

output sine wave at the junction of capacitor C14 and diode CR7 is 15 (* 1) volts. Fine

L[i tuning of the tank circuit is made by adjusting capacitor CISA.

The signal is coupled into the pulse shaping network through capacitor C14. Transis-

tors Q14 and Q17, diode CR7, and associated components act as a dual emitter follower

I and clamp circuit. Its output is fed into the clipper circuit composed of diodes CR9 and

CR10, transistor Q19, and associated comp nts Sio-n dies C -R _ CRIO changfe

the sine wave from the dual emitter follower into an approximately square wave.

Thia square wave is coupled into the clipper ampliflers through the emitter follower

L composed of transistor Q19 and resistor R52. There are two saturating-type amplifier

stages and two emitter follower stages in the clipper amplifier circuitry. The two

amplifiers are transistors Q2 and Q7 with their associated components; the two emitter

follower stages are transistors Q5 and Q9 with their associated components. The signal

is amplified but not inverted, and the output is fed into f•ur succeeding emitter followers

in parallel. Output of the clipper amplifiers, which is now a square wave, passes through

the emitter follower composed of transistor Q8 and associated components to pin K and

,/ through the emitter follower transistor composed of transistor Q10 and associated

IL
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smi~m~to pin, R Those two, clipper amplifer outputs are then delivered am alock

V Mm to *ae XSRIhtit Shift Register at pin M and to the Frame Sync Separator I
aiit 5f . Oiputof Me clljyr ampliflerestoalsofed to the one-shot through the

.i~sr Ml t 01qoado transistor Q12 and associated components. Positive-U
-yobg portims of the square wave trigger the one-shot, which Is composed of transistors
Q16 and 418 and their associated components. The variable delay of 4 to 25 micro-
oseo~s Is adjustd by resistor 339 In such a manner that the data gates are keyed when

mniumtim Wotrebanmel croostalk occurs. The one-shot output (monitored at the junction

of capacitor C31 and resistor A51) is a series of positive pulses. These pulses fire a '
blooking oscillator composed of transistors Q13 and Q16, transformer Ti, and associated

compamalta. The output of the blocking oscillator consists of data sync pulses which are
fed to the Pulse Sequencer and Frequency Divider at pin b. Finally, the output from the

cllipWer amlifie passe through an emitter follower composed of transistor Q1 and its
associated comp toet: a differentiating circuit composed of capacitor C4, diode CR2, and4
resistor M8: and an emaitter follower composed of transistor Q4 and associated corn-1
ponents to pin T for delivery as a series of posittve clock pulses to the Data Sync

Delay Record.

7. 2. 3. 2 Frame Sync Separator

The Frame Sync Separator produces a pulse whenever a data pulse is absent in the r

oomposite pulse train. This unit 'as adjusted so that whenever the level of a data pulse Ll
falls below a 0. 5-volt level with reference to the base line, a pulse Is produced. The
unit in made up of the following functioning circuits: d-c restorer, positive peakV

clipper, adder, decision level inverting amplifier, one-shot, and three blocking oscil-

lators. A schematic diagram appears in Fig. A-9.

The composite pulse train (a-c video) input is delivered to pin J . It in then clamped

to a few terths of a volt, positive d-o, by means of the d-c restorer composed of L
capacitors C2 and C4. diode CR2, diode CR11, and resistor R3.
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The signal is then delivered to the positive peak clipper set to clip below minimum

ist, level, which is approximately +2 volts as monitored at test point TPI. This

clipper is composed of transistor Qi, diode CR3, and mssabated components. The

clipping level is adjusted by varying resistor R8.

The clock square wave from the Data Sync Separator appears at pin R. It is delAvered

to the clock blocking oscillator composed of transistors Q6 and Q7, transformer T1,

and associated components. The output of thin blocking oscillator is delivered to

pin S as reset pulses to the Eight-Bit Shift Register. It also is delivered to the one-

sl ot composed of transistors Q8 and Q9 and associated components. This multivibraior

Introduces a variable time delay from 4 to 25 microseconds. The time delay is set by

adjusting resistor R26. The output is delivered as clock pulses to a delayed blocking

U oscillator composed o0 transistors Q1O and Q1l, transformer T3, and associated com-

ponents.I
The output of this blocking oscillator is delivered to the odder oompoised of resistor

RiO. This adder combines the clipped composite pulse train and delaed data sync.

Resistor R26 in the one-shot circuit is adjusted so that the negative-going blocking

oscillator pulses are centered on the data pulses #s they are mmintored at test point

TP2.

III The output of the adder is delivered to the decision level invertong amplifier composed

of transistors Q2 and Q3, diode CR5, and associated components. This amplifier

selects the blocking oscillator pulses which ooinoide with the absence of data pulses

and provides a positive-going pulse to fire the output blocking oscillator composed of

_ transistors Q4 and QS, transformer T2, and associated 4.vmponents.

The output blocking oscillator provides sync pulses which are delivered to the Eight-

Bit Shift Register and the Sync Selector at pin P, Resistor RIO is adjusts so that

the blocking oscillator fires reliably whenever a data pulse is absent but will not fire

under any other conditions. A good setting of RIO would be halfway between 41) the
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setting that Just ] .to fire the output blocking oscillator at clock rate, and (2)

a* "W" thallJstjt firingthe output blocking oscillator at data pulse absence

Mre. b1is setting can be monitored at pins J and P.

?. & S..3 iht-Bit Shft Pgster K
The purpose of the Eight-Bit Shift Register is to store data pulse absence or sync pulse

Informattio, for eight clock periods (of time) and present to a succeeding AND gate direct [
sync puls outputs and i.or7 syn~c p-u*se outputs.

This unit Is composed of a series string of rine delay-coupled flip-flops, four output [

emitter followers, and a clock driver. The schematic diagram is shown in Fig. A-10. [
The first flip-flop acts as a buffer stage for the succeeding eight units in the shift

register. It stores the sync pulses until the clock shifts this information into the first

storage flip-flop.

Three inputs are provided: Reset (clock) pulses from the Frame Sync Separator appear [

at pin 8; sync pulses from the Frame Sync Separator appear at pin P; and the clock

square wave from the Data Sync Separator appears at pin A. L

T'Phe reset -'so on i 0 pusano durn-W diode CI1 and saturates trassistor Q1. % -hen i a

a sync pulse is present at pin P, current passes through diode CR2 causing transis )r
Q3 to saturate and the collector of transistor Q1 to go te high potential. This allow,

capacitor C6 to charge through RIO because diode CR7 is back-biased when transiatt r

Q2 of the clock driver is cut off with a negative clock pulse. When transistor Q2 is

saturated with a positive clock pulse, diodes CR7 and CR8 conduct because of the pre-

viovs charge on capacitor CS. This current flowing through diode CR8 cuts off tranuis-

tor Q4 and saturates transistor Q5, thus sefting up the first storage flip-flop. L

[9
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In a like manner, the absence of a syn, pulse will cause the first storage stage to be

set up In the opposite way withi transistor Q5 cut off and transistor Q4 saturated. This

process continues through succeeding stages until the last stage is reached.

Two outputs are provided by the output emitter followers. The stored sync pulses are

delivered to pin U for transfer to the Programmer, while the direct sync pulses are

delivered to pin K for transfer to the Programmer.

7. 2. 3.4 Programmer

The purpose of the Programmer is to (1) provide a keying pulse to the sync gate every

IT other frame at the Channel 1 position and (2) provide the ANbing logic associated with

the Eight-Bit Shift Register. The Programmer is composed of an AND gate and a

flip-flop. A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. A-i1.

Inputs to the AND gate (pins K ard U) are provided by the Eight-Bit Shift Register.

Input at pin K corresponds to the absence of a data pulse, and input at pin U corre-

sponds to the presence of a data pulse delayed for eight bits of time. Diodes CRI

and CR2 and the emitter follower composed of transistor Q1 and resistor R1 providp

a pulse upon the time-coincidence of input i at K and U.

L The flip-flop, which is composed of transistors Q2 and Q3 and associated components,

is triggered by the Channel 1 keying pulse irom the data gate. This pulse appears at

pin d. The flip-flop output, which is coupled through the emitter follower composed

uf transistor Q4 and resistor R12, constitutes a keying pulse to the sync gate rnd is

"delivereid to pin a.

7. 2. 3. 5 Sync Selector

The purpose of the Sync Selector Is to combine sync pulses for rocording purposes in

suc:i a manner that only sync gate and keyed gate circuitry need be used to produce
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bath main aw subcomwntatod frame sync while in the reproduce mode. A schematic t

diagram' of 0^9i fly-ni llta~~a .. i..wn Ua 14..A12

There *re two inputs to the Syno Selector. Byic pulses from the Eight-Bit ahIft Register

,41M gatc appear oo pln Z. ftac pulses from the Frame Sync Separaor appear on pin
P.

ke,'ne pulses entering at pin P pass through an emitter follower composed of transistor

Q1 and resistors X2 arld R4. These pulses then enter the gate circuit, composed of

crarisist~or , Q5, " &rw Q5 and associated componants, at the emintter of transistor Q4.

Series switch Q4 znd azmt switch Q5 are Ueyed by a pulse ampliffer composed of transis-

tor Q3 und reaietors R13 and A7. This pulse amplifier is operated by subcommutated

keying pu.*es, Wido;,ý appear on pipn K in such a manner that the presence of a keyingJ

pulse opent tLe gate and t'Ie abmmze of a keying pulse closes the gate. Output pulses

fiore the gate Are pessed through the emitter follower composed of transistor Q7 and

resistor RI2 for delivery to iri d as the eubcomnmutated sync pulse to the sync gate.

Output pulses from the gate aro ulso passed through the emitter follower composed of

tra•:slstor Qd and resistor R11 and ire coupled through capacitor C4 for delivery to

the blockizig oe5fllato- th.t is compoced of transistors Q8 and Q9, transformer Ti, and

associated components.

3yr~c p, -o also enter at pin Z and pass through an omitter ft1lower rnomnosed of

transiWs,,r Q2 and resistor R6 and are then coupled throtg): capacitor C3 for delivery

to the blocking oscillator.

The blocking oscillator is fired by cirr;,It pulses from either capacitor C3 or capacitor

C4. T•e positive output pulses of the blocking oscillator are delivered to pin f as

conmpeite !rame sync for the Digital Recurd Electronics.
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7. 2. 3.6 SyncGateI

The purpose of the Sync Gut. is to permit frame sync pulses to be generted aly I&M
such pulses are sntiolpal ad. Sync pulses whic are not true syno pulses are mmdii
produced by preceding tiyno separation circuits because ad r-f Thafwi@5 b dive
if a pulse can~ be suppliad to arrive at a tim. vbwa frame sync 10 mipected sad Am
pulse keys a gate that 1,ollows the frame sync logic circuitry, Sohebs.hie 41 pw**MW
false frame sync is groatly reduced. The Sync Gate is made up of tw ne"dwW, Om
blocking oscillators, a flip-flop, a dual emitter follower, ad a pte 7be a~os~

diaramfortheSyn Cate to shown in Fig. A-33.

There a~rp two Inputs to the Sync Glate. Keying pulses are deiimei. ~So a. fp
pulses are delivered to pin Z . Frame sy=n cutpui to -*pi I.

The keying pulse from pin a resets the Mlp-9fl op fusesi O UUMISIMs am w
and associated components so that the olpAan A*. ~sr MIde m I pa

t ~transistor Qi and resistor R2 (T"2 tww s th, ges .o eiad mtanabr ~pli

resistors R33 and FL37.

The anticipated sync pulse appears an pin Z. I Is a posiftinVw ands Is10 W e
by capacitor Cl, diode CR1, and resistor Al dw tho hee ve-Wf 1 'Inm 4dgo
pd Lee trigers the onw-h o-p~ a rnil'w 2M 4 -Sma"fw

ponents. This one-shot Aires blocking oscillto rio. 1, 00uyesa 4d trMeletWu Q1
and Q7, transformer TI, and associated compma~s, #A a time several 9610061111111
after the initial generation of the sync pulse in the Franie ftno Suparuie. The rewa

-for this delay Js that sync pulses generated In the Frame Syac kepawste ame log Ino do
mately In time phswue with the data syno and that resetting of the pulse semwincrs by~
the output of the Sync Gate (pLM f) must occur sligitly after triggering by the data syno.
This delay can be varied between 4 and 25 microseconds by adjusting resistao,1US, but

*the delay tousually of the order of3 (*1) microseconds.
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so00 Wo pa lprft ogitput poloe" of blookheg ceoiat.no. 1 ane delierd to the duolI
esdO *Nww *MWOed of trasialslao Q9 and Qi1 and associated component. The

4"d UMad tol mar follwer to usea at test palM TPI, W s andpS lusd byv

SI Wf .1owdo tremsAwaa Q12 and mmesltors R36 &ad 33?, whtah was opened by
804M o . GIl'4IP qosse a poSdtS, pals that fir" blocking escaliator no. 2

of 032 se 03, tansfomer T2, and associated copnns

UW0 0s nif pM ws StIs & v n a to pin f aso ame sync mad to one- J
do s& -eitse u w. 1 mos a-4 a and asseciated comonents. One-shot

s& 2 ls dae a dd *0 hug an% Wo basrn. t the gase will I*" ssaticipate
ftý~ an pis %W56 nM A Ae be sijestd so, that the fip-flop

a. pto ~Wy S zosesendls aetr the gsmeratla *I a &rame Sync

b6s, tow iSoft Is a 9" 9*6sh Is hqre "on" by t)- arrival of a pulse which
- -sk ". =0"4i p q& git Is. kye "oW It the saticipated symc pulse

puma ~ a diiof s Gateol. N3s asIe~sted sync pulaK arrives, the Sync Glate re-
wetsop in"_ as #@Puensti gympuse arrives.

Mw Zero fata Slector selects the pedeata levels from the composite pulse train which
eutala alteirsating pedestal levels, nd Woos levels on Channel 1. Use pedestal levels
are fed to the first low-pass filter In the DC reference feedback loop. A schematic
diagram of the Zero, Data Selector is dhown in Fig., A-14.

(bsanne 1 keying pulses from the Data Gate enter an pin d into an emitter fMlower
--omp -e-d of translato Qi and resistoir 24. It Is coupled througis capacitor C4 to the

trigger input of the flip-flop comaposed of diodes CR1. CR2, and CR3; transistors Q2
and Q31 wad associated comonensts.
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The main frame sync from the Sync Gate enters on nin, f and ,'-n*te tii,-fl-..o

that the output at the emitter follower composed of transistor Q4 and resistor R21 is

positive only when pedestal pulses appear in the pulse train. The oxtput of this emitter

follower is "ANDed" with the output of the emittsr follower composed of transistor Qi

and resistor R4 by means of an AND gate composed of diode CR4 and resistor R17. The

output of this AND gate turns transistor Q7 on oAly during alternate frames. The out-

put at the collaoctor of transistor Q7 keys the keyed gate composed of transistors Q5

and Q6 and associated components. The keyed Pate permits only alternate Channel 1

data (pedestal pulses) to be applied to the d-c reference feedback loop. The output of

this keyed gate is delivered to pin V.

7. 2. 3. 8 Frequency Divider

The purpose of the Frequency Divider is to divide the repetition rate, or frequency,

Iiof pulses by factors of two, four, or eight. Reset and set Inputs are available for each

of the three cascaded flip-flops, or binary counters, so that outputs can be phased In

I" any desired manner. A schematic diagram of the Frequency Divider Is shovm In

Fig. A-15.

When it is desirew; to operate pulse sequencers at rates below that of clock. a frequewy

divider is inserted between the source of clock pulses and a low-speed pulse sequener.

L.• As thE low-speed sequencers must sequence at certain times, re" pulses must be

properly applied to the flip-flops in use. In the Vibration operation, the frmsncy is
S~divided by eight.

/ L All three flip-flop stages and associated output emitter followers in the Frequency

Divider are similar. As ahown in the schematic diagram, data sync pulses are de-

I livered as trigger pulses for the Frequency Divider at pin b. Set and reset pulses

- are furnished for each of the three flip-flops. Output in the form of trigger pulses

for the subcommutated pulse sequencer are delivered to pin P.

K
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1. 2.3.9 Rih C~n Pus Sqene

Tbe purpose of the Zig Channel Pulse Sequencer Is to provide eight channels of pulses

In tir' sequeoe. Seven flip-flops and eight AND gates are arranged to accomplish 1
this pjr•nVoe. A schematic diagram of the Eight Channel Pulse Sequencer is shown in

7ig A-16.

The output pulses of the pulse sequencer are used to key data gates. The trigger pulses

dotersmine the rate at which the output palses advance. The reset pulses determine the

phase of the output pulses in relation to the no. 1 output pulse. [

The AND gates are driven by flip-flop outputs, which are isolated by individual emitter-

follower stages.Ii

7. 2.3. 10 Data Gates

The purpose of the Data Gates is to provide eight data gates which are keyed by the out-

puts of a series of AND gates. These AND gates are In turn keyed by pulses from pulse

sequencers. The Data Gates unit is made up of 12 emitter followers, eight AND gates, L
and eight data gates. A schematic diagram of this unit is shown In Fig. A-17.

For any one of the AND gates to produce an output pulse, two coincident input pulses L

must be present. For example, to produce an output from AND gate 3, Input pulses

must be I resent at pins j and V; for an AND gate 2 output, Input pulses must be

present at pins j and X.

All AND gates are composed of a single diode and a single resistor and possess two

inputs and one output. The signal level appearing on Pin J is applied to one input of L
AND gates 1 through 4 through an emitter follower composed of transistor Q2 and

resistor R3. The signal level appearing on pin M is applied to one input of AND gates

5 through 8 through an emitter follower composed of transistor Q7 and resistor R9.
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The other inpRut to AND gates 1 through 8 to supplied from app opriate pine and

emitter followers. Outputs of AND gates 1 and 8 are coupled through emitter follow-

eru to pins d and K, respectively, as keying pulse outputs. These outputs key
individual data gates I through 8.

All data gates are identical. Each data gate is composed of an inverting pulse ampli-

fier a shunt transistor switch, and a series transistor switch. Data gate 1 will serve

i I as an example of circuit operatico.

AND gate 1 output pulse rises and falls between -15 and -5 volts. When the volta3e

is greater than approximately -10 volts, transistor Q21 is turned on. The oolloctor

of this transistor, which serves as an inverting pulse amplifier, drops to approximate-

ly -10 volts. This voltage turns off transistor Q29 and turns on transistor QI3. Tran-

sistor Q29 is the shunt switch and QI3 is the series switch. When the output from the

! AND gate drops below approximately -10 volts, transistor Q13 turns off and turns on

Q29.

Whenever an output from an AND gate appears, the data gate will open and d-c video

-from the Gate Driver Amplifier will appear. Nhenever there is no AND gate output,

the data fate output wll present a ,,,', ,ru .... ith respo~ , to•• -iD 5 d.

The gated outputs from data gates I through 8 are delivered to appropriate pins for

delivery to display electronics.

7. 2. 3. 11 Data Sync Delay Record

The Data Sync Delay Record circuit delays the clock pulses so that sampling In the

Datrac occurs at a time when crosstalk is at a minumum. At thli time, the Data

Sync Delay Record delivers a command pulse to the Datrac. A schematic diagram

of this unit is shown in Fig. A-18.

I L
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Th-e o01fit t oUPos of a om-shot which provides variable delay, a blocking

oscillatwr, d an emitter follower.

The InPt of posiUve clock pulses from the Data Sync Separator is at pin a. The

pulses are dellvorod through an emitter follower, compoWe' of transistor Q1 and re-

sister R•, to the om-shotoompoeed of transistors Q2 aw- Q3 and associated compo-

nmat, where a suitable delay is added to the clock information. Delays from 4 to 25

microseconds are obtained by adjusting r-sistor R5. The output of the one-shot is

coupled through capacitor CS to the blocking oscillator composed of transistors Q4 and

Q5, transformer T1, mn associated components.

Positive command pulses to the Digital-to-Analog Converter leave the blocking oscil-

lator atpin N.

7.2.4 Output Filters and Amplifiers

The purpose of the Output Filters and Amplifiers (Fig. 7-9) is to take the demultiplexed

series of pulses and smooth them out in such a fashion that the output can be reproduced

continuously and proportional to the signals applied to the vehicle multiplexer. L
Three Filter Boards ,2 k1, kc1, and 250 -pa) are pro•iddd "o &1. thLa

pulses from the main and subcommutated data gates. A schematic diagram of a Filter ii
Board in shown in Fig. A-19. The filters have a cutoff frequency of approximately

0. 4 times the pulse repetition rate per channel. This results in a 2-kc cutoff frequency

for the high-frequency channels and a 250-cpa cutoff frequency for the subcommutated

channels. The filters pass all frequencies in the range of 0-2000 cps corresponding to L
the modulation frequencies and attenuate all higher frequent lea, including the sampling

frequency, at least 40 db. The filters used with the subcommutated channels pass all L
frequencies in the range of 0-250 cpa corresponding to the modulation frequencies and

attenuate all higher frequencies, including the sampling frequency, at least 40 db. The

filters are connected by way of a patch panel to the output amplifiers which are capable
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*I delivering 100 me to te wlvanomnrst of the Visual Diaplay Unit (Visicorder) or to

--an exatral 1od.

OMaractersti€ impedance of both types of Filters it 10K. and two outputs per filter are

provided, one bein one-eighth the amplitude of the other, so that display circuit gains

do not require adjustment when the duty factors are changed, as in the case of switch-

ing from wafi to auboommutated channels.

In addition to the 250-cpe and 2-ko filters that are uned only for interpolation, 1-kc

filters are used in the d-c reference servo loop. Here, a 1-kc cutoff frequency ade-

quately filters the 2. 5-kc faudamental frequency component of the sampled input with-

out causing instability in the servo loop, The Output Filters and Amplifiers perform

the same function and operate in the same manner in both the record and reproduce

modes of station operation.

7. 2. 5 Visual Display Unit

The Visual Display Unit (Visicorder) reproduces the outputs of the Output Filters and

Amplifiers in oscillograph form and thus furnishes a simultaneous time history of the

seven Information channels of the Demultiplexer output. Adjustments on the Patch

Panel allow the operator to select any or all of the channels of Information for dsp!-y ,-

on the Visicorder. '

The theory of operation and maintenance procedures for the Visicorder are described

in detail in a publication of the Heiland Division of Minneapolis-Honeywell titled

LOperation Manual- Honeywell Model 906B Visicorder Oscillograph. Publ. No. 850320,

.Denver, Colorado, Sep 19UIf.

7.2.6 Analog-to-Digital Converter

The Analog-to- Digital Converter (Datrac) converts every pulse of the PAM composite L
pulse train Into a nine-bit digital word.[
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Included in the Analog-to-Digital Converter is a sample and hold circuit that samples

the peak value )f every pulse and holds it for digitization. This circuit, which in onn-

trolled by the data sync pulse from the Demultiplexer, is turned on for approximately

2 microseconds by the data sync pulse and holds for approximately 23 microseonds.

After a short etabilizing interval, the converter operates at a rate of I mioroseconds

1 per bit and converts the sample mid hold signal into a nine-bit digital word in 18 micro-

seconds. These nine bits are temporarily stored and applied to the Digital Record

Electronics.

i i The theory of operation and maintonaaos pronedures for the Datrao are described in
detail in the instruction manual Datrac Analog-to-DIgItal Converter published by

Epeco, Inc., Boston, Mass. Mddifications made in the Datrac are dee .Ibed in this

• J manual. Schematic diagrams of the modifications are shown in Figs. A-20, A-21,

A-22, A-23, and A-24.

In performing the function of recording and reproducing information for the PAM-FM

. Ground Station, it is necessary to convert analog information into digital form for re-

cording and to convert digital information into analog form for reproductdon. The

SLconversion process is accomplished by a device supplied by Epeco, Incorporated, under

"^h-o trado narne VafV• DAL-ra- . Thes reou'_1 supplied for use i the Ground Staton is the"

L B-609SM2, modified for the special requizements of the Ground Station. The Datrac

B-609SM2 (a modified version of Model B-611) is documented in an instruction manual

for the Datrac Analog-to-Digital Converter, Models B-611 and B-613. The paarpose

here is to document those modifications made to the B-611 and the B-609SM2 for use

in the PAM-FM Ground Station.

The modifications Include:

[j e Addition of special high-speed oample and hvd circuitry

* Addition of relays for converting between digital-to-analog and analog-to-

digital modes
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Gainm of analog output circuitry so that Input and ouatput level (*10) volts) is

dw same
*Rfedmction of notme interbirence during digital- to- anakj& operation

o Remaoval of first and second bits of the 11-bit total
is Addition of monitor points to all outputs to Record Amplifiers

*Addition of eperate output c~qeotors for the following cignals:

(I) Datrac command
(2) Conversion complete

(3) Serial pulse train

(4) Analog output

A brief description of the two modes of operation of the modified Datrac will be Included

here.

In the analog-to-digital mode of operation, the first event to occur is the arrival of a

Datrac oommand pulse. This pulse does three thlngs; (1) it starts the sampling

process by operating the sample and hold switch-driver circuitry, (2) It etarts the

digitization process which actually begins with the third of 11 bits approximately 6
microseconds later, and (3) it clears all digital data from the previo"~ conversion.
Bit- one and two have Woen remw`-e from. th 11-1bIt 00 4..we In odr g're- ~- I-ý

bit lnformt dion and to allow stabilization of the sample and hold circuitry and the am-

plifier follcwlng the sample and hold. The sampling interval begins with the arrival

of the Datrac command pulse and lasts approximately 1. 5 microseconds. The memory

of the 3ample and hold circuitry then holds data voltage for approximately 2SI. 1Ž micro-

seconds, at which time digitization is complete and a conversion complete pulse (used

to clock data onto the magnetic tape) Is produced. Digitization of nine bits, beginning

with the third and ending with the eleventh, is performed at the rate of one biL for ever.1

2 microseconds.

In the digital- to- analog mode of operation, conversion Is completed In only 6 micro-

seconds. In this process, the first event to occur is the arrival of '- clear pulse from
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the Delay Command Poise circuit contained In the Record a;d Reproduce Electronics.

The next event to occur Is the ap&icatlon, in parallel, of nine bits of d~tgtal data from

the Data Storage mad Gate circuits. An the last event, approximately 2 moloseconds

later, analog data appears for delivery to the Demultiplexer.

Figure 7-10 illuatrates the analog-to-digital conversion aequence. The externally ap-

plied comr and pulse initiates digitization and sampling and the timing of the digitiza-

tion of nine individual bits of information. Completion of the conversion is marked by

convcvrsion-complete pulse after a total elapsed time of approximately 24. 5 micro-

seconds.

The individual conversions necessary to make the Datrac B-611 compatible with the

PAM-FM Ground Station are discussed in the following paragraphs.

In order to record the value of data pulses with a minimum of crosstalk and allow

digitization time, this data must be -ampled in as short a time as posaible. The spe-

cial high-speed sample and hold circenitry samples in only 1. 5 microseconds and holds

the data value for as long a time as is necessary to perform digitization, I.e., 24.5

microseconds. The sample and hold equipment is contained on two plug-in chassis.

Chassis no. 1 contains an input a-mpliaffer compoaad of an operatIo-al ampie oW

associated network. Chassis no. 2 contains a blocking oscillator, a switch driver,

a switch, a holding capacitor, a bias current source, and an operational amplifle- and

associated network.

Analog voltage from the Base Band Unit appears on terminal 32 of Chassis no. 1

(Fig. A-20) for delivery to the operational amplifier and network composed of resis-

tors R1, R2, 113, R4, R6, and R7. The operational amplifier is composed of one-half

of vacuum tube V3, vacuarm tubes V! and V2, and associated components. The galn of

this combination of operational amplifier and network is -1 as the ratio of R2 /R 1 is

unity. Its output Is delivt -ed to the cathode follower composed of one-half of vacuum

tube V3 and associated components. The output of this cathode follower is delivered
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"to terminal 24 and then to terminal 14 on Chassis no. 2 as input to a diode switch

composed of vacuum tubes V4 ard V5. The overall gain from tern•aa 32 to terminal

2n Chass i. s nn-.1 is approximately ou1th•o mlti. nt iern-ri nn|i i •MA nfIwPevn !fl

proximately +15 and -5 volts.

Z

Datrac command pulses frorrm Chass!s no. 8 appear on terminal 12 of Chassis no. 2 1
for delivery to a blocking oscillator composed of ,,acuum Wube V6, tro.sf•ormer T1,

and associated componnnts. These Ditrae command pulses of +20 volts amplitude

override the -15-volt bias on grid 2 of V6 and force current to flow from cthbid, 3 of

V6 through capacitor C6 to produce positive voltage on grid 7 of V6. Current. now

flowing through transformer TI to plate 9 of V6, induces voltage across resistor R66, i
further increasing the positive voltage on grid 7 of V6. The right half of vacuum tube

V6 conducts until the charge on capacitor C6 drupu Unuuugh to returui thu tube to the;

cutoff state.

The resulting blocking oscillator pulse is delivered to transformer T2 of the switch-

driver circuitry wihich is composed of transiormer T2, and vacuum tubes V7, VS, aud

V9. Transformer T2 provides positive and negative pulses. The positive pulse is n

delivered to a cathode follower composed of vacuum tube V8 and r-als"to"r 32, and the

negative pulse is delivered to a cathode follower composed of vacuum tube V7 and

resistor R33. The network composed of resistors R34 and R35 and capacitor C7 pro-

vides approximately +37 volts of bias to vacuum tube V7. The network composed of

resistors R,3,, and R37 and capacitor C8 provides approximately -30 volts of bias to

If no pulses are being delivered to the switch-driver circuitry, sufficient current flows

through resistor R20, diode vacuum tube V9, and cathode follower V8 to produce ap-

proximately -20 volts on the plates of vacuum tubes V4 and Vb of the diode switch.

Likewise, sufficient current flows from cathode follower V7 and diode V9 and through

resistor R39 to produce approximately +40 volts on the cathodes of V4 and V5 of the

diode switch. Under these conditions, diodes V4 and V5 are nonconducting and hoiding

capacitor C9 is effectively tied to the open grid 7 of vacuum tube V1O.
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'W ' .i ...iibui§ arc deulivered to the switch-driver from the blocking oscillator. bias

vrltages for V7 and V8 are overridden so that the currents In both halves of diode V9

are Interrupted for the duration of the sampling interval, i.e., for approximately 1.5

mi.croseonds. """: means that current flows froms +300 vultu at terminal 2 through

resistor R30. both haven of 1.14 and V.9 W 20

on terminal 3. With the diode bridge conducting, data from Chassis no. 1 permits

supply current to charge holding capacitor C9 to data level.

The vultage level which appearn on holding capacitor C9 is delivered to the open grid

"of vacuu ... c VIO of th-e up, atiu•ial wziplifier composed of vacuun tubes Vi , V111

and V12, and associated components. Gain of t'-l• combinaion of operational amplifier

and the network composed of resistors R61, R62, and R63 Is adjusted by varying R3A_

Overall gain is adjusted to approximately 3 . The sampled output is delivered to I
terminal 25 of Chassis no. 2 an the input volutage to he -fatrac suumminrg juncton. .

7. 2.7 Digital Record Electronics 1
Digital Record Electronics are used to record the digital word generated by the Datrac,

the composite frame sync, and the clock signal in paralled in Non-Return-to-Zero

(NRZ) form on the magnetic tape on command of the conversion complete pulse from

the Datrac. Digital Record Amplifier, Frame Sync Storage Record, and Pulse Ampli-

fier cards make up the record electronics. A functional diagram of the Digital Record

Electronics is shown in Fig. 7-11.

i •The conversion complter pulse occurs approximately 0. 5 microsecond aftA,r the

digitization is complete. This pulse is amplified and delivered as a clock signal to

all digital record amplifiers and in recorded on one of the digital tracks as the clock I
signal. It in also used to reset the Frame Sync Storage Record circuit.

• Composite frame sync Is applied to the frame sync storage circuit which, in turn, ap-

plies a "'one" to the Digital Record Amplifier. The occurrence of a conversion com-

plete pulse will clock this information onto the tape from the Digital Record Amplifier
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[I Fig. 7-11 Functional Diagram of Digital Record Electronics
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an . . .. reset fra ,,i is ~ rna t i~ ci~r cuLit to0 th " s tat lue; th us, lacce s "-• i '

- ~conversion complete pulses do not change the magnetization of the tape until a now ~
composite frame sync pulls reaet the frame sync storage to the "one', state.

The binary bits from the Datrac are delivered to the appropriate Digital Record Ampli- -
tier. The conversion complete pulse interrogates these inputs and causes a change ip i

stirs of t* ma�!nazat•on nf the tappe if % "one" las pr. ented to a D"it.-il '-o- Apli-

fier and no change in itato if a "zero" iz presented. Thus, the binary word from the i J
iDtran, the composite frame sync, and the clock signal are all recorded on digital i

tracks in parallel by the occurrence of a conversion complete pulse.

"s t z7=1 rm crpRcr
The purpoee of the Frntmo Sync 9-orage Record is to convrt conmposite fram-es sync

pulses from the Demultiplexer to pulses that wilt be accepted by the Frame Synce
---. �-�~gini41-rdAa" IL A-,11, . i.JL.. vmr bred that informa•ion is recorded when

the iPuL LU a digital record amplifier is more negative than the negative threshold

level and a record pulse is received. Both of these conditions must be met for record-

ing to be accomplished. The Frame Sync Storage Record is made up of an inverting

pulse amplifier and a flip-flop. A schematic diagram of the Frame dync Storage '.

Record card is shown in Fig. A-25.

Positive composite frame sync pulses from the Demuitiplexer appear atpin Z for

delivery to the inverting pulse amplifier composed of transistor Q1 and associated

components.

The negative-going leading edge of the output of the inverting pulse amplifier, which

is In time phase 'wilth th aL i- .---, , IM ,.L V --- I,,-- I"flI ," "lIY- ? If-- .•.-- ,- .Z. .. 1r -- J.. , - i

through capacitor C2 to turn off trams•stor Q3 of the flip-flop composed of trmnsistor, !

Q3 and Q4 and associated components. This action causes the collector of transistor

Q4 to go negative, as well as the output of emitter follower composed of transistor Q5 L
and associated components which is delivered to pin K as output to the Frame Sync

Digital Record Amplifier.
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Positive record pulses from the Pulse Amplifier appear at pin T for delivery to the

emitter follower composed of transistor Q2 and resistors R4 and RE. The emitter I
follower output Is differentiated by a network oomposed of capacitor C4. diode CR4, I
and resistor R17 so that the negative-going trailing edge of a pulse on pin T turns off

transistor Q4 of the flip-flop. The collector of transistor Q4 now goes positive asI

does the output on pin K& The delay of approximolty one nttcroaacoad between the

positive-going leading edge of the record pulses, which clock out data from the Digital i
Record Amplifiers, and the negative-going trailing edge of the record puls. which

resets the fip-flop, is necessary because data must be recorded before composite I

frame sync information is removed from the Frame Sync Digital Iteoord Amplifier

Ipt.I

"7. 2. 7, 2 Pulse Amplfier

!.•. The o.r,- f twhe. AId's Arespliftee• si W convert contversion complete pulsesS from the
Datrao tv & fur-m suitable for clocking out the dasta from the Digital. Record Amplifiers.

L • It is made up of an inverting pulse amplifier and a blocking oscillator. A schematic

diagram of the Pulse Amplifier is shown in Fig. A-26.

1, it
A conversion-complete pulse from the Datrac appears at pin W, where It enters the

i invwrting pulse amplifier composed of transistor Q1 and associated oomponeits. The

negative-going leading ed~ge of the inverting pulse amplifier output, WhIch sis in time

v • ' phase with the positive-going leading edge of the input pulse on pin K, is coupled j
through capacitor C2 to fire the blocking oscillator composed of transistors Q2 and I

Q3 and transformer Ti. Positive-going output pulses are delivered to pin T as a re-

oord pgldje to the Digital Record Amplifiers.

7. 2. 7. 3 Digital Record A mplifier I

The purpose of the Digital Record Amplifier Is to accept digital "ones" from the Datrac

and clock this information onto the magnetic tape in NRZ form in phase with the record
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pulses from thu Pulse Amplifier. There is one Digital Record Amplifier for each I I

4ddigital recording track. This circuit also provides sufficilnt power to .)parate the-

recording heads. It is made up of an inverting pulse amplifier, a flip-flop, two r |
Aj;D IMtee. 5 -_ nmnifflarm a ran'nem__nmdtry eynimtter f!lowePr.. A uwhemkppi dIR- I_ •

Cam of a Digital Record Amplifier card is shown in Fig. A-27.

Digital informrtIon appears at pin K in the form of rising and falling levels and is [I
delivered to the lnveY'rt11%i vila amplifter, nompneil nf treansitore 0-1. oQ And Q1,

diode CR1, wnd neIOftW1 eomontio The opernton of thti inverting pulse aimpfler.a

Is such that, for levels greater than approximately -11 volts, its output In approxi- r i
mately 0 volts. For levels less than approximately -11 volts, its output is approxi- .

mately +20 volts.

The output of the Inverting pulse am.plfl[er, w-zich is the emitter of transistor Q3, Is

delivered to two emitter followers, one composed of transistor Q4 and resistor R13,

and the other composed of transistor Q9 and resistor R24. The outputs of each emitter

follower are jach ANLied with record pulses from the Pulse Amplifier, which appear

at pin T. These ANL. gates are composed of diodes CR3, CR4, and CR7, and diodes

CFR5, CRg, and CRO.

The action of these AND gates causes the flip-flop composed of transistors Q6 and Q7 .-"

and associated components to change state whenever a binary "one" and a record pulseI

jare present at the same time. A binary "one" is an input level on pin K of less than

-11 volta.

A complementary emitter follower is coupled to each side of the flip-flop through a

pulse amplifier. The collector of flip- flop transistor Q6 is associated with the pulse

amplifier composed of transistors Q5 and Q14 and associated components and a com-

plementary emitter follower composed of transistors Qi1 and Q13. The collector of

I flip-flop transistor Q7 Is associated with the pulse amplifier composed of transistors

Q8 and Q15 and associated components and with the complementary emitter follower L
composed of transistors Ql0 and Q12. .

Li
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The output levels of the complementary emitter foUowers are out of pb.ne anW vary
between approxrmately 0 and +10 volts. Resistor RSI serves to limit magnetic tape

recorder heed ourrent to approximately 100 ma at all times. The7 mtput to the

Magnetic Tape Recorder head is between pins a and c. An output montor point of

the head current is available at pin h.I

7. 2. 8 MAgnetio Tape Recorder

The Magnetic Tape Recorder is a special Ampex unit (FR-1100) thWA will aoept lb-twh

or smaller reels of magnetic tape. It is designed to permit the recording of 11 tramlo

of digital data and four tracks of analog data on n.o-wit-vh wa.w M " .... -. " -AA" UA-W

tracka are used to record the dinital words from the Datrac. The remaining two d1aital

tricks are used to record the data sync pulse and the compoette frame eynre pute. Tbh

four analog tracks are used to record video, field strength voice oomm t, Mad sydew

time signiala. Hurma op .......J ip& o thwa racoardlar. I.- 10W tA *~-r. Vl.... - A--*-I

j i" Distribution of tracks and the recording fumction for each track is s follows: I
TRACK RZCORDINO FUNCTION

a. Digital

1 Bit 9
S2 sit I

3 Bit 2
S4 sit 3

5 Bit 4
6 Data Sync
7 Bit 5

t 8 Bit 6
9 Bit 7

ii-10 Bit 6 I
L ~Analog

11 Video Backup
12 System Time
13 pamre (Range time at AMR)1 4 Signa Strength an Voice

iL.
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The theory d operation of the Magnetic Tape Recorder and the Procedukes for its

minaltem)m are described i/ detail in the instruction handbook Series FR-1100 Re- I.
corder/Reproduoer - Magnetic Tape Reoorderx for instrumentat ion, Ampex Corpora-

tion, Radwond City, Calif., I Jdl 1996 Special instructions for uixng this recorder

with the PAM-FM Ground Satlon are included $n appropriate paragraphs in this -

manmal. ri
w. U

I
7. -. 9 Digital Reproduce Electronics U"

L
I

The Vibration Ground tation In the reproduce mode of operation is Illustrated in
F1.7-.I.

The Digital Reproduce Electronins (Mir_ 7-121 anr-n -- th, dfitml from the

mag•etle tape. and tcmporarily stureu and clocks tUw digi-tal information into tle

Datrac. Clock pulses are delivered to the Datrac in the for-,' of a clear pulse and are

uuudoiU &.t ',be oDrc to a state oorresponding to aii zros nputs. Clock pulses and

the composite frate syft. pulse are also delivered to the Demowtiplcxer.

Binary "ones" from the magnalc tsp. are amplified in the Digital Reproduce Ampll-

fiers. Those binary "ones, " which represent the digital word and the composite ,.

frame syno, are usod to set the storage circuits to the "one" state. Since no change

of state is recorded on the magnetic tape for a binary "zero,' no signal is produced

for a "zero. " The binary "ones," which represent the olock signal from-the Digital

Reproduce Amplifier, are delivered through a delay circuit to the storage circuits

where they clock out the stored information in the storage circuits and reset the ,

storaMe circuita to the "zero" state. Thus, binary "ones" representing digital infor-

mation are clocoed in parallel into the Datrac for oonvarsion to analog form. The

._ffiets of any a-rttie hend skew nd dyamlc "ttr" o.... . ...

t- process. Binary "ones'" repreweting composite frame syue Are cloked into the-
Demultiplexer.a uk tt

Li
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TU &Amalgarcithas three outputs, each output occurring 1. 5 microseconds after j
the aher, However, the initial- outpsit .Jadelayed a suitable time to enable it to be
usud &a a olook signal, but not so long that it becomes a part of the succeeding binary
wad. 7he tintt output is the clear pulse that in used to clear the Datrac. The secondI
otpd f ooumxrln 1. 5 iraomseconds later, is used as a -colck pulse to the Demulti-
phas"wr The last output io used an the command pulse to the storage circuits.I

7 . 0.1-ADigital Reproduce Az,-%lifler

Th~e purposxe of the Digltal Reproduce Amplifier is to amp-i' the data from the '44 -alta
reproduce heads of the Magnetic Tape Recorder and to produce appropriate data
pulses for the Data Storage and Gate circuitry which follows. A schematic diagram j
Of the Digital Reproduce Amplifier is shown in Fig. A-28. L

The Digital Reproduce Amplifier contains a high-pin, four-stage, R-C coupled linearE I
amplifler; a liear phase splitter, a full-wave rectifier; and an Inverting pulse ampli-
tier. Linear circultry Is used until the data can be brought upD to a voltage level that UT

7' U
is ucoeptable for pulise-type amplification. This in done so that the possibility of false
generation ox output; pulses by noise is reduced- _o a m-inimum. A variable gain feature

ist included so that operation with various tape speeds Is possible.

Data from the Magnetic Tape Recorder reproduce heads appears at pin L for delivery Li
to the amplifier composed of transistors Qi through Q5: and their associated comn- r.,I

LA P1 -u Wi # . If r,.... .. *1 cor * A. anonf

ter follower output stags. A constant output level In maintained for various tape
2peeds by varying ti~e gainn. Gain in varied by t-he application of appropriate values [Li
of resitanmce ac-ross pin* V and ~.The rosistances for this Itmotion are selected-
by means of the TAPE SPEED COMPENSATION switch located'on the Record and Re-

produce Monitor Panel. Gain can also be varied by adjusting variable resistor R19.

7-H4
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I •The output of this amplifier Is delivered to the phase splitter composed of transistor

- Q10 and resistor& R10 and R43. Here, by 'adjusting vailable resistor R43, two out-

puts of equal magnitude and 180 degrees out of phase with respect to each other are

I [delivered to separate diodes CR2 and CR3 of the full-wave rectifier, This rectifier

changes the positive and negative ra•xseI of the phase splitter to a series ofp ositive

pulses. These positive pulses are held between the levels of approximately 0 And +3 Ji
volts.

One of the phase-splitter signals is transmitted through the emitter follower composed

of transistor Q9 and resistor R38 for delivery to one side of the full-wave rectifier.
The other phase-splitter signal, which appears on the emitter of translator QI0, Is

The full-wave rectifier output pulses are delivered to the inverting pulse amplifier
[( transmitted directly to the full-wave rectifier.r

Ii at the base of the emitter follower composed of transistor Q7 and resistor R32

Whenever the emitter-follower output goes positive, transistor Q8 Is turned on and

its collector goes to ground poterntal. Whenever the eaitterfollower output reaches I
zero, or is negative, transistor Q8 is turned off and its collector goes to approximately I

L+13 volts. The signal which appears at the collector of transistor Q8 is coupled

through the emitter follower composed of transistor Q6 and resistor R30 for delivery,

to pin a as output to Data Storage and Gate. I
Operation of the Digital Reproduce Amplifier is such that a nepative-going output
pulse is generated whenever a dat nuse appears across the input termnals.

7. 2. 9. 2 Data Storage and Gate

The purpose of the Data Storage and Gate Is Ito hold the digital information received
Sfrom the Digital Reproduce Amplifier until all bits of information have been read out

* [1 of the Magnetic Tape Recorder. This delay Is necessary to co'mpensae' for skew and
flutter in the Malietio Tape Recorder. A command pulse 1loCks these bits into the
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.I ia Datrad for oonversion to analog voltage. Each Data Storage and Oate card can ao-,

oommodate two bits of information. A schematic diagram of this unit is shown

Fig. A-29.jj

Two separate but Identical circuits are present on each card; each circuit stores one

bit of Information until the command pulse transmits it to the following circuit. Each I
circuit is made up of a blocking oscillator, a flip-flop, and an inverting pulse ampli-

ier. Since all ciroufts are identical, only the operation of one circuit will be do-

L Digital data from the Digital Reproduce Amplifier appears at pin K for delivery to f |

the inverting pulse amplifier composed of transistor Q1, diode CR1, and associated I
componants. If the level at pin K falls below approximately +9 volts, transistor QI

in turned on, the collector of Q1 goes to approximately +9 volts, and a positive-going I
pulse appears at the junction of capacitor C3 and resistor RB. This positive pulse is

then coupled through capacitor C4 so that it turns off transistor Q2 of the flip-flop

composed of transistors Q2 and Q3 and associated components. i
When a oommand pulse from DolN Command Pulse appears on pin T ,transistor L II
QS oi the flip-flop wfill be "ua--4- off. 7"-n- cban-e of state of the• flip-flopv oauses t~he

collector of Q2 to go positive. The signal on the collector of transistor Q2 in coupled 1

.o oibu o T : g ao i osthhr-urgh the emitter follower ocomposed of translator CM and resl.tor E!i for dUlvery I
I to the blocking oscillator composed of transistors Q5 and Q6, transformer TI, and

associated components.

" j]If the level n pin K rises above approximately +9 volts, no pulse will be delivered - 4
ta the flip-fton and; connenuently, no pulise will ben available to fire the blackling

oscillator upou the arrival of a command palse I.I

7-36
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I t 7. 2, 9. 3 Data Syno Delay Reproduce

|] The purpose of the Data Sync Delay Reproduce is to delay the pulses from the data

sync Digital Reproduce Amplifier suffioently so that all information delivered from
the Digital Reproduce Amplifiers to the Data Storage and Gate gates has had time to

arrive before being clocked out ,of the Data Storage and Gate gates into the Datrac.
It is made up of an inverting pulse amplifier and a one-shot. A schematic diagram
of the Data Sync Delay Reproduce card is shown in Fis. A-30.

•egative-going pulses from the data sync Digital Reproduce Amplifier appear at pin I
-a. These pulses are delivered to the inverting pulse amplifier composed of tranais-

Il tors Ql and Q2 and associated components.

N^idti"e-go-In puls.esa ro coupled through capacitor CI1 to the one-shot comnposed of
transistors Q3 and Q4. This one-shot Is triggered by the negative-going leading edge

of the pulses at pin a. The one-shot output is fed through the emitter follower com-
posed of transistor Q5 and resistor R15 and delivered to pin N as output to the Delay

Command Pulse.

A variable delay of from 4 to 25 microseconds is obtained by adjusting variable reads-
tor R8. Its setting is adjusted so that the outputs from the following circuit, theLi Delay Command Pulse, properly clock out the data contained in the Data Storage and

Gate circuits.

•, •i 4 Delay Command Pulse

Mhe purpose of the Delay Command Pulse is to provide clear pulses to the Datrao,
data sync to the Demultiplexer, and command pulses for the Date. torage and (ate

oards during the reproduce mode of operation. Delays of approximately 2 micro-

1- j, seconds separate each of these pulses so that no interferenoe •n exist while enmer-

ating vi•Eeo, frame sync, and data sync. This circuit It made up of three blocng

7-57
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oscilUtors, two of them with delay capabilittens A sa'hematic diagram of the Delay
t-- Command Pulse circuit is shown in Fig, A-31.

S~~Pulses from the Data ikync Delay Reproduce enter at pin N and trigger the first block- |

I _ig oscillator composed of transistors Q1 aW Q2, transformer TI, and associatedk•I comp-ments. The positive-going portion of these pulses triggers this blocking oscil-

lator. Output (whlch I1 essentially undelayed) leaves this blocking oscillator on pin I
f for delivery to Datrao as the clear pulse. This output pulse, which is approximate-r I
ly 2 microseconds wide, also passes into the delay and blocking oscillator. The

negative-going portions of these pulses are extracted by capacitor C6, resistor RIO..

and diode CR3 and fire the blocking oscillator composed of transistors Q4 and Q5,

transformer T2, and associated components. Output from this oscillator is then

delivered to pin Z as data sync for delivery to the Demultiplexer. Output from this

blocklng oscillator is also fed into a second delay and blocking oscillator circuit.

Again, the negative-guing portions of the 2 -microsecond pulses are extracted by

capacitor C9, resistor RIO, and diode CR5 and fire the blocking oscillator composed
of transistors Q7 and Q8, transformer T3, and associated components. Output of
this third blocking oscillator is delivered to pin T as a command pulse to the storage

cards. "

Monitor points for the no. I and no. 3 outputs are at pins f and T respectively. |,

7. 2. 10 Digital-to-Analog Converter

The Digital-to-Analog Converter is the same converter (Datrw) that is used for

analog-to-dligital converatin, b" operated In the dt~tau-to-angog mode. I, i
The Digital-to-Analog Converter accepts the nine-bit digital words from the Digital i j
Reproduce Electronics and reconstruen at the analog PAM composite pulse train. This j. I
composite pulse train is then delivered to the Gate Driver Amplifier of the Base Band f

Unit, which in turn delivers It to the Demultiplexer.

7-58 j
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S7. 2. 11 Base Band Unit, Reproduce Mode

In the reproduce mode of operation, only the Gate Driver Amplifier arnd the Reference
|• Amplifier portions of the Base Band Unit (Fig. 7-13) are used.

'i [Input to the Reference Amplifier is from the Zero Data Selector in the Demidtiplexer.

The Reference Amplifier output in the form of a d-c reference correction voltage is

I I delivered by way of Jack J16 to grid 7 of vacuum tube V1 in the Gate Driver Amplifier.

The Reference Amplifier functions in the same nmanner in the reproduce mode as it

does In the record mode.

The output of the Digital-to-Analog Converter in the form of an analog PAM compositepulse train provides the second input at Jack J14 to the Gate Driver Amplifier. The

output of the Gate Driver Amplifier is delivered to Jack J1? as d-o video to the De-

L ~multiplexer. Except for the changes In input, the Gate Driver Amplifier fAmotions in
the same fashion in the reproduce mode as it does in the record mode.

"2. 1 Damultiplexe., R -we Mode

Although the Demultiplexer in the reproduce mode (Fig. 7-14) functions In much the

same way an it does in the record mode, inputs are from different sources and a part I
Lof the syn%-&olzation logic in not used. Si•ce clock pulses and composite frame sy$w_

pulses have been recorded, there is no need for a data sync generator, frame sync

L I • generator, or a shift register. Two additional circuits are uied in the reproduce i
mode, however. These circui•s are discuse•_d in Paragropho T. 2. 12. 1 anW 7.2. 12.2.

" r7. 2. 12. 1 Duty Cycle 1

Duty Cycle I is a chopper which converts the analog pulse train from the Datrac into

a serrated waveform (with a duty cycle of approximately 50 percent) for delivery to
the analog data gt~es.

i ~7-09
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Isa ISO percent duty factor enables the gain of the analog signal to visual display ~

equipment to be the same for record and reproduce modes. To praveatfl icue frort
being fed to the Demuitiplexer and display circuits, serratlons are placed where IU ~a minimun of switching noise will rippear at the output of Duity Cycle I. Ad-justment I
of the duty factor of the data pulses to possible by adJustments on this circuit. It-
Is composed of two one-shots, a flip-flop, and a keyed Rate. A schematic diagramr

of Duaty Cycle I appears in Fig. A-32. I
Positive data mync pulses from the Reproduzce Electronics appear at pin b for de- I

Il ~livery to ona-shot no. I which to compobed of transistors Q1 and Q2 and associated1 1
components. One output of one-shot no. 1 goes through thie emitter follower composedL

of transistor Q3 and resistor R11 and turns off transistor Q9 in the flipo-flop composed
of transistors Q6 and Q9 and! associated components. The other output of one-shot

no. 1 passes through the emitter follower composed of transistor Q4 and resistor R12
and triggers one-shot no. 2 which is cornposed of transistors Q5 and Q6 and sassoci-
ated components.I

iI The tý-Aput of one-shot no. 2 passes through the emitter follower composed of tranuis- Itor Q7 and resistor R22 and turns off transistor Q8. When this occurs, output of the
I, emitter follower composed of transistor Q10 and resistor R33 will go positive from
I approximately -15 volts to approximately -5 volts. The output of the emitter follower

ii composed of transistor Q10 and resistor R33 operates the in'verting pulse amplifier
composed of transistor Q11 and resistors R35 and 1036 so that the signal at the junctionI

Tof resistors R31, R.039 and R.09 willI vary between +10 and -10 volts. IThse pulsesj
4i Iwill be out of phase with the output of emitter follower composed of transistors Q12 1

I and Q13 and associated componants. Video reproduce from the Gate Driver Amplifier
II appemarza at pin Z and ir: a-withed con and off by te &oino h ~dgoate. iti Ifh %DIG

I ~The output of the keyed gate is delivered to pin H as serrated video to Data Gates.
This output will be at ground potential whenever the gate is not keyed, and will be at

ii ~data potential whenever the gate is keyed. i

7-62 1
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The delay produced by both one-shot no. 1 and one-shot no. 2 ckn be varitd betwen

approximately 4 sAn 25 microseconds. Delay of one-shot no. I Is varied by adjusting

variable resistor R4; its output determines whien th keyed Sate shall open. The

delav of one-shot no. 2 Is varied by adjusting variable resistor RIS, Its output deo-

termines when the k-.yed a• te zhll close.
ii

7. 2. 12.2 Frame Sync Delay Reproduce

The Frame Sync Delay Reproduce i1 a delay network to delay the composite framre My"

from the data sync pulses by approximately 5 to 10 mlcroseoondu. The composite

frame sync pulse is slos transformed to the correct impedance and amplitude for

driving the Demultiplexer. A schematic diagram o the Frame Dyno Delay Reproduce
E*J is shown in Fig. A-33. Since the circuit was developed from the sync Set, the flip-

*, flop and one-shot no. 2 as shown on the schematic are not used.FI
Composite frame sync pulses from the Digital Reproduce Electronics appear on pin

Z. This positive pulse is differentiated by capsactor Cl, diode CR1, and resistoz Ri

so that the positive-going portion of the .uaiN, tr!,ere di o=ar#-b.t.-_.i. ==d O

L ) trwwistore Q2 and Q4 and associated components. This one-abut fires blockin oeGWl-
lator no. 1 composed of transistors Q6 and Q?. transformer TI, and assoc••ted corn-

[ iponents at a time several microseconds after the Initial arrival of the composite

frame sync pulse. This delay can be varied between 4 and 20 mtioroonda by sadjst-

Ing resistor R3, but the delay Is usuaWfl from 5 to 10 ncr.- or..

The poeitive-going output pulses of blocking oscillator no. 1 ame deliv•,•ed to &A1
emitter follower composed of transistors Q9 and Qil and associated components. 7U
"&o--"- l•va& of tha dual emitter follower I swn at teat point TPI and is adjusted by

variable resistor R28 to 10 (±2.5) volto peak-to-peak.

Revisl 25 May 1960 7-63
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Tb e omose of traenustor QiI a old re• b.• ,RU .,3ad I3,, which is normally | "

*pe, passes a positive pase t" a fireos blockng oscillator to. 2 composed of traunis- U

tors Q3 and Q14. tonasformr TI. sad associated compMMa t T 7 imOutput of block- r
iag osoillstor no. 2 1i delivered to via f au the delaed oomposet frame sync to • i
deliveredtopn Zofthe GoOte andtopn P of ft " • doSeor.

U
41. L 13 Power &8ppy Interlock

Thbso purpoma( " t Power Supply Iadedok is LW p-dObibt Qmi v•plcelodit of power

to any of the components of the PAM-FM Gro•'•W tation unless power from all four of [
the power mspplies Is present adnultansously. Other functions of this unit 9re:

(1) to provide a tlw duelay between the application of heater power and plate volt. go

to the Dao Bald Unit; (I) to provide a means of distributing power to units; and .

(3) to route various rmord/reprodire, Mapetic Tape Recorder Interlock, and U-A/

Vibration relay signals between major components in te Ground Station.1 1
The Power Supply Interlock is compoued of 15 relays (two of which are one-minute, 1.
thermai-delay r;ealwyA), a 115-Yvit-aU i oi oju tran tormer wheh provider power for

the 115-volt relays, and various connectors. I"
speoial satttion should be given the schemato diagram asowm in Fig A-34 as all

oontrolling apals. their origlie and desmnasuone, and the routes of incoming and t ;

t I?24 power o-aa learly .... lord i

2r.. 14;, ]

The p•rpoiv of the Relay Board is to make it possible to shift quickly between record

and reproduds madva of Ground SNation ovieratom. Severul circuit rearrangements 1
anoxg the Component boards In the Demultiplexer sad other umite are required when

station modes are switrhed, I the Demultillezr. several cards with three DPDT ,

relays each proM.de the necessary switohlng For example, switchlng between the L

7-ON
U
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Sync Separators and the Sync Reproduce Electronics, or between the Duty Cycle and I
the Base Band Unit, are all aecomplishad with Relay Boards. which are In turn driven

9. by the Record/Reproduce oontrols of the Monitror Pawul. A schematic diagram of th I
Relay Board Is shown in Fig. A-36.

T. 2.15 Main Monitor Panel

The functioning o1 main and sub monitor panels as a m mans of applying "scope probest" I
rapidly to critical points in the Ground Station is documented in Volume I and in

Section 1i of this volume. It should be pointed out that the main monitor panel also I
performs, by means of nine DPDT relays, most of the switching necessary to change

a Ground Station between G-A and Vibration operation. Also, control signals for

1• POWER ON-OFF, REODRD-REFIODUCE, and G-A VIBRATION are initiated by a

series of push buttons on the Monitor Fanel. A secematic diagram of the Monitor

Panel is shown in Fig. A-36.

7.2.16 Signal Strength and Voice Record and Reproduce Filters

The purpose of the. Signal Strength and Voice Record and Reproduce Filters is to

oombine the receiver signal strength output and the voice signal for recording with

FM record electronicu and to separate the two signals on reproduce. This is done

d ~with simple passive filters and a resistive adder which limits the frequency re--

sponse of the recorded signal strength from de to approx4•.ftely 100 cps a0d the
I.!

voice signal from approximately 300 cp. to 10 ke. A schematic diagram La in-

Fig. A-37.
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7.3 G-A

7.3.1 Receiver

Input to the GC-A Ground Station is received at a modified Nems-Clarke 1412 Telemetry

Receiver as a PAM-FM signal. After the FM signal has been demodulated, three !

signals are delivered to other equipment at the st•ation. A dc-coupled PAM signal

is delivered to the Base Band Unit at an average level of approximately +6 volts. A

field strength signal is delivered directly from the receiver to the FM electronics

of the Magnetic Tape Recorder for recording on an analog track. An ac-coupled

signal, to be used as a backup for the digital recording, is delivered through an

i•iiaryv lack to the analog electronics of the Magnetic Tape Recorder for recording

on an analog track. The modifications to the Nems-Clarke 1412 Telemetry Receiver

provide a dc-coupled output near ground potential and were made to achieve com -

iT 4fl. . with the AM-• !round Station in the following manner:

"" To provide dc-coupled and ac-coupled video with the phaee

opposite to that provided by the unmodified receiver I
"e To provide video with a level indepeadent of any ... a-i-•41

accessible. adjustment f
The modifications were accomplished by bypassing the video amplifier and obtaining 1
an output signal directly from the cathode of the FM discriminator amplifier (VIOl).

A schematic diagram of the modifications is shown in Fig. A-1. Theory of operation

and operating and maintenance procedures are described in Instruction Manual for

Model 1412 Telemetry Receiver, Nems-Clarke, Inc., Silver Spring, Maryland. I

7.3.2 Base Band Unit, Record Mode
The purpose of the Base Band Unit is to

H .] Amplify the signal from the receiver and provide three separate

output signals, each of a different level and isolated from one another

Revised 25 May 1980 7-67 1.
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Insert correct d-c reference level into two of the three output 7

• umi tebandwidth of tePMoutput signals without |

Introducing excessive crosstslk

A ,&.1 U dia6ram of the 0-A Base Band Unit in the record mode is shnwn Int Fg, 7-15v

1U three output signals of the Base Band Unit are (1) a 19-volt peak-to-peak signal

for the Datrac, (2) a 7-volt peak-to-peak signal for the Demultiplexer data gates,
~d (3) a 15-volt peak-to-peak signal for the Demultiplexer sync circuits.

,•M 19-volt peak-to-peak sip-a', 'or thue Dat'ac must be referenced so that t~he •

minimum peak is -9. 5 volts. The 7-volt peak-to-peak signal for the data gates is
referenced so that zero output of the interpolation filters of the display circuitry

corresponds to zero data, 1. e., the mhl-imum peak is appr oximawly =1. 5 volts. 7h-

15-volt peak-to-peak signal for the sync circuits is not referenced and is a-c

coupled. I
Since the G-A PAM signal is a 16-kc pulse repetition rate, it can be considered

a relatively low-speed system. ill
The video output of the receiver is followed by a noise filter which iumits the ba ndit

to that reqrired to pass the PAM signal and removes the excess noise. The

characteristics of the noise filter are determined by the total sampling rate, the overall I
system accuracy, and the allowable croestalk beetween successive samples. For the I
G-A Ground Station, an R -C filfer is sufficient to accomplish this purpose. [
Two signals flow through the Base Band Unit. One is the PAM pulse train, the other I
is the d-c reference feedback correction voltage that is derived from a portion of

the pulse train.

7-688
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amplitude, enters the DC Amplifier whore it I@ mrnplified approximately 10 times

without being inverted. This amplifier is composed of direct-coupled circuits. r

7U output of the DC Amplifier, which is now at a level of approximately 14 volts

peak-to-peak, is fed into the Noise Fifter, a single-pole, R-C section. Here, the

signal-to-noise ratio of the PAM pulse train is improved without the Introductionj of excessive crosstalk and approximately 3 volts of negative offset voltage are added

to the output signal.

This signal is delivered to the ltoise Filter Amplifier at a level of approximately 1-

1 4 volts because of attenuation in the Noise Filter. The signal is then amplified so

that the Noise Filter Amplifier output to the Datrac is 19 volts peak-to-peak.

An adjustment, called the Overall Gain, is involved in this amplifier to achieve the

desired amplification. An additional adjustment to correct the d-c level to -9 (± 0. 25)

volts is also included in ti Noise Filter Amplifier, This signal which in delivered

to the Datrac can be route-d through the Reference Vltage- (tioa '%Clamp circuitI! if the Demultiplexer should fail to deliver the correct d-c reference voltage. i
II

At this point in the signal flow of the Base Band Unit, the PAM pulse train it divided

into three outputts. One output is the 19-volt peak-to-peak signal to the Datrac,

another is the 15-volt peak-to-peak signal to the Demultiplexer sync circuits, and

lAW= %&U Y.Ais "IaU u;%PULU~ Z 1.11A Um %Jav &#&1 AVA Z%1ukP&LA%3L. *
I The (Utat rriver Ampl%1ffler 'm ased to attenuate the 19-volt peak-t-o-eak silpzll to a

7-volt signal an supply a low source Impedance to drive the data gates. A d-c offset

adjustment is incorporated to adjust the minimum peak (sync interval) to approximately
-1.5 volts. Incorporated in the Gate Driver Amplifier is a relay activated by theI Record-Reproduce switch in the Monitor Panel so that the input to the data gates by

wa) of the Gate Driver Amplifier can be routed from the Datrac or the Noise Filter

7-70
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Amt-Aifler. de nrnding on ths mna nf _naratan_

The d-c reference correction voltage originates in the Demultiplexer where the sync
interval is sampled by the DC Reference Filter Isoard and smoothed through a i-kc

low-pass filter. This signal i then delivered to the Reference Amplifier of the Base

Band Unit where the d-c error voltage is amplified approximately 50C times and delivered

to a single-pole, R-C section, low-peas filter wit.W a cutoff frequency of 2 cps. This

filter is physically located in the Gate Driver Amplifier. The d-c correction voltage

t. is switched by a relay in the Gate Driver Amplifier to a differential input of the DC

Amplifier In the record mode or to a differential input of the Gate Driver Amplifier in

U• the reproduce mode.

S[[ 7.3. 2.1 DC Amplifier

UThe pups fteDC Amp lfe is to amplify the incoming PAM signal approximately I

10 times and establish a d-c reference level of approximately -2 (± 2) volts. These

functions are performed by using three dual triode (6201) vacuum tubes and their
i ~ ~~asnoriat.d n-or-nme, t _--7`11 fir•st t~wo ¢.a.*..hnode~_• triodeo. (W! af V2) ;m ase u

comparison amplifier that amplifies the difference of the signals appearing on grids 2
i • and 7 of V1. The third cathode- coupled dual triode %'VS) acts as a parallel cathode

follower and furnishes a low output impedance to the Noise Filter. Zeimr Diodes are

L • used to correct the d-c offsct throughout the Amplifier. A schematic diagram of the

DC Amplifier is shown In Fig. A-2.

14

Two inputs to the DC Amplifier are provided. One input is the PAM pulse train

|, from the receiver; the second is the d-c reference level from the mcami low-as.
.it filter in the d-c reference feedback loop.

The PAM signal from the receiver Is picked up at Jack J4 at a level of approximately

+6 volts dc. It is passed through Zener coupling diode CR7 where the level is reduced

• [I _to approximately zero volts dc. This signal is then applied to grid 2 of VIA. At

i-
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tha Ranmi time, &e, sinmai input from dhe Reference Amplifer, by way of the secnnd !

low-pass filter, is applied to grid 7 of VIB by way of a network composed of I
resistors Re, RIO, and R11.

In order to exercise adequate control over the d-c offset voltage, it is necessary

to balance the plate current being ap 4•led to VIA and VIB, the firsat stage of the
amplifier. This is accomplished by means of potentiometer R2 (DC Balance no. I).
While this adjustment Is being made at RI. the input from the Reference Amplifier is

disconnected at Jack J5. Resistor R2 is adjusted so that the sync interval (absence
•| of a data pulse) Is approximately -2 ( + 2) volt~s de as. observed at test point TP3.

The output of VIw Is passed through an offset voltage control network composed of

diodes CR1, CR2, and CRS which reduces the d-c voltage by 180 volts ( t0 percent).
The stignal in then ap_ lied to grid 2 of V2A. ^h $ahcl ofCA i opldt h
cathode of V2B, which is next to receive the signal. At the same time, there appears

on grid 7 of V2B the signal from the output of V3, a part of the amplifier's internal

feedback ciruit.

The output from the plate of V2B is passed through a second offset voltage control

network vomposed of dindes CR4. CR5. and CR6 which reduces the d-c voltage by

180 volts ( 10 percent). Capacitors C2 and C3 are used to suppress the high-

frequency noise generated in the two Zener diode strings CR1, CR2, and CR3;

and •,R4, CR5, and CR6.

signal is then applied in parallel io grids 2 and 7 of V3A and V3B, the parallel I
follower. The output of this parallel cathode follower is delivered "

through Jack J6 to the Noise Filter. At the same time, this output is ied back to the

gridt, of V2B and VIB by means of the feedback resistors R9, RIO, R15, and R16.

Fe'p•hack resistors RB and RIO are used to control the overall gain of the DC L
An~pilfier to approximately 10.

There are three test points in the DC Amplifier. Test point TP1 provides a

7-72 j
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sam•pling point for the input, from the rccelver after passing through the 6-volt

Zoner diode Ct{7. Test point TP2 provides a sampling point for the input from theI Reterence Amplificr. Test point TP3 pru.vides a sampling point for the outpu-t of the

I .L DC Amplifier. The input from the receiver, after passing through the 6-volt

Zener diode CR7. is also delivered tn the Monitor Panel through Jack J1 an the
RCVR VIDEO DC position on Switch A and Switch B.

A jumper between jacks J2 and J3 is normally tised with the DC Amplifier.

Should an occasion arise when operation with the composite pulse train from some

source other than the receiver is desired, however, the jumper could be removed

and the input applied to Jack J2.

7.3.2.2 Noise Filter

The purpose of the Noise Filter is to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the

composite pulse train without Introducing excessive crosstalk. It is composed of

a time delay circuit, a summing junction, a d-c offset adjustment circuit, and an

output circuit, Internal switching and separate plug-in output circuits permit use with

both Vibration and G-A Grom.,d Stations. TA...pUt . to Uhe Noise Filter from the DC

Amplifier is at Jack J7 and its output to the Noise Filter Amplifier is at ja.,k J8. A

schematic diagram of the Noise Filter, including circuits used in both Vitration

and G-A operation, is shown in Fig. A-3.

, With the SYSTEM sivith on the Monitor Panel set at the G-A position and a G-A

plug-in unit in place, all Noise Filter components needed in the G-A system are in

operation. In G-A operation, the Noise Filter is a single-pole, R-C section with

a cutoff frequency of 2.2 times the sampling rate, or about 35 kc. No adjustment

, of the delay attenuator or tuning capacitor controls is required with the Noise

Filter in the G-A mode of operation, because no delays or tuned circuits are used;

both the time delay and summing junction circuits are inoperative. Bandlimiting

of the composite pulse train is accomplished with the R-C filter alone, and the

i lj Revised 25 May 1960 7-73
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1:' rrsultig croostalk is held to a tolerable level.

,II TheIo simgnal In delivered through reststors R2 and R3 to both grids 3 and 8 of

Wtube VI which acts as a parallel cathode follower. Output to the R-C filter is

delivered to the junction of resistors R7 and R8, and omtput to the Noise Filter

Amplifier is the voltage devoloped across crpacitor C2 of the plug-in unit.

D-C offset adjustment is accomplished by a circuit composed of tube V2 and I
its associated components. By varying the operating point of V2 with the DC

Offset no. 1 control, resistor R1S, d-c current flowing out of the junction of !

resistors R7 and RS can be changed, and the resulting I-R drop becomes offset

voltage. This adjustment is made so that there to 3.5 (t 0.5) volts offset be-

otween jacks 7 and JS. Offelt conditions should always be checked when changing

from one system (Vibration or G-A) to the other. 4

I 7. 3. 2. 3 Noise Filter Amplifier
II

I The purpose of the Noise Filter Amplifier is to amplify the signal delivered by

the Noise Filter so that the peak-to-peak voltage with full modulation is 19 (-+ 1)

volts. The signal level must be such that the sync level (absence of data pulse) [-

is -9. 5 (t 0. 25) volts. These functions are performed by using two 6201 dual-triode

vacuum tubes and one 6463 dual-triode vacuum tube, and their associated components.

The first two cathode-coupled triodes (VI and V2) act as a comparison amplifier

that amplifies the difference of the signals appearing on grids 2 and 7 of V1. The

I third cathode-counled triode (V3) acts as a parallel cathode follower and furnishes

a low output impedance. Zener diodes are used to correct the d-c offset throughout

i• the amplifier. A schemaUc diagram of the Noise Filter Amplifier is shown In

The signal Is delivered to the Noise Filter Amplifier at Jack .J9 and applied to

grid 2 of V1. At the same time, the signal appears at grid 7 of VI as feedback from L

' !'
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cathode follower V3. Plate current to Vi is balanced by means of DC Balance

I no. 2. In order to make this adjustment, it is necessary to disconnect the input

signal at Jack J9. Test point TPN should go to ground potential when the adjustment

Is properly made.

The output of plate 6 of VI is delivered to grid 2 of W2, the second cathode-

coupled dual triode, through an offset voltage conti ol network composed of diodes

CR1. CR2, and CR3 which reduces the d-c voltage by 180 volts ( 1- 0 percent).

Cathode 2 of V2 io coupled to cathode 8, which is next to receive the signal. At

the same time, the signal from the output of V3, a part of the amplifier feedback

circuit, appears on grid 7 of V2.

L i The output from plate 6 of V2 is passed through a second offset voltage control

network composed of diodes CR4, CR5, and CR6 which reduces the d-c voltage by

180 volts ( ±10 percent). Capacitors C1 and C2 are used to suppress the high-

frequency noise generated in the two Zener diode strings.

L. The signal is then applied to grid 3 of cathode follower V3. The output of this half

of V3 appears on cathode 2. This output is delivered to grid 7 of V2 and grid 7

|-* of V1 through resistors R7, R8, R9, and R13 which act as voltage dividers of

a feedback cOrcuit within the Noise Filter Amplifier. This output is also coupled

to jacks J11 and J12. At the same time, a part of this output is delivered to
grid 8 of V3 through resistor R17 and variable resistor R18. ýIhe output of this

I half of V3 appears on cathode 7 and is ac-coupled to the Sync Separator the

"',multiplexor through jack iJ0. Capacitor C4 acts as a blocking capacitor to

1~Ii prevent high voltage from entering the Demultiplexer.

There are two adjusting points in this circuit in addition to DC Balance no. 2,

which was described earlier. Both of these points, resistors R8 and R18, are

adjusted with the input from the Noise Filter connected to jack J9. Resistor R8

(0 -erall Gain) is set so that the peak-to-peak voltage with full modulation is

S~7-75
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19 (_ 1) volta at test point TPS. it is advisable to recheck the adjustment of

DC Balance no. 2 after resintor RH Is adjusted to afuR'u thiiat ground ptoteit: n Is

Dresent withocut a-lun.nl ,t. 1.,arizab. e rus.tu AMA"' (&-c gain) is adjusted so that
the peak-to-peak voltage with full modulation is 15 ( I2) volts at test point T17.

The output Pt jack J1I is connected to the Reference Voltage Optional Clamp whert"

a switch delivers the signal directly :o the Datrac aid the Gate Driver Amplifier

o. - may b- clarnp.-. 1 Lo a d-c reference voltare before delivery to the Datrar and Gate

Driver Amplifier.

There are three test points in the Noise Filter Amplifier. Test point. TP6 furnishei

a sAmpling point for U-c input from the Noise Filter: test noint TP7 ftrnimhes n

sampling point t, the a-c video output to the Demultiplexer; and test point TP8

furnishes a sampling point to the d-c video output to the Reference V .age Optional

Clamp.

The Noise Filter Amplifier has three outputs. One output is delivered to the

d&-coupled Analog-to-Digital Converter. The aignpl is Me-o fed ac ..... uld to the

sync circuits in the Demultiplexer. Peak-to-peak amplitude of this signal is

15 ( ±2) volts. The third output of this unit, which is identical to the output going

to the Analog-to-Digital Converter, is delivered to the Gate Driver Amplifier.

7. 3. 2. 4 Reference Voltage Optional Clamp

An optional Clamp circuit is included in all Vibration and C-A Ground Stations with

record capabilities. The purpose of the Clamp Is to increase the reliability of the

station in the record mode by allowing the operator an optional method of restoring

the correct d-c record level in case the main d-c correction circuit fails. A

schematic diagram of the Reference Voltage Optional Clamp is in Fig. A-5. ,-

The Clamp circuit is contained in a 2-3/4 in. by 2 in. box that is m:sunted on top

Ii
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of the case containing the Reference Amplifier in the Base Band Unit. The switch

position on the clamp box is labeled CLAMP - SERVO. When the switch is in the

SERVO postion, the clamp is eliminated from the circuit, and the reference level

Is furnished by the d-c correction circuit. When the switch is in the CLAMP position,

the d-c correction circuit Is eliminated and the clamp furnishes the appropriate

d-c correction level.

The clamp level is fixed at -9 (± 0. 5) volts by an SV-9 Zener diode. In ordor

* that the d-c record levels remain approximately the same for the CLAMP or

. SERVO positions, the main d-c correction circuit must be set up to match the

clamp level.

7.3.2.5 Gate Driver Amplifier

- The Gate Driver Amplifier furnishes a gain factor of approximately 0. 33 and a

d-c voltage offset so that a zero signal at the vehicle multiplexer results in a zero

sip=! at the output of the Demuitipiexer. This unit delivers the signal to the

Demultiplexer.

I. This amplifier is made up of a comparison amplifier, a posiUve peak limiter, a

cathode follower, an offset control, and an output clipper. To facilitate switching

I between the record and renrndutee modes of operaticr., the Reference Amlfr• II

low-pass filter is included as a part of the Gate Driver Amplifier. A schematic

diagram of this circuit Is shown In Fig. A-6.

In the record mode of operation, either the Reference Voltage Optional Clamp or the

Noise Filter Amplifier furnishes the input to the Gate Driver Amplifier. In the

reproduce mode of operation, the Datrac furnishes the input to the Gate Driver

Amplifier. The input signal appears at Jacks J13 or J14, depending on the mode of

operation, and is delivered to grid 2 of VI (a dual-triode vacuum tube 6201 which

acts as a cathode-coupled comparison amplifier) through the resistors RI, R2,

7-.47
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and R3 which serve as a voltage divtder and attenuator. The output of pltW 6 of

VI ii passed through diode CR1 for offset voltage control, causing the voltage to L
drop 180 volts ( i± 10 peroent). Capacitor C3 suppresses the bigh-frequetkCy nol.4e

generated by diods CR1. The signal is then passed through the positive peak

limiter, composed of variable resistor R13 (limiter bias), diode CR2, and

capacitor C4, and is delivered in parallel wo grids 3 and 6 ol cathdoe follower V2, Ii
a 6463 dual-triodo vacuum tube. The output of V2 (cathodes 2 and 7) is passed

through a voltage offset adjustment network composed of diodes CR3, 'CR4, and [
resistor R18 (DC Offset no. 2). The signal is then delivered to Jack J17 through

an output clipper composed of diodes CR5 and CR7. This clipper prevent& the

output to Jack J17 from going beyond +10 or -5. 6 volts.

Also included in the Gate Driver Amplilfer leile second low-pass filter for the

d-c reference feedback loop. This filter consists of resistor R4 and capacitors

Cl and C2. Input to the filter is from the Reference Amplifier. In the record mode

of operation, the filter output is delivered to the differential input of the DC Amplifier.

In the reproduce mode of operation, since the DC Amplifier is no4 used in this

mode, the filter output is delivered to the differential input (grid 7 of Vi) of the Gate

Driver Amplifier through resistors Rll and R14. This unit filters out unwanted

frequencies and prevents hunting. L

I,

7. 3.2.6 Reference A'mplifier I

The Reference Amplifier has a variable gain from 10 to 2500 to amplify the d-c V
correction feedback voltage. A gain of 500 is normally used during operation of

the Ground 8tation in the G-A mode. The output Is delivered first to the second

laor-pass filter contained in the Gate Driver Amplifier and then to the differential

input of the DC Amplifier in the record mode ef operation, or to the Gate Driver

Amplifier in the reproduce mode of operation.

The circuitry of this amplifier is described in detail in the Handbook of Operating

[
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SI r ed Maintenance lstn-.ctlons, A-.12 DC A&plifier, supplied with The Ground RataUon.

I( .! A schematic diagram of the amplifier is shown in Fig. A-7, Sheets I through 3.

LIThe input to the Reference Amplifier Is of a differential type with respect to ground

in order to reduce ground loop prcblems. This input from the DC Reference Filter

t)'I Board in the Demultiplexer appears at Jack J25 at approximately 0 volts (Within a

few millivolts) when the feedback loop is closed. If instability of the video base

line is noted, the gain should be reduced until stability ia achieved. This instability

will be noted at test point TP11 in the Gate Driver Amplifier. Random noise may

be present, but it Is filtered out by the low-pass filter In the Gate Driver Amplifier.

The output at jack J23 should be 0 (*5) volts and must never exceed 110 volts

as this level would represent loss of operation of the d-c reference feedback loop.

Although no damage to the equipment would result with the output approaching

these limits of ± 10 volts, data recovery accuracy of the Ground Station would

I [suffer appreciably.

[i 7.3.3 DeImultiplexer, Record Mode

A functional diagram of the G-A Demultiplexer in the record mode of operation fs

shown in Fig. 7-16. The three principal functions of the Demultiplexer are:

(1) to separate the data sync pulse from the composite data signal far -_iem am.

L clock pulse for the Demultiplexer and the Analog-to-Digital Converter (Datrac)

and to generate frame sync pulses from the composite data signal; (2) to supply

L keying signals for the Sample and Hold circuitry; and (3) to sample the sync inter Ma.

that appears on Channels 1 and 9 and send it through a high-pin Reference Amplifes

in the Base Band Unit as a d-c correction voltage fed Into the differential DC

Amplifier.

Since the Ground Station is slaved to the vehicle .clock, a clock signal must be

recovered from the composite pulse train. This is done in the data sync generator

where a pulse is generated for every analog pulse and sync interval in the PAM

Revised 25 May 1960 7-79
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pulse train. The phasing can be controlled to give the appropriate time relation

between the ciock signal thus gnerade-d nid the nalog ------- ---.-. dt- If
Band Unit,

One output of the data sync generator is used to drive the binary countdowr that pro-

duces the square-wave signals used for "ANDIn( purposes in the matrices. The

output of the matrices are keying signals for the analog data gates and the Sample and

1 Hold Circuits which receive their input in the form of the PAM analog pulse train

from the Gate Driver Amplifier in the Base Band Unit. These sequential keyin sig-

nals to the analog data gates are on separate lines and are connected to the appropriate

U ianalog data gates which open and close in correspondence with the keying signals.

The "on" time of any one high-frequency data gate in the clock period, or 62.5

H 1 microseconds. The "off" time is one frame minus the clock period, or 1937. 5

microseconds. The "on" time for a subcomnmutated data gate is the same as the "cm"

time for a high-frequency data gate, or 62.5 microseconds. The "off time of tw

subconmmutated data gate is eight frames minus one clock period, or 15,937.5

microseconds.

STo keep the Demultiplexer in synchronization with the PAM pulso train (i. a., to open

analog data gate no. 1 when each channel of the PAM pulse train is delivered from,

the Base Band Unit), a fra-ne synchronization pulse is used. Frame By=chromlaailom

pulses are generated in the frame sync generator which produces a pulse whenever I
a pulse is missing in the PAM pulse train. To ensure that this pulse is a valid

sync pulse and not a stray pulse as might be generated in,&e premcee of r-f noiso

interference or a faulty multiplexer, a certain amount of logic is Incorporated into

j [the circuitry.

Frame sync occurs on Channels 1 and 9. Therefore, any potential sync pulse Is
delayed exactly eight channels by means of an eight-bit shift register and oonWared

in a logic gate with other potential frame sync pulses being generated. This will

i pod�uce a frame sync pulse output only when missing pulse occur exactly eight

channels apart. This provides protection against the generation of ipurlou frame

ST7-81
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"m73 Pua by btalt data pubses. On~ce apparent frame sync has been established,I
aVE BY" t "- is p. Winered - .W"opa'-~ mcm**i a3~ s YW y nc 51 pulse only when oneO is

U.tdas determined by Urn hidk-requsnoy binary countdown and matrix. when

P~sacplms arrive*, it oses the gate and blocks any spurious pulses. If the

&agan estdablsed. This logic performs the function of blooklng periodic and
mcqperlodic false apec pulses as well as the suboommutated sync pulse, which

apears as a nou~erlodle sync pulse to the high-frequency binary outilown.

Sobocimmutaft franke sync occurs an Channel 32. Therefore, the train of potential
sync pulses is delayed exactly one channel by a one-bit shift register and compared
In a logic gate with potential frame syne pulses being gsnerated by the Frame Sync
0parator. This will produce a frame sync pulse output only when missing pulses

occur exactly ome channel apart. These pulses are fed Into a keyed gate that to

triggered by the Channel 1 keying pulse from the matrix. Thus, after the main-
charnel pulse sequencer has been synchronized, the keyed gate allows subcoznmutated
sync pulses to pass through the keyed gate only during Channel 1 time. The output I
of the keyed gate is delivered to a subcominutated sync gate which operates in the
same fashion as the high-frequency gates except that it is controlled by the sub- I

womutated ooimtdown and matrix. I
7Utwo signals appearing at the Input of the high-frequency and subcommzutated

U sync gates are delivered to the Digital Record Electronics for recording on a

digital track. These sigmlu are combined into one line by meanso of an OR gate.

7. 3. 3. 1 Data Sync SeparatorU

The purpose of the Data Dync Separator is to extract data sync and clock information [
from the composite pulse train (a-c video). The Data Sync &kparator is composed
of the following circuits: clamp and clipper, band-pass filter. pulse shaper, j
clipper amplifiers, one-shot, emitter follower, and blocking oscillator. (For a

7-821
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schematic diagram, see Fig. A-38). Clock output occurs In the form of a square
wave or vulses; data sync io In the form of pulses only. Clock information Is inI
time phase with data sync Information. Data sync output Is actually clock Informa-

tion which has been delayed so that keying pulses for the data gates occur at a
time when Interohannal crosstalk is at a minilmum. The 0Q of the bhand-Peso
filter is such that clock and data sync outputs are present when as many as
approximately 30 consecutive data pulses are missing. Operation of the Data
Sync Separator causses whenever more than approximately 30 consecutIve dafta pulses

are missing.

Li The composite pulse train input (a-c vldoo) from the Noise Filter Amplifier
appears at pin J. It then enters the clamp and clipper circuit, which In composedU of diodes CR3 and CR4, transistors Q3 and QG, and associated components. This,
circuit restores the d-c level to the &-c video and clips It bulow minimum data level.[I Resistor RIS is adjusted so that positive peak clipping occurs at mini'u data
level, 1. 5 (± 2)volts. Test point TP1 - the Junction of diode CR4 and resistor[I R4 3 - should be observed when this adjustment is being maide.

The output from the clamp and clipper. circuit passes thruagh the emitter foUxmr

composed of transistor Q6 and resistor R19 into the b-ind-pass filer. This bmad-pasa
filter is a ringing, oscillator-type circuit In which the resonanit trequenoyr Is thatU of the sampling rate of the composite pulse train. IMh utmput level control of the
clamp- and-clipper circuit resistor MRl9 is adoJusted so ihat Abe peak-iQ'-PVVW

amplitude of the gutput sine wave at the junctiou of capacitor C14 and diode CR?
I15 1) volts. Fine tuning of the tank circuit is miade by aijwi~tng capacitor

Tesignal is coupled into the pulse shaping network through capacitor C14.I

Transistors Q14 and Q17, diode CR7, and associated components are a dual
emitter follower and clamp circuit. Res output is fed Into tkte :11*r circuit
composed of diodes CR9 aid CR10, transistor Q19, and associated components.

Revised 25 May 1960 7-83
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Bioes diodes CR9 td CRI0 change the sine wave from the dual emitter follower I
Into an approimately square wa"n.

Tesquare wave is coqil.d Into the cU r-.r mpliftiers through the emitter

follower tauiwstor 019 snd resistor R52. There are two satorating-type amplifier

stages and two emitter follower stages in the clipper amplifier circuitry. The

two spli ae re transistors 2 and Q7 with their associated components; the

two emtttter follower stages ase transistors ( i and Q 9 with their associated

compons. The esinal Is amplified but not inverted, and the output is fed into

four succeeding emitter followers in parallel. Output of the clipper amplifiers,[
which is now r square wave, passes througb the emitter follower transistor Q8

and aasoctou components to pin M and through the emitter follower transistor

Q10 and associated components to pin R. These two clipper amplifier outputs are

then delivered as aclockequarewave to the eight-bit shift register (pin 3) and to the

frame sync separator (pin R). Output of the clipper -nplflers is also fed to a one-

shot through the emitter follower transistor Q12 and insociated components.

Positive-gotn# oort' . of the square wave trigger the one-shot, which is composed k
of transwi4%.i QU xaa Qi8 and associated components. The variable delay of

approdmatsly 4 to 25 microseconds is adjusted by resistor R39 in such a manner [
that the data gates arn koyed when minimum interohannel craustalk occurs. One-

shot output (monitorg -.. the junotion of capacitor C21 and resistor R51) is a F
series o positive puses. £IWWS p~UIes "- ir a biocxanig oUC1iAMOr 0o0ozed 01

transistors Qi1 and QS, transformer TI, and associated components. Output

of the blocking oscillator coesists of data sync pulses which are fed to the pulse

sequenoer and fequency divider at pin b. Finally, the output from the clipper

amplifiers paes through emitter follower composed of transistor Q1 and associated

components, differentiating circuit capacitor C4, diode CR2, resistor R8, emitter

follower transistor Q4, and associated components to pin T. This output is then I i

"delivered as a series of positive clock pulses to the Data Sync Relay Record.

II
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7... F. 3. rame 8yno Separstor

The Fram ync Soeparator produces a pulse whemver a data pulse is absent An dke
oomposite pulse train. This unit Is adjusted so that whetever +hs level of a data

pulse fells below a 0. &-volt level with refaremoe to the beow in., a pulse Is gOt.eod.

The unit to made up of the 1ollowing bctios..g oiroults: d-o westoron, poasiivo peak

olipper, adder, decision level Inverting amplfthr, P.a.a-shot, and •e Mokdfnt

oeotllators. (For schemato iscnrm see FIV. A-4.)

7h e taposito pulse train (-ac video) input is delivered to pi n. J .i t I sOn spedI
to a few tenths of a volt, positive d-o, by moans of tSe d-o restorer compoosd of

L• a~pgoitor: CS an C4, ýiods. CR2, diods CRiil, an resistor' R3.

The signal is then delivered to the positive pIak clipper metto clip below afthkf+

data level, which Is approximately +÷ voltb *. m0s uitod a t lest powaM. -1. 2

clipper is oomposed of traonsstor Q1. diode CRS. and assocI•0!eo9Mmpte .1•

Sclipping level Is adjusted by v•rying resistor RS.

Clock square wave from the Data Syn seporator appears at on n. it Is M

Stthe clock blocking oscillator composed of truslstors Qt and 47. UON&hV"lavt1
and asmociatedh compnents. "ml output ofl i I IIok dio r 1-

pin 8 an reset pulses to 0-wSe gtaMAIt l.ft Resister. dIA.Ul+in

cue-sht composed of transistors Qo and a lated A tsae tlmo e " th ++ is of

time delay is set by adjusting resisto& 83. Ie output to deltme,4 a d I~

to a delayed blocking osoillator compuosed of transisture Qi6 sid Q4lirsr's4~. T3, and asscciited components.-

The output of this blocking oscillator is delivere" toýSi edftrec se4i -
wsntor 1U0. This addsr combines tSo clipw som o fte pule is "A~e "W t
sy10c. Resistor RXI in the one-shot cirmt is adjusted j, that fthe
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IUocdlmg oscillator paulses (Fig. 3-3) ar4 centered on the data pulses am they are E
monirtored at lost point TP2.

Th. osdct of Ie a" K toi dehvered to the soir, ýou level inverting amplifier corn-
~*Ie kctIst Q2~ wi Q, Mtod~s CRA, mReI d5ooistd components. This

axplifier "selact th bloomdug OFA-11at"iPahL-p Wh"e colcide with the absence of[
data pWUlse gad p~rovldts a po~uitIv.-gokag pulas to fire the output blocking oscillator
comuoesed of treslot *., and 07. , 1ransformer T2, and associated components.

The output blocking oocll&%Wo prondeso oitapoeite trame sync pulses which are do-
liverd to fte tight-sitShaft bgialer and the Sypc Selector at pin P. Resistor R110
to adjusted so that the blocking osc~llator fires reliably whenever a data pulse is
absent #ad does not fire under any other conditions. A good sectingt of RIO would I
be halfway between (1) the setting that just k~n to fire the output blocking o oilliator
at clock rate, and i3) the s"atin tha tow92 firing the output blocking oecillator at data
puts* absence rate. This setting can be monitored at pint JT and P.

7.3.3.3 Eight-3it Shift Register

The purpose of the Eight-Bit Shift Register Is to store data pulse absence or syncL
pulse information for sight clock periods (of time) and present to a succeeding ANID
gete direct sand stored sync pulse outputs. .
This unit Is composed of a series string of nine delay-cupled flip-flops, four output Uj ~emitter follows, and a clock driver. Thie schemaatic diagram in shown in Fig. A-40.

T7e first flip-flop scts am a buffer stage for the succeeding eight units in the shift
register. It stores the sync pulses until the clock shifts this information into th
first storag flip-flop.

Three Inputs are provided: reset (clock) pulses from the Frame Sync Separator I

Revised 25 MAyt 1360 7-86 I
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appNer at Pin _,; sn rrn• Ua.a fr- Oh- FrameSync1 W - ..• , - .-- - --. Fr* . ... b1Ua-&toW aplta. -.L •,... F, anu uwm

clock square wave from the Data Sync Separator appearp at pin M.

The reset pulse on Din S passes through diode CRI and saturates transistor Qi.
When a sync pulse is present at pin P, current passes through diode CR2 causing
Q3 to saturate and the collector of transistor Qi to go to high potential. This allows
capacitor C5 to charge through RIO because diode CR? is back-biased when transis-
tor Q2 of the clock driver is cut off with a negative clock pulse. When transistor Q2
is saturated with a positive clock pulse, diodes CR? and CR8 oonduct because of the

previous charge on capacitor C6. This current flowing through diode CR8 cuts off
transistor Q4 and saturates transistor Q5, thus setting up the first storage flip-flop.

In a like manner, the absence of a sync pulse will cause the first storage stage to be

set up in the opposite way with transistor Q5 cut off and transistor Q4 saturated.
This process continues through succeeding stages until the last stage is reached.

Two outputs are provided by the output emitter followers. One output represents

s U for delivery to the One-Bit Shift Register. The ther out-

put represents direct sync pulses at pin K for delivery to the One-Bit kiift Register.

Sa 3.3.4 One-Bit Shift Register

The purpose of the One-Bit Shift Register is to extract suboommutated sync pulses
from the Frame Sync Separator sync pulses and to combine them with syWc pulses

Sfrom the Eight-Bit Shift Register. A schematic diagram of the One-Sit Mf

Register is shown in Fig. A-41.

LI This unit is composed of two delay-coupled flip-flops. The first flip-flop acts as a
buffer stage rnd the second as a storage stage. Also included are two AND gates, an

[I OR gate, and a blocking oscillator.

V
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Five inputs are provided. Reset pulses fromn 1-e Frame Sync Separator appear at I
pin S. Sync pulses from the Frame Sync Separator appear at pin P. Direct sync i&

i~ Cs hrom the Eight-Bit Shift Register appear ,it pin K. Stored syuc pulses from

the eight-Bit Shift Register appear at pin X. The clock square wave from the Data

Sync Separator appears at pin M. [
The single output consists of sync pulses for delivery to the main frame Sync Gate

and to the Sync Selector. These pulses appear at pin f.

The reset pulse on pin S passea through diode CR2 and causes transistor Q2 to

satvrate. When a wync pulse is present at pin P. current passes through diode CR3 [
causing Q3 to saturate and the collector of transistor Q2 to go to a high potential.

This allows capacitor CS to charge through R11 because diode CR6 is back-biased

when transister Qi is out off with a negative clock pulse. When transistor Q1 is

saturated with a positive clock pulse, diodes CR6 and CR9 condhict because of the pre-

vious charge on capacitor C5. This current flowing through diode CR9 cuts off tran-

sistor Q4 and saturates transistor Q5, thus setting up the storage flip-flop. In a like

manner, the absenoe of a sync pulse will cause the storage stage to be set up in the

opposite wr., with transistor Q6 cut off and transistor Q4 saturated.

The output of the storage flip-flop now passes throughi an emitter follower composed

of transistor Q6 and resistor Ri6 into an AND gate composed of diodes CR12 and

CR13 and resistor R8. This output corresponds to the presence of a sync Pulse on

pin P delayed for one bit of time.

An output from the buffer flip-flop ts taken from the collector of transistor Q2 and

corresponds to the presence of a sync pulse on pin P. It passes to the AND gate

through the emitter follower composed of transistor Q7 and resistor R17, where it is

ANDed with the Information from the storage flip-flop. The outp'at of the AND gate

(Junction of CR12, CR13, and RS) is a positiva pulse which corresponds to the

presence of two sync pulses on pin P one bit of time apart.
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This output now passes into an OR gate composed of transistors Q8 and Q9, and
A& resistor R20. The second AND gate, composed of diodes CR14 and CR15 and re-

sistor R19, ANDs direct and stored sync pulses from the Eight-Bit Shift Register.

The output of the second AND gate, which corresponds to the presencc of sync pulses

eight bits of time apart on pin P. also passes to the OR gate. The output of the OR

gate Is coupled through capacitor C6 to the blocking oscillator composed of tran-

sistors Q10 and Qi1, transformer Ti, and associated components.

The output of the blocking oscillator is delivered to pin £ as sync pulses to the main

frame Sync Gate and to the Sync Selector.

7.3.3.5 Sync Selector

The purpose of the Sync Selector is to combine sync pulses for recording purposes in

such a manner that only sync gate and keyed gate circuitry need be used to produce

both main and subcommutated frame sync whil in the reproduce mode. A schematic

diagram of the Sync Selector is shown in Fig. A-42.

In G-A, main frame sync pulses from the high-frequency sync gate appear on pin Z

and sync pulses from the One-Bit Shift Register appear on pin P.

Sync-,ls ee�. ne r .at -.,4,.n 1D _d, ,,,o ,- a.c wnta , m-i+k fnl^wrr Er-'n•nn^m4 of tvn-

,_a. _.40c e _ --. I_ of - an

sistor Q1 and resistors R2 and R4. These pulses then enter the gate circuit, which

is composed of transistors Q3. Qi, and Q5 and associated components, at the

emitter of Q4. Series switch Q4 and shunt switch Q5 are keyed by a palce amplifier

composed of transistor Q3 and resistors R3 and R7. This pulse amplifier is operated

by subcommutated keying pulses, which appear on pin K in such a manner that the

presence of a keying pulse opens the gAte and the aboence of a keying pulse closes

the gate. Output pulseb from the gate are passed through the emitter follower com--

posed of transistor Q7 and resistor R12 for delivery to pin d as the subcommutated

sync pulse to sync gate. Output pulses from the gate are also passed through the

L 7-89
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=utt~z WilwwT €omposod of transistor Q6 aud resiswr Ril and are coupled through

capacitor C4 for delivery to the blocking oscillator, which is composed of transistors

Q8 and Q9 and transformer TI.,

Sync pulses also enter at pin Z and pass through emitter follower composed of tran-

sistor Q2 and resistor RO and are coupled through capacitor C3 for delivery to the

blocking oscillator. B

T~e blocking oscillator is fired'by current pulses from either capacitor CS or C4.

The positive output pulses of the blocking osclllator are delivered to pin f as

Comp- Atc Framm Sync for the Record Electronics.

7. 3.3.8 Sync Gate .

The purpose of the Sync Gate is to permi frsmme sync pulses to be generated only

when such pulses are anticipated. Sync pulses which are not true sync pulses are

sometimes prodiced by preceding bync separation circuits because of r-f interference.

Therefore, if a pulse can be supplied to arrive at a time when frame sync is expected

and this pulse keys a gate that follows the frame sync logic circuitry, then the chance L
of producing false frame sync is greatly reduced. This card is made up of two one-

shots. two blocking oscillators, a flip-flop. a dual emitter follower, and a iate. [T

The schematic diagram for the Sync Gate is shown in Fig. A-43.

There are two inputs to the Sync Gate. Keying puJses are delivered to pin a. Sync

pulsos from a shift register AND gate are delivered to pin Z. Frame sync output is

on pin f. The following is a description of a serios of events which take place in the

Sync Gate circuitry.

The keying pulse from pin a resets the flip-flop composed of transistors Q3 and Q5

and associated components so that the output on the emitter follower composed of

transistor QI %nd resistor R2 (TP2) btrns on the gate composed of transistor Q12

and resistors R36 and R37.

7-90
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Next, the anticipated sync pulse apgaars on pin Z. It is a positi've pulse and It is

differentiated by capacitor Ul, diode CR1, and -esistor Al so that the posi*,dve-going

portion of the pulse triggers the ons-shot comp, sod of transistors Q2 and Q4 and,
associated components . This oi -sIt ires blockilng oscillator no. 1, comppsed of

transistors Q6 and Q7, and transformer Ti at'a time several microseconds aftif the

K H iniltial generation of the syme pulso In the Frame, Eync Separator. Thbe reason for this
delay Is that sync pulses generated in the"Frame Sync Separator are qppaoxinately in

time phase wilh the data sync arid that resetting ot the puloe sequencers by the output
of the Sync Gato (pin f ) must occur slightly after triggerin'g by data sync. Th,,to delay

~~ can be varied WeweeL1 4 and 25 microseco24q bya&sigrssorRbtt.dly
is usuAally on the order of 3 (* 1 micromeciads.

Te positive-going output pulses of blocking oscillator no, 1 are delivered to the dueal

emitter follower composed of transistors Q9 and Q11 and associated comyonents."

The output level of the daal emitter follower is seew at test point TP1. and' is adjusted

by means of variable resistor R28 to 10,,(L2.5) volts pea*-to-peak.

The gate composed of transistor Q12 and resistors R36 and R37. which was opened

by the action of the flip-flop, passes a positive pulse that fires blocking oscillator
no. 2, composed of transisltors Q13 and 014 and transformer T2,

I II The output of blocking oscillator no. 2 ts delivered to pin f as frame sync and to
one-shot no. 2, composed of transistors Q8 to Q10 and associated component..

~ [I One-shot no. 2 introduces a delay just long eaough to insure that the gate will pass
anticipated frame sync pulses. Variable resistor Rt34 should be adjusted so that the

flip-flop closies the gate approximately 3 microseconds after the generation of a

frame sync pul so at pin f .

Essentially the Sync Gate is" &,gate which is keyed "on" by the arrival of a pulse
wL~ch just precedes th-i anticipated sync pulse. It is keyed "off" if the anticipated

sync pulse passes through the Sync Gate. If no anticipated sync pulse arrives, the

Sync Gate reinaino open until aip apparent sync pulse arrives.
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I
TF.37 reqiummy Divider 1

The pweptSse of 6se Froqisecy Divider to to divide the repetition rate, or frequency,K

nalosc by fats of two, four, or eight. Reset and set inputs are available for

*a& of the three cascaded flip-flops, or binary counters, so that outputs can be [
phased in any desired umaner.

When it is desired to operate pulse sequencers at rates below that of clock, a fro-

qonen divider is Inserted betwen the source of clock pulses and a low-speed pulse

sequencer. As the low-speed sequencers must sequence at certain times, reset [
pulses w-est be properly applied to the flip-flops in use. In the G-A operation, the

frequncy is divided by four. [
All three flip-flop staes and associated output emitter followers in tM• Frequency jj
Divider are similar. A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. A-44. Special attention

should be given the block diagrams because they can best describe the phasi-g of the

output in relation to the Frame Sync Reset pulse from the Sync Gate.

7.3.3.8 Eight-Channel Pulse Sequencer [

The purpose of the Eight-Channel Pulse Sequencer is to p,:ovide eightc hawuelsof ci

pulses in time sequence. Seven flip-flops and eight AND gates are arranged to

accomplish this purpose. A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. A-45. [

T7e output pulses of the pulse sequencer are used to key data gates. The trigger

pulses determine the rate at which output pulses advance. The reset pulses ditter-

mine the phase of the output pulses in relation to the no. 1 output pulse.

The AND gates are driven by flip-flop outputs, which are isolated by individual

emitter follower stages.I

7-92 I _
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S 7.3.3.9 Matrix

I l i The purpose of the Matrix is to AND eight pairs of pulses from the Pulse Owpencers

to produce eight keying pulses for sample and hold circuits. A schematic diagram is

shown in Fig. A-46. The Matrix is composed of 16 emitter followers and eight diode-

type AND gates. Because all gates are identical, only the operation of the first AND

gate is described.

Positive pulses between the levels of approximately -15 and -5 volts appear on pins j

and Z and are coupled through emitter followers composed of transistor Q1, re

sistor R3, and transistor Q2 and resistor R5, respectively. Outputs of these emitter

followers pass to diodes CR1 and CR1. The coincidence of two positive pulses pro-

duces a positive pulse at pin k as a keying pulse to the Sample and Hold circuitry.

7.3.3.10 Data Gates

The purpose of the Data Gates is to provide eight data gates which are keyed by the

outputs of a series of AND gates. These AND gates are in turn keyed by pulses from

L pulse sequencers. The Data Gate unit is made up of 12 emitter followers, eight AND

gates, and eight "ata gates. A schematic diagram of this unit is shown in Fig. A-47.

For any one of the AND gates to produce an output pulse, two coincident input pulses

must be present. For example, to produce an output from AND gate 3, input pulses

must be present at pins j and V. Likewise, for an AND gate 2 output, input pulses

must be present at pins J and X.

All AND gates are composed of a single diode and a single resistor and possess two

inputs and one output. One input on each AND gate 1 through 4 are tied together and

receive input from pin J through the emitter follower composed of transistor Q2 and

resistor R3. In a like manner, one input on each AND gate 5 through 8 are tied to-

gether and receive input from pin M through the emitt .- follower composed of tran-

sistor Q7 and resistor R9. The other input on each AND gate 1 through 8 receive
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a
inputs from appropriate pMns and emitter followers. Outputs of AND gates 1 and 8 are ffwte dwo mimi emittr ftiiowors to plus d and K, respectively, &s keying pulse

ouL.ta. % outputs ky Wdvidual data gates I through S.

A'' data Ites are iftntical. Zach data gate to composed of an inverting pulse ampli-

lier, a shnt tramistor switch, and a series transistor switch. Data gate 1 will serve

as an example of circuit operation.

AND gate 1 output pulse rises and falls between -15 and -5 volts. When the voltage is

greater than approximately -10 volts, transistor Q21 is turned on. The collector of

this transistor, which serves as an inverting pulse amplifier, drops to approximately

-10 volts. This voltage turns off transistor Q29 and turns on transistor Q13. Tran-

sistor Q29 is the shunt switch and Q13 is the series switch. When the output from the

AAD gate drops below approximately -10 volts, transistor Q13 turns off and turns

on Q29.

Whenever an output from an AND gate appears, the data gate will open and d-c video V
from the Gate Driver Amplifier will appear. Whenever there is no AND gate output,

the data gate output will present a short circuit with respect to ground.

The gated outputs from data gates 1 through 8 are delivered to appropriate pins for

delivery to display electronics.

7.3.3.11 Pulse Set

The purpose of the Pulse Set circuit is to convert three sets of input pulses into three

sets of output pulses in the proper form to operate the flip-flop circuitry of succeed-

ing pulse sequencers. A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. A-48. The three

inputs are the clock square wave from the Data Sync Separator, the square wave from

the Frequency Divider, and the subcommutated pulses from the Low-Speed Sequencer.

The clock square wave from the Data Sync Separator has a variable delay added. The

other two Inputs remain essentially undelayed.

7-94
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The clock square wave input appears on pin M for delivery to the pulse-shaping

circuit composed of transistors QI, Q2. Q3, and associated components. The

positive-going portions of the square wave are converted into positive pulses which

are fed through capacitor C3 to the one-shot composed of transistors Q4, Q5, Q6,

and associated components. Positive one-shot output pulses, which are delayed by

an amount determined by an adjustment of resistor R20, appear at the junction of

capacitor C7 and resistor R15. This delay is set so that the keying pulses for

succeeding sample and hold circuitry arrive at a time which prodzces minimum

crosstalk.

These one-shot pulses fire a blocking oscillator composed of transistors Q7 and Q8,

U transformer T1, and associated components. Blocking oscillator output pulses are

delivered to pin b as data sync.

Input from the 4:1 Frequency Divider appears at pin K for delivery to emitter

follower Q9 and associated components. Its output is differentiated by capacitor C11.

resistor R26, and diode CR8 so that positive-going portions of the square wave be-

come positive pulses at the junction of capacitor C11, resistor R23, and diode CR8.

The blocking oscillator composed of transistors Q10 and QII and transformer T3,

Sas iatedc nntsis ired by the pulses from the dif(erentiatlng circuit.

The output of the blocking oscillator is delivered to pin d as trigger pulses to Low-

[ Speed Sequencer.

L •Subcommutated pulses from the Low-Speed Sequencer appear at pin R for delivery to

-• an emitter follower composed of transistor Q12 and associated components. Positive-

going portions of emitter follower output pulses are differentiated by capacitor C17,

Sresistor R34, and diode CR11 and fire the blocking oscillator composed of transistors
Q13 and Q14, transformer T2, and associated components. Blocking oscillator pulses

are delivered to pin. h as trigger pulses to the subcommutated pulse sequencer.
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F' ?.Mo.12 Dow CycleU

Th PeuPmi of Dety Cydle U Is to provide gate keying pulses with the proper duty
heu' h~ i taWed A MIRS poals. with signals frm the seqAsnoars or matrices. [
The D#y, Cycle nI is used In record and repaodow~ modes of operation. A schematic

dlap6M is ahown In "ig. A-49.

Positive poma~e~ fom the meqimnoers'appear at pin b for delivery to one-shot no. 1I
coPose 0ýd of transistors Qi and Q2 and associated components'. The output of

am-shat no. 1 pea through an emitter follower compos .1 of transistor Q3 and

resistor R12. One output of the emitter follower turns off tranasitor Q9 in the flip-
flop composed of transistors Q6 and Q9 and, associated components. The second out-
pitt of this emitter fh~lower posease through emitter follower composed of transistor

Q4 and resistor R13 to trigger one-shot no. 2 composed of transistors Q5 and QS and

associated components. The output of one-shot no. 2 passes through emitter follower L
composed of transistor Q? and resistor R23 and turns off transistor QG of the
flip-flop. Between the times that transistors Q8 and QB are tu~rned off, the collector 1
of transistor Q8 and the output of emitter follower composed of transistor Q10 sand
resistor R33 will go positive from approximately -15 volts to approximately -5 volts,

The output of emitter follower QiC Is delivered to pin e ats gate keying pulses to the

matrix toards.

The delay of one-shot no. 1 IIs varied by adjusting variable resistor R7; Its output I
determines the time of the positive rise of the gate keying pulse on pin e. The delay

of one-shot no. 2 is varied byr adjusting variable resistor RIS; its output determines I
the negative fall of the gate keying pulse on pin e.

7.3.3.13 Data Sync Delay Record

The Data Sync Delay Record circuit delays the clock pulses so that sampling in the
Datrac occurs at a time when crosstalk is at a minimum. At this time, the Data Sync

7-961
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Delay Re-oord dveiiyea a oomm-and P-Milee to One Datrac. A sciwmatic diagram oi *9i

Data Sync Delay Record circuit is shown In Fig. A-50.

SThis circuit to com posed of a one-shot which provides variable delay, a blocking

oscillator, and an emitter follower.

7 input of positive clock pulses from the Data Sync Separator is at pin a. The

pulses are delivered through an emitter follower, composed of transistor QI and
resistor Rt3, to the one-shot where a suitable delay is added to the clock information.

i Delays from approxidmately 4 to 25 microseconds are obtained by adjusting resistor

R5. The output of the one-shot is coupled through capacitor CS to the blocking
lj oscillator.

Positive Datrac command pulses leave the blocking oscillator at pin N.

7.3.3.14 DC Rltference Filter

The purpose of the DC Reference Filter Is to provide filtered error voltage to the

Reference Ampiifier whenever there Is a tendency for the d-c level of the data pulses

to depart from the preset level. A schematic diagram of this circuit is shown in

Fig. A-51. It tI composed of an AND gate, a zero voltage adjust. a 250•-yole

il low-pass filter, and a sample and hold circuit made up of a dual emitter follower, a

bilateral charging circuit, a keying circuit, and oascaded emitter followers.

The sync level from Channel 9 appears on pin H for delivery to the sample and hold

U circuit which is described in Paragraph 7.3.4.

SThe sync level is stretched so that a nonserrated waveform appears at the output of
the sample and hold circuit for delivery to the zero-voltage adjust network composed

of resistors R18, R19, R20, and R21.I-
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No"Pe Ws sample and bold otouit Whica coincide with de chamneil 9 sync ~ I
Isvel wes pro~ood by the A14D gate composed of diodos CB) and CR4 and resistor R3.

IMh A14D gate reseivea Its inpu from pulse seqaenoers or matrices on pins di and a.

The aero-voltme ~~s metwiek injects a small adjustable reference voltage into the
sanwbe am'~ Wild '4 at3P V'shi referene vltage is adj-Vulated '-w. me-ans of varibeb

resistor BOO.

7%s output of the sero-voltags adjust network is delivered to a 250-cpa low-pass

filter, where the voltass is amoothed. f
7be output Of the Soo-cpe low-pass filter is delivered to pin f as an error voltage to

the Reference Amplifier.

7. 3.4 Sample and Hold OutputCircuits

The Sample and Hold circuitry (Fig. 7-17) is used to sequentially sample the demulti-

plexed series of pulses from the analog data gates in the Demultiplexer and provide a

low output impedance to drive the external equipment. Keying signals to controlL

these sample and hold circuits are derived from the binary countdown and matirces

Data pulses appearing on the various output lines of the data gates are sampled at

peak level and the resulting potential is stored in a capacitor until the next data pulse

is sampled, at whit& time the potential on the capacitor rises or falls to the new level.

The direct and subcommutated data are treated In a like manner. A set of cascaded

emitter followers is driven by the potential of each capacitor so that sufficient

current ts supplied to drive a 600-ohm load without excessive deterioration of the

* capacitor potential.

These circuits perform the same function and operate in the same fashion when the

Ground Station in in the record or reproduce modes of operation. 1
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T. 3.4. 1 Name and old

2Us PMiO purps of the Samle and Hold circuit is to sample thl data voltage over I
a brW it er of time ad then, throdgh memory, to retain this level until a new
ampe is made. Upon the arrival of a keying pulse that initiate, another sampling,

the ou•tt of the Sample and Hold changes to the new data level and remains at that
level mtaI the nett sampling Is performed. I

T7r% identical sample and hold circuits are contained on each card. Therefore. only
one eanple and hold circuit will be discussed. A schematic diagram of the Sample F
and Hold is shown in Fig. A-52. Each sample and hold ctrcuit is composed of a dual
emitter follower, a keying circuit, a bilateral charging circuit, and cascaded emitter [
foillowrs.

Two states exist in the sample and hold circuit. One is the memory state when output L
is constant with its level determined by the value of the data during a preceding
sampling interval. The other state Is the sampling state and is of very short duration
when compared with the duration of the memory state. The sampling state exists
whenever the level on pin k rises above -10 volts. The memory state exists whenever L
the level on pin k falls below -10 volts. Keying pulses from the Matrix are positive
and between the levels of approximately -15 and -5 volts. "

In the sampling state, when voltage on pin k Is greater than -10 volts, it turn - on

transistor Q3. With transistor Q3 turned on, the junction of resistors R4, Rb and -

R7 goes to approximately -10 volts. This voltage turns off transistors Q4 and 45.
When transistor Q5 is off, the Junction of resistors RIO and Ri 1 goes to approxi-
mately +20 volts and transistor Q6 is turned off. With transistors Q4 and Q6 off, the
data input from pin h is permitted to flow through an emitter follower composed of L
transistor QI and resistor RI and transistor Q7 of the bilateral charging circuit and
also through emitter follower transistor Q2 and resistor R3, and transistor Q8 of the [
bilateral charging circuit. If the initial charge voltage on capacitor CI is less than
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the data voltage o the base of transistor Q7, current will flow through resistor R12

and transistor Q7 until the voltage an capacitor C1 to approximate4l equal to the base

voltage of transistor QT. IU, on the other band, the charge voltage on capacitor Cl

is greater than the data voltage on transistor Q8, current will flow from capacitor CI
thrzos trwnsitor Q8 and resistor R13 until the voltage on capaoitor Cl is approxi-

mately equal to the base voltage of transistor QS.

II a torage state, w.en the voltage on pin k Is lose than approximately -,0 volts,
tranmistor Q3 is turned off. With transistor Q3 off, the junction of resistors R4, R6,

and R7 goes positive and transistors Q4 and Q5 are turmed on. When transistor Q5 is

turned on, the Junction of resistors RIO asd R1 falls to 0 volts and turns transistor

SQ6 on. With transistorQ4 and Q6 on, the base of translator QT dro. % to approiinmtely

-7 volts and the base of transistor Q8 rises to approximately + 10 volts. Transistors

Q? and Q8 are now turned off and transistors QI and Q2 Pmitter-to-baae Juctoas are

back-blased provided that the data on pin h does not exceed the linat approximately

+7 and -5 volts. Effectively, the charge voltage on capacitor CI Is now Isolated from

the effects of discharge resistance,

Output in taken through cascaded emitter followers composed of transistors Q9, QlO.

.and QI, a&d resistors R14 and R43 and delivered to pin T as hinpls and Hold output

"U rto the display unit.

Complimentary type circuitry, used for the dual emitter followers and the bilateral

charging circuits, provide low Input to output voltage drops and high charging curreats

to the hoiding capacitor C1. The value of capacitor CI is laboratory selected to best

L match the holding interval required of the applicatiou.

1 7.3.4. 2 Plus/Minus 10-Volt Regulator

The purpose of the Plus/Minus 10-Volt Regulator is to provide + '0 and -10 volts at

approximately 5 amperes maximum to the Sample and Hold circuitry. Two 5o-watt

Zener diodes and appropriate heat sinks are required for each board. A schematic

diagram is shown In Fig. A-S3.
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T. a.5 Aelolgto-nglIgt Converter

"110 Analog-e-Digigal Convorter (Datrao) converts every pulse of the PAM composite
pdale trair lab a im-bit digital word. E
lcludad In the AWs*g-o-Dig~tal Converter is a samile and hold circuit that samples

the peak value of every pulse and holds It for digtlsation. This circuit, which is

oo alld by the 6u& sync pulses from the Demultiplexer, is turned on for approxi-

matoly 2 =16ro•oocnda by the data syno pulse and holds for approximately 23

mkoasoscKcu4, After a Wort stabillzing iterval, the converter operates at a rate of I.
2 miormecads pr bit and converts th sample and hold sigsl into a nine-bit

4gital word In 18 microseconds. Thou nine bit are temporarily stored and applied
to th igilttal kleoor-d JR10tonios.

Th7 tbeory of operelhor, and maintenance procedures for the Datrao are described in

detail in the instructlca maýAuji Datrao Analog-to-Dicital Converter published by
Epeco, Ina.. Bostop, MUs". Modiflostions made In 5h. Datrac are described In this
nisnpl. Sshemsio diagram of the moa(lftoations are shown in Pip. A-20, A-21,

A-22, A-23, and A-24. L
aI"

T-% psrformlag the function of recording and roproduaing informiatlon for the PAM-FM

Uround Sttion, it Is necessary to convert analeg tdormation into digital form for

recording and to convert aigital Infbrmmgo4 Into analog form for reproduction. The
c'cm'.rsion, prooegs is socomplished by a device sm~ited by Epsoo, Inc., under the

tLadb nvuo of Datrao. The mo~lel supplied for use in the Ground Station is the
IU-OO9SM2, modified for the speclal requirements of the Ground 8tation. The Datrac

BN)SM2 (i modifed version of Modol B-611) Is documented in an instruction manual
for the DWrto Analcg-to-DLfital CQnverter, Models B-61 and B-813. The purpose

here is to doeument those modificetiou nade to the B-01i and the BO0MM2 for use

!n ýhe PAM-FM Ground Station. [
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ji The modifications include:

. Addition of special high-speed sample and hold circuitry

I: e Addition of relays for converting between digotal-to-analog

and analog-to-digital modeis

* Increaso in gain of analog output circuitry so, that in;ut and

output level (L10 volts) is the same

e Reduction of noise during digital-to-"log operation

* Removal of first and second bits of the 11-4bt total

• Addition of monitor points to all outputs to Reoord Ampla*lers

* Addition of separate outpt connectors for'the folowing Ospls:

(1) Datrac command

(2) Conversion complete

(3) Serial pulse train

(4) Analog output

A brief description of the two modes of operation of the modified Datra will be

included here.

F. In the analog-to-digiual mode of operation, the first evnt to ccour Is the arrival of a

Datrac Command pulse. This psise does three things: (1) starts the sam-ping
process by operating the sample and hold switch-driver circuitry, (2) starts the

digitization process which actually begins with the third of 11 bits approidmately 6

microseconds later, and (3) cleaprs all digital data from the previous conversion.

Bits 1 and 2 have been removed from the 11-bit converter in order to give nine-bit

information and to allow stabilization of the sample and hold circuitry and the ampli-

L . fier following the sample and hold. The sampling interval begins with the arrival of

the Datrac command pulse and lasts approximately 1.5 microseconds. The memory

of the sample and hold circuitry then holds data voltage for approximately 23.0 micro-

seconds, at which time digitization is complete and a conversion complete pulse

(used to clock data on to the magnetic tape) is produced. Digitization of nine bits,

beginning with the third and ending with the eleventh, is performed at the rate of one

bit for every 2 microseconds.
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Is the Agltul-to-mnalog miode of operation. conversion in completed in only 8 micro-

ueeamde. In this process, tbe first event to occur is fth arrival of a clear pulse from

do Delay Commsand Pulse circuit contained In the Digital Record and Reprocluoe

Ileelromlce. Tke next event tc )cour is the application, in parallel, of nine bits of

d~W4ta h3mfrm the Data Storag. and Gate circuits. Am the last event, approxi-

~ a mioeesmdslater. Wwaog, d~ta appear, for delivery to the Demultiplexcer.

~. 140 lUustavus do analog-to-dIgital conv erasion sequence. The externally

applie esom pulse laittates diglilsation and sampling and the timing of the

plMaInm ae *m Indivi~wdual bits of information. Completion of the cc 'version in

mwtd1 a seamrsuft-eomptet pulse after a total elapised time of approximately

lb.0vdo emv~euuiime neaeesary to make the Datrac 2-611 compatible with the

PAM-IN Grerni SWAM9 icssdi h floigpaarps

ft ordrt recard the values of ihapulses with a minimum of crosstalk, this data

=onsb sampled in as sbort a time as possible. 7Ue special high-speed sample and

hod sampy"=lep in only 1. 5 microseconds and holda lata value for as long a L
time as Io aessesimW to perlorm digitizatIon, i.e., for 24.5 microseconds. The
sample and hold Oquiprmst is contained on two plug-in chassis. Chassis no. 1 con--

tains an inrut amplifier composed of an operational amplifier and ,,usooiated network.-
Chassis no. 2 contalins a blocking oscillator, a switch driver, a switch, a holding

caposeltor, a bias current source, and an operational amplifier and associated

network.

Analog voltage from the Base Band Unit appears on terminal 32 of Chassis no. 1

(Fig. A-20) for delivery to the operational amplifier and network composed of re-

sistors Ri, RZ, R3. R4, R6, and R7. The operationa amplifier Is composed of

one-half of vacuum tube V3. vacuum tubes Vi and V2, and associated components.

The gain of this combination of operational amplifier and network in -1 as the ratio
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of RJR. in unity- Its autm.t in dliv,•,av tn tha nuthawi f ^kaa,. . . . ^.....-t I
z L- --_ -- o

of vacuum tube V3 and associated components. The output of this catlode follower is
delivered to terminal 24 and then to terminal 14 on Chassis no. 2 as input to a diode

switch composed of vacuum tubes V4 and VS. The overall gain from terminal 32 to
terminal 24 on Chassis no. 1 is approximately 0. 85. The output at terminal 24 is be-
tween approximately +15 and -5 volts.I
Datrac command pulses from Chassis no. 8 appear on terminal 12 of Chassis no. 2J for delivery to a blocking oscillator composed of vacuum tube V8, transformer Ti.

and associated components. These Datrac command pulses of +20 volts amplitude
override the -15-volt bias on grid 2 of V6 and force current to flow from cathode 3 of
V6 through capacitor C6 to produce positive voltage on grid 7 of VS. Current, now
flowing through transformer Ti to plate 9 of V6, induces voltage across resistci R66,

further increasing the positive voltage on grid 7 of VS. The right half of vacuum tube
VS conducts until the chart, on capacitor C6 drops enough to return the tube to theS~ cutoff state.

The resulting blocking oscillator pulse is deliver"d to transformer T2 of the
switch-driver circuitry which is composed of transformer T2 and vacuum tubes V7,

VS, and V9. Transformer T2 provides positive and negative pulses. The positive
pulse is delivered to a cathode follower composed of vacuum tube VS and resistor

- -- R32, and the negative pulse is delivered to a cathode follower composed of vacuum
tube V7 and resistor R33. The network composed of resistors R34 and R35 and
capacitor C7 provides approximately +37 volts of bias to vacuum tube V7. The

network composed oi resistors R36 and R37 and capacitor C8 provides approximately
-30 volts of bias to vanuum tube VS.

If no pulses are being delivered to the switch-driver circuitry, sufficient current
flows through resistor R20, diode vacuum tube V9,and cathode follower VS to produce

Li
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awrdintolv -20 volta oan tka ynittes off va-cuum tubes WA4 =d VSof Ithe 1diodesic.

Lfewise, sufflioiet current flows from cathode follower V7 and diode V9 and through
re•istor R39 In produce approximately +40 voltA on the cathodes of V4 and V6 of the
diode switch. Under theeo conditions, diodes V4 and V5 are nonconduoting and
holding capacitor C9 Is effectively tied to the open grid 7 of vacuum ibe V10.

When pulses an deUvered to the switch-driver from the blocking oscillator, bias
voltages for V'7 and V8 are overridden so that the currents in both halves of diode

V9 are interrupted for the duration of the sampling interval, i.e., for approximately
1.5 microseconds. This means that current flows from +300 volts at terminal 2
through resistor R38, both halves of diodes V4 and VS, and through resistor R39 to
-300 volts on terminal 3. With the diode bridge conducting, data from Chassis
no. 1 permits supply current to charge holding capacitor C9 to data level.

The voltage level which appears on holding capacitor C9 Is delivered to the open L
grid 7 of vacuum tube V1O of the operational amplifier opmposed of vacuum tubes
V10, VII, and V12. and associated components. Gain of this combination of L
operational amplifier and the network composed of resiu~tors R61, R62, and R63
Is adjusted by varying R63, Overall gain is adjusted to approximately 3.0. %e.
Aampled output is delivered to terminal 25 of Chassis no. 2 as the Input voltage to
the Datrac summing junction. I
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Digital Record Electronics (Fig. 7-11) are used to record the digital word generated

by the Datrac, the composite frame sync, and the clock signal in parallel in Non-

Return-to-Zero (NRZ) form on the magnetic tape on command of the conversion-

complete pulse from the Datrac.

The conversion-complete pulse occurs approximately 0.5 microseconds after the

digitization is complete. This pulse is amplified and delivered as a clock signal to all

ii digital record amplifiers. This signal is also recorded on one of the digital tracks as

the clock signal. In addition, it is used to reset the frame sync storage circuit.

l Composite frame sync is applied to the frame sync storage circuit which, in turn,

applies a "one" to the Digital Record Amplifier. The occurrence of a conversion-

fl complete pulse will clock this information onto the tape from the Digital Record

Amplifier and also reset the frame sync storage circuit to the "zero" state; thus,

succeeding conversion-complete pulses do not change the magnetization of the tape

until a new composite frame sync pulse resets the frame sync storage to the "one"

_The binary bits from the Datrao are apple• and hold to the appropriate Digital Record

SAmplifier. The conversion-complete pulse interrogates these inputs and causes a

change in the state of the magnetization of the tape if a "one" is presented to a Digital

Ii Record Amplifier and no change in state if a "zero" is presented. Thus, the binary

word from the Datrac, the composite frame sync, and the clock signal are all re-

U corded on digital tracks in parallel by the occurrence of a conversion-complete pulse.

7.3.6.1 Frame Sync Storage Record

The purpose of the Frame Sync Storage Record is to convert composite frame sync

pulses from the Demultiplexer to pulses that will be accepted by the Frame Sync
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, I
D+•ltaI Iucor4 Ampifier. It shouid be remembered that lr-,rma•or. n is re!vorded when
the laput Wo a Digital lbrd Amplifier is more negative than the negative threshold

level a d a reoord pulte to reoeived. Both of these conditions *vat be met for re-

oord•ig to be sooomplilwd. The Frame Sync Storage Record is made up of an in-

velrting pulse amplifier and a flip-flop. A schematic diagram of the Frame Sync I
Wtoraps Record card Is shown in Fig. A-23.

PositiVe composite frame syno pulses from the Demultiplexer appear at pin Z for I
dellver7 to the inveztng puile amp~lse- aomposed of transistor Q1 and associated
oomposers. [

T7e nqative-going l.idlg dOg of the output cd the inverting pulse amplifier, which

is in time ph&" with the positive-going leading edge of the pulses at pin Z, is coupled

through capacitor C2 to turn off transistor Q3 of the flip-flop composed of transistors

Q3 and Q4 and assoolated components. This action causes the collector of transistorJ

Q4 to go negative is well as the output of emitter follower Q5, which is delivered to [
pin" X as output to the Frame Syno Digital Record Amplifier.

Positive record pulses from the Pulse Amplifier appear at pin T for delivery to the

emitter follower composed of transistor Q2 and resistors R4 and R5. Emitter

follower output is differentiated by a network composed of cappoitor C4, diode CW4,
and reiator R17 so tha~t •he negative-going trailing edge of a pulse on pin T turns off

transistor Q4 of the flip-flop. The collector of transistor Q4 now goes positive, am

does the output on pin K. The delay of approximately 1 microsecond between the

positive-going leading edge of the record pulses, which clock out data from the [.
Digital Record Amplifiers, and the negative-going trailing edge of the record pulse,

which resets the flip-flop, is necessary because data must be recorded before com- j
posite frame wync information is removed from the Y'rame Sync Digital Record

* Amplifier input.

7.3.6.2 Pulse Amplifier [
The purpose of the Pulse Amplifier is to convert conversion-complete pulses from the

Datrac to a form suitable for clocking out the data from the Digital Record AmpUfiers. L
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I iIt is made up of an Inverting pulse amplifier and a blocking oscillator. A schematic

diagram of the Pulse Amplifier is shown in Fig. A-26. A conversion-complete pulse

from the Datrac appears at pin M, where it enters the inverting pulse amplifier com-

posed of transistor Q1 and associated components. The negative-going leading edge

of the averting pulse amplifier output, which is in time phase with the positive-going

leading edge of the input pulse on pin M, is coupled through capacitor C2 to fire the

blocking oscillator composed of transistors Q2 and Q3 and transformer Ti. Positive-

going output pulses are delivered to pin T as record pulses to the Digital Record

Amplifiers.

7.3.6.3 Digital Record Amplifier

The purpose of the Digital Record Amplifier is to accept digital "ones" from the

Datrac and clock this information onto the magnetic tape in NRZ form in phase with

the record pulses from the Pulse Amplifier. There is one Digital Record AmplIfier

for each digital recording track. This circuit also provides sufficient power to

operate the recording heads. It is made up of an inverting pulse amplifier, a flip-

flop, two AND gates, and amplifiers and complementary emitter followers. A

L schematic diagram of a Digital Record Amplifier card is shown in Fig. A-27.

Digital information appears at pin K in the form of rising and falling levels and is

delivered to the inverting pulse amplifier composed of transistors' QI, Q2, and Q3,[ diode CR1, and associated components. The operation of this inverting pulse ampli-

fier is such that, for levels greater than approximately -11 volts, its output is

approximately 0 volts. For levels less than approximately -11 volts, its output is

approximately +20 volts.

The output of the inverting pulse amplifier, which is the emitter of transistor Q3,

is delivered to two emitter followers, one being transistor Q4 and resistor R13, theU i other being transistor Q9 and resistor R24. The outouts of each emitter follower are

each ANDed with record pulses from the Pulse Amplifier, which appear at pin T.

"These AND gates are composed of diodes CR3, CR4, and CR7, and diodes CR5, CR9,

and CR8.
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7Ue action * tN AND pates causes the flip-flop composed of transistors Q6 and ij

and aars ated components to ohanp state whenever a binary "one" and a record pulse

ane prest at the same time. A biaary "one" is an input level on pin K of less than

-11 volts.

A complementary emitter follower it coupled to each side of the flip-flop through a

pulse amplifier. The collector of flip-flop transistor Q6 is associated with the pulse

amplifier composed of transistors Q5 and Q14 and associated components and a [
complementary emitter follower composed of transistors QI1 and Q13. The collector

of flip-flop transistor Q? Is associated with the pulse amplifier composed of tran- [

sistors Q6 and QI5 and associated components and with the complementary emitter

follower composed of transistors Q10 and Q12.

The output levels of the complementary emitter followers are out of phase and vary

between approximately 0 and +10 volts. Resistor R31 serves to limit magnetic tape I

recorder head current to approximately 100 ma at all times. The output to the

Magnetic Tape Recorder head in between pins a and c. An output monitor point of the

head current is available at pin h.

7.3.7 Magnetic Tape Recorder L

The Magnetic Tape Recorder is a special Ampex unit (FR-1100) that will accept L

19-inch or smaller reels of magnetic tape. It is designed to permit the rbcording of

11 tracks of digital data and four tracks of analog data on one-inch wide tape. Nine I
of the digital tracks are used to record the digital words from the Datrac. The re-

maining two digital tracks are used to record the data sync pulse and the composite -

frame sync pulse. The four analog *racks are used to record video, field strength,

voice comment, and system time signals. Normal operating speed of the recorder

in 50 ipe for C-A data.
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Distribution of tra,.ks and the recording function for each track in as follows:

TRACK RECORDING FUNCTION

Digital

1 Bit 9

2 Bit I

3 Bit 2

4 Bit 3

5 Bit 4

6 Data Sync

7 Bit 5
,j 8 Bit 6

i 9 Bit 7

10 t a

11 Composite Frame Sync

Analog

11 Video Backup

12 System Time

13 Spare (Range Time at AMR)

14 Signal Strength and Voice

The theory of operation of the Magnetic Tape Recorder and the procedures for its
L; maintenance are described in detail in the instruction handbtook Series FR-1100

Recorder/Reproducer - Magnetic Tape Recorders for Instrumentation, Ampex

Corp., Redwood City, Calif., I Jul 1958. Special instructions for using this recorder

with the PAM-FM Ground Station are included in appropriate paragraphs in this

Smanual.

7.3.8 Digital Reproduce Electronics
LI

The G-A Ground Station in the reproduce mode of operation is illustrated in Fig. 7-4.
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1"M ltIl X dw i19tronics (Frig. -12) amplifies the digital signals from the V

mluutic tq ane d temporarily stores and clocks the digital information into the

Detras. Clock pulses are delivered to the Datrac in the form of a clear pulse and are U
used to reset tbe Datrac to a state oorresponding to all zero inputs. Clock pulses and

th composite frame sync puls, are also delivered to the Demultiplexer.

Binary 'Iowa" from the mageutic tape are amplified in the Digital Reproduce Ampli-

fiers. These hinary "ones," which represent the digital word and the composite frame [
sync, are used to set the storage circuits to the "one" state. Since no change of state

is recorded on the magnetic tape for a binary "zero, "-no signal is produced for a [
"zero." The binary "ones," which represent the clock signal from the Digital Re-

produce Amplifier, are deliverec through a delay circuit to the storage circuits

where they clock out the stored information in the storage circuits and reset the

storage circuits to the "zero" state. Thus, binary "ones" representing digital

information are clocked in parallel into the Datrac for conversion to analog form.

The effects of any static head skew and dynamic "Jitter" of the tape are reduced

during this process. Binary "ones" representing composite frame sync are clocked

into the Demultiplexer.

The delay circuit has three outputs, each output occurring 1.5 microsecoi ds after

the other. However, the initial output is delyved a suitable time to enable i to be

used as a clock signal, but not so long that it becomes a part of the succeeding binary

word. The firs: output is the clear pulse that is used to clear the Datrac. The

second output, occurring 1.5 microseconds later, is used as a clock pulse to the

Demultiplexer. The last output is used as the command pulse to the storage circuits.

7. 3.8.1 Digital Reproduce Amplifier

The purpose of the Digital Reproduce Amplifier is to amplify the data from the digital

reproduce heads of the Magnetic Tape Recorder and to prod/uce appropriate data

pulses for the Data Storage and Gate circuitry which follows. A schematic diagram of

the Digital Reproduce Amplifier is shown in Fig. A-28.
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The Digital Reproduce Amplifier contains a high-gain, four-stage. R-C coupled linear
amplifier; a linear phase splitter: a full-wave rectifler; and an inverting pulse ampli-

fier. Linear circuitry is used until the data can be brought up to a voltage level that

is acceptable for pulse-type amplification. This is done so that the possibility of

false generation of output pulses by noise is reduced to a minimum. A variable gain

feature is included so that operation with various tape speeds is possible.

Data from the Magnetic Tape Recorder reproduce heads appears at pin L for delivery

to the amplifier composed of transistors QI through Q5 and associated components.

This amplifier contains four common-emitter stages in cascade and an emitter

follower output stage. A constant output level is maintained for various tape speeds

by varying the gain. Gain is varied by the application of appropriate values of re-

sistanoe across pins V and T. The resistances for this function are selected by means

of the TAPE SPEED COMPENSATION switch located on the Record and Reproduce

' Monitor Panel. Gain can also be varied by adjusting variabie resistor R19. Ampli-

fier gain should be such that for any tape speed, output is 9(40. 5)volts peak-to-peak.
I-

The output of this amplifier is delivered to the phase splitter composed of transistor

Q1O and resistore RIO and R43. Here, by adjusting variable resistor R43. two

l outputs of ,qual maomituda nnd I R deorpa out of rhis. with rAsp-et to oach other

are fed to separate diodes CR2 and CR3 of the full-wave rectifier. This rectifier

changes the positive and negative pulses of the phase splitter to a series of positive

pulses. Tiese positive pulses are held between the levels of approximately 0 and

+3 volts.

! V One of the phase-splitter signals is transmitted through the emitter follower com-

posed of transistor Q9 and resistor R38 for delivery tc one side of th.. full-wave

rectifier. The other phase-splitter signal, which appears on the emitter of transis-

tor QIO, is transmitted directly to the full-wave rectifier.
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The iuil-wave rectifier output pulses are delivered to the inverting pulqe ax..lifficr Il

i the biase of the emit'te follower cumpoed of transistor Q7 and resistor R32. When-
k T ei.... o _.itter fuuwcr output goes positive, transistor Q8 in turned on and Its

collector goes to ground potental. /lj. the emitter ollowe,- output reauhes

zero, or is negative, transistor Q8 is turned off and its collector goes to approxi-

I mately +13 volt*. The signal which appears ;at the collector of Q8 is coupled through
I Ithe. emittt~ f1-d10wj composed of transistor Q6 and resistor R30O for dlelivery to pin a

as output to Data Storage and Gate.
Hi

j , Operation of the Digital Reproduce Ampllffir is such that a negative-going output 4
pulse I generated whenever a data pulse appears across ine Input terminals, A.

7.3.8.2 Data Storage and Gate

The purpose of the Data Storage and Gate card is to hold the digital information re-
c-•eived irun D the Digital Reproduce Amplifier until all bits of information have been

read out of the Magnetic Tape Recorder. This delay is necessary to compensate for

I skew and flutter in the Magnetic Tape Recorder A conmmnd pultn claucks ,-. .....
Sinto the Datrac for conversiton to analog voltage. Eac Data Storage and Gate card

¶ gcan accommodate two bits of information. A schematic diagram of this unit is shown

in Fig. A-29.

Two separate but identical circuits are present on each card; each circuit stores one

bit of information until the command pulse transmits it to the following circuit. Each j
circuit is made up of a blocking oscillator, a flip-flop, and an inverting pulse ampli-

fier. Since all circuits are identical, only the operation of one circuit will be I
! • described,

Digital data from the Reproduce Amplifier appears at pin K for delivery to the invert-

Ing pulse amplifier composed of transistor Q1 and diode CR1 and associated corn- [

I •ponents.

i |
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rf L the lovel at pin K falls below approximately +9 volts, trwnsisntor Q1 is turned on,

I

the.•i•etor of Q1 goes to approximately +9 volts, and a poottive-going pulse appears

Sat the junction of capacitor C3 and resistor R8. This positive pulse 1I then coupn ed

through capacitor C4 so that it turns off transistor Q2 of the flip-flop componed of

transitors Q;? and Q3 and associated components.

Wh.en a command pulse from Delay Command Pulse nflnnv nn pin T, tr.. tator ,3

of the flip-fopn will be turned off Th.s change of state of the flip-flop causes the

collector of transistor Q2 to go positive. The signal on the collector of transistor Q2

is coupled through the emitter follower composed of transistor Q4 and resistor Ri8
for delivery to the blocking oscillator composed of traiisistors Q5 and Q6, trans-

former Ti and associated components.E

kI

If the level on pin K rises above approximately +9 vot, no -Ulso wil i- ..........

the flip-flop and, consequently, no pulse will be available to fire the blocking oscil-

lator uPon the arrival nf a comm.and --" .

7.3.8.3 Data Sync Delay Reproduce I
The purpose of the Data Sync Delay Reproduce is to delay the pulses from the Data
S.. Digital Reproduce Amplif suffcetly so that all inuormation delivered from

the Digital Reproduce Amplifiers to the Data Storage and Gate gates has had time to

arrive before being clocked out of the Data Storage and Gate gates into the Datrac

it is made in of in inverting pulse amplifier and a one-shot. A schematic of the Data

Sync Delay Reproduce card is in Fig. A-30.

Negative-going pulses from the Data Sync Digital Reproduce Amplifier appear at pin a.

41 0 •, - These pulses are delivered to the Inverter pulse amplifier comnosad of fra--istors Q±
and Q2 and associated components.

Positive-going pulses are coupled through capacitor Ci to the one-shot composed of

transistors Q3 and Q4. This one-shot is triggered by the negative-going leading edge
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poe oftasso 5n eitrR5ad eiee opnN sotu oteDelay* i

S1

1i'

variable resisto R8. at setting Is adjusted on tathoupsfrom the following •

I.-1

i fcircuit, thep Delay Command Pulse, properly clock nfithtou the fe-itte o l... low Dcotru I

a I

pStorage and Gate cirruits. ilia

f7.3.S. 4 Delay Command Pulse.
Thapriable ~a of frn om- Uaproximsd!týlei 4uct & to 25 icros eodsisa o pulses by adutinge

DItrna drata s.nc tor te DRtenulte piad•er, d s cothmandt putses for the Data storage

[ and Gate cards during the reproduce mode of operation. Delays of approximately 2
,micuit, toh-A'd Deplay ,o each o thee prPulses so ohat no Interference can exist while

•i•generaLing video. frarre sync, and ds--+ syn'rc . A rbsthnalfxic diagram of the Delay

StCommand Pulse circuit to shown in Fig. A-31.

.Pulses from the ata Sync Delay Reproduce enter at pin N and trigger the blocking

[ • oscilliator composed of transistors Q1 and Q2, transformer T1, and associatedI *hcomponents. The politive-going portion of these pulses triggers this blockingd

& oscillator. Output (which is essentially -,ndelayed)d leaves this blocking oscillRtor On

a-nd f Gate ,6arsdverying th r the clear m ulse. This De,, pulac, ofhih i; approxime -2

mmately 2 mr crosecondp % wide, alsox i e puss into the delay and blocking oscillator.

The neative-going portions of these pulses are extracted by capacitor C6, resistor
uRs0, and diode CR3 and fire the blocking oscillator composed of transistors Q4 and

Qa, tr2nsformer T2: .d ornerom this o s tor ia then

~~eiee to pi Z... -n aasn o ,lv to the DMiuliipiexer. Output from this feiee onnZa t yc€, .,...

iblocking oscillator to also fed into a second delay and blocking oscillator circuit.
Again, the negative-going portions of the 2-microsecond pulses are extracted by I

II

capacitor C9, resistor R18, and diode CR5 and fire the blockkng oscillator composed

of transistors Q7 and Q8, transformer T3, and associated components. Output is de-

livered to pin T as a command pulse to the storage cards.,
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Monitor points for the nu. 1 and no. 3 outputs are at pins f and T, respectively. iN

7,. .9 Digltal-to-Analor Convirter -

I
The Digital-to-Analog Converter is the snae nonverter (Datrac) that is used for

analog'=to-dlgital conversion, but operated in the digital-to-analog mode. W

The Digital -to -_naio Converteri ace.t, the niiie-bit digital words from the Digital i

Reproduce Electronnc• ad reconstructs the analog PAM composite pulse train. This

composite pulse train is then delivered to the Gate Driver Amplifier of the Base Band I
Unit, which in turn delivers it to the Demultiplexer.

5
gn

7. 3. 10 Base Band Unit, Reproduce Mode

In the Reproduce Mode of operation, only the Gate Driver Amplifier and the Reference

Amplifier portions of the Base Band Unit (Fig. 7-18) are uaed.

Input to the Reference Amplifier it from the DC Reference Filter in the Demulti=

plexer. The Reference Amplifier output in the form of a d-c reference correction

voltage is delivered by way of jack J16 to grid 7 of vacuum tube Vi in the Gate Driver

Amplifier. The Reference Amplifier functions in the same manner in the reproduce

..-o& as it does In the record mode.

The output of the Digital-to-Analog Converter in the form of an analog PAM composite

pulse train provides the second input (at Jack J14) to the Gate Driver Amplifier. The

output of the Gate Driver Amplifier is delivered to Jack J17 as d-o video to the

Demvliiplexer. Except ior the changes in input, the Gate Driver Amplifier functions
I • iin the same iashion in the reproduce mode as it does in the record mode.

~ t j 7.3. 11 Demultiplexer, Reproduce Mode

sAlthough the Demultiplexer in the reproduce mode (Fig, 7-19) functions in much the
S~same way as it does in the record mode, i.nputs are from differant stouroete, and a
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ji

Fig. 7-18 G-A Same Band Unit. Reproduce Mods
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pit rt of Ui. synchronizAtion logoc in not used. SineS clock pulses aL- composite frame

s."u' pulse.. has~ "--n recorded, thvrw is no need for a data sync generator. frame

_v eeaor rasif eitr
itUita yo ea Wrdo

On ltoa ici sue nterpouc nwso pbfin llm yeMa

* S Rnwti by approxmaey 5 gtow 19 microcnd.Tecmoit rmesnuplei

LN3 IPlL 111JV _44- ... . - - A#ji

on-htno sshw nte ceaicaentused. :
Composite frame sync pulses from the Digital Reproduce Electronics appear on pin Z.1 1

t m: p~lt~epulac 'LW difterentiatiod by capacitoar Col. diode 'CR1, and resistor R1 so
that the positive- ;,oing portion of the pulses triggers the one-shot composed of tran-

muosQ2 and Q4 a.-A associated components. This one-shot fires blocking oscillator

no. 1 comuposed of transistors Q6 aW Q7, transformer Ti, and associated components
at a time several microseconds after the initial arrival of the composite fraxnc syncL

pulse. This delay can be varied between 4 and 20 microseconds by adjusting re- roistor MR.i but the. delay is usually from 5 to 10 microseconds.

The positive-going output pulses of blocking oscillator no. 1 are delivered to dualI

emitter follower composed of transistors Q9 and Q1Il and associated components.I

Teoutpit level of the dual emitter follower Is seen at test point TPI and is adjusted

Thegae omosd f tanisorQ1 ad esitos 36W- R7,which in normally L
open, passes a positive pulse that fire* bloddag oscillator no. 2 conmpsed of tran-

sistors Q13 and Q14, transformer T2, and associated components. The output of[

I ~blocking oscillator no. 2 Is delivered to pin f as the delayed comosIte frame sync I

RevIsed 25 May 1960 7-120E
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7.3.12 Power Suppy Interlock
!
I

The bas-ic purpose of the Pvwvir Supply Interlock is t? prohibit the applicatichl of power

to any of the oompofltf of the PAM-FM Ground Station kmie@_ pow-er 01 ,-0ur

of the power supplies is present iimultaneously. Other functine of ithi Unit are--

(1) to provide a time d&.lay between tihe application of Water power and piate voltage I
to the Base Band Unit; (2) to provide a means of diftributing power to units; and (3) 1
tv route various reoord/rpro-•uee. Mznntic Tape Recoorder interlock, and G-A/

Vibration relay signals between major oomponents in the Ground Statluto.

The Power Supply Interlock. is composed of 15 relays (two_ of which are ono-mln|llt

thermal-delay relays), a 115-volt-ao isolation transeformer which provides power our

the I-1--volt relays, and various connectors.

SSpecial attention should b given the ch•eac diagrawm s•own in Fig, A-4 as &ll
controlling signals, their origins and destia~ttous, and the rote ad isconitg and

outgoing power cables are clearly labeled.

17.3.13 Test Signal Generator

The purpose of the Test Signal Generator it to furnish a test signal for the VHF

telemetry receiver when the Oromnd Station la beaig readied for use. A so~maetc

diagram is shown in Fig. A-55. it is oomposed of two 28-volt power supplies, a

Smultiplexer, a VHF/FM transmitter, a transmitter termination and receiver coupling

device, and a calibrator.

The two 28-volt power oupplies (Hewlett Packard 721A) are connected to the calibra-

tor as shown in Fig. A-34. The multiplexer and transmitter, oimilar to the vehicle

equipment, ere sealed units and pre .ooanected as shown In the schematic diagram.

Power for the transmitter is obtained from the +300-volt Lambda power supply by

way of the Power Supply Interlock.

7-121
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I•e tienmttter terminatin and rofeiver owoplq dvito. when used with an external .r I
aftesiatr, ,povh4,e ap moxmtely , , 1.000 si,.oltU of signal across the antonna S

temi~ae of *s No-my-Cjarkee 14.12 Ateteler. This devio prouperly te~rminate@ the U
+- ,

,-1 output of the •-a,•,Attr.

i calibrator provides test voltages to modulate various inputs of the multiplexer.

Ground level, +5 vnlt+_. +2.5 volzI, or iaktrnualy applied mucnlation may be melerd |I

am calif•wofr output. Two preset iefereaev voitages are prodrced by a network

compoaed of diode CRt. and resieatrs, 1l, R2, and R3. These two voltages areI :.
j oopled thraouo d emitter follower *omposed of tranasltor Q1 and rosintor R6 for

I daslAvory to the selector switch Si. Selector switch 591 uelect.- either of th~ese two

S1---t•-, arp well as grou•d Potental aand e.W-nal rnmo-latlon, as output to th_ T'ulti- . -pieer .p,..w, pans.

Any type of external modulaUos may be applied to the test sign-al 0erat••r provided
Sit does aot exceed the limits of +5 volts and 0 volts with respect to pround, Fila-

meats of ft tranamitter must be oan for at least one minute before plate voltage is

f applied by the transmitter plate voltage switch located on the Test Signal Generator

7.3.14 Relay Board
S1..

1 T% purpose of the Relay Board Is to make it poasblm to shift quickly between record

and reprod&c modes of Growud Station o"eration. Several circuit rearrangements

0oong the component boards in the Demultiplexer and other units are required when

station mods are switched. In tbe Demultiplexer. several oards with three DPDT

- relays each provice the neoessary witching. For example. switching between the

Sync•aepratoro and the Dn Reproduce Electron . or between the Duty Cycle and

the Base Band Unit, are all aooompliased with Relay Boards, which are In turn

driven by the ftoord/Reproduoe controls of the Monitor Panel. A schematic diagram

of the Relay Board is shown in Fig. A-85.

L
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The fu-netioning of main and out' iut~,.itr paneil v"s a reans of VpplyLllg "suuI, pRubcs"

rapidly to oritioal pointe in the Ground Station is documented in Vohumo 1 a&nd in

Sectiotn 11 of this volume. It should be polnted out that the main mutintur panel also

1wrforms. by rnuanz of nk DPDT rulm&s. most of the switching n•oesmary to change

a Ground Station between G-A and Vibratlon operation. Also, control signals for

POWER ON-OFF, RECORD-REPRODUCE. and G-A-VIVRAT!ON are initiated b- A
series of push buttons on the Monitor Panel. A sohemnnaic diagram of the Monitor

Panel is shown in Fiu. A-SC.-

7.3.16 Signal Strength and Voice Record and Reproduce Filters

The purpose of the Signal Strength and Voice Record and Reproduce Filters is to

oombino the receiver signal strength output and the voice signal for retarding with

FM record electronics and to separate the two signals on reproduce. This to done

with simple passive filters and a resistive adder which limits the frequenoy responase

of the recorded signal strength from dc to approximately 100-oap and the voice

signal from approximately 3 0 0 -cps to 10 kc. A schematic diagram is showr in

Fig. A-37.

4 7-123
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i i
Section 8

MAINTENANCE
i i+

WARNING: The high voltages in this equipment are dangerous.

To prevent serious injury or death, use caution

while performing maintenance procedures.

8.1 INTRODUCTION

8. 1.1 Scope I
This section is intended as a guide to the location and correction of a faulty circuit or

circuit board. Its usefulness depends upon the ability of the operator to isolate a

trouble to a particular circuit by use of the theory discussion in Section 7. If the op-

erator understands the function of the station as a whole, he can, by use of the monitor

" w4tches and the rack-mounted oscilloscope, isolate most troubles to a major section I
and, with the aid of these procedures, to the specific circuitry or printed circuit board

that is at fault.

Because the Ground Station is- highiy complex and field experience is limited, It is dif-

ficult to anticipate troubles and give specific, detailed procedures for isolating and re-

pairing them. However, this section does contain a recommended procedure for

• i dlig V.J -hroyuwgh each uirciui for required inputs and outputs at the critical points,

The checkpoints are chosen so that the trouble in isolated to a single component or to

a small group of components. it is assumed that the operator will then replace the
S...• ,a i um,__•uo :!Tp.6-.• nne W,,;+,' ,,+tevt.• it-+ " thc' ap . c-f,-u," a+- call W. WW uraw-

Ings parts lists In the Appendix.

Rev'ised 25 May 1980 8-0
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The insfamctions are supported by a schematic diagram, a component assembly drawing
of each printed circuit board, a parts list, and a block diagram tnat shows the signal
flow and the critical waveforms and voltages of the more important portions of the cir-
cuit Before the detailed trouble Isolation procedures are performead, it is recoin-
mended that certain general procedures be done. These are given In Section82

U~
The troubleshooting procedures in this section do not contain the details of troubleIIi Isolation In blocking sccillatoas, one-shots, &Wd flip-flops. Each time trouble is iso- L(lafted to an. of these circuit., the procedures in Section 8. 4. 1, S. 4. 2, or 8. 4. 3 shouldII ~be followed. L

The foloig eea informationis applicable any time maintenance in being performed.

1. Some of the values listed in this section are qualified with the word "approxi-
mately."1 Values that are not s.qaiido o hc oenne r ie r
critical values man must be treated as such.

2. Cables that interconnect units are identified by plastic or metal strips that are
attached to the individual cables. Wiring informnation and wiring bLockc diagrams are I

I, in Section 10.

3. All variable resistors on the printed circuit boards are at the front. opposite
ii ~the connector side.J I

4. 71he@ test eqjuipmnent demeriboed in Volume 1. Section 2 should be available forii maintenance.

EL . The to1.1in 'liu-ýflop convention (Fig. 8-1) is included as arx a-idU- to uWalrstnd-
.1in tim K humblok 4!rga5Ms.

6. Maintenance instructions for the Lambda and Harrison power supplies, the

Nems-Clarke receiver, the Tektronix oscilloscope and pre-amphlfer, the Ampex UI tape recorder, ths' F. L amplifier&, the Datrac, and the Visloorder are containedI
m wawalspwiushed by 9b. manuiacturers and supplied with rhe Giround Station.

Revisew U may 190 8-2 I
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i t LMSD-288025
%i m NO,.. ,)

_ _ ri FLIP-FLOP OUTPUTS

(RESET) fT (NO. 2)

INPUTST

L (TRIGGER)

NOTES:

I -ONES ON TRIGGE INPUT MAKE
ALTERNATE ONES ON NO. I AND

S2 - ONE ON RESET INPUT MAKES

(NO.;) OUTIPT A ZERO AND
(NO. 2) OUTPUT A ONE.

3- ONE ON SET INPUT MAKES (NO. I)
OUTPUT A ONE AND (NO. 2) OUT-I• PUT A ZERO.

Fhg. 8-1 Flip-Flop Convention I

hL i
'i

7. When removing printed circuit Qar"u from the card racks, use the special card- I. i

removing tool and have the power to the rack turned off. When a card is removed
d i•rx; a recording period, the power may be left on if care is taken to prevent !I

/.ic):rting componenrs on printed circuit boards. Remove cards carefully and hwle

them with care so that components, plugs, and printed wiring are not damagod.

2 GE..' U rZ.---" STRUCLKANa

10efore attempting to isolate and repair trouble, the following general procedures
shoul b, dlone.

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION MISSILES and SPACE DIVISION'
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V, 1. Check th&t all cables are cunnected securely.

i 2. Check that all power supplies are delivering required voltages within il percent,

unless otherwise specified.

S. Check that all rwltrIesa are in the prtwtar po_--!ono Munn in the fu-hftvr•"n

histretilns, -lil
4. Cheek t*at all printed circuit boards required are present and are inserted

firmly in their correct slots with correct orientation.

5. In faulty vacuum tube circuits, first check to determine whether the trouble is

caused ty vacuum t,'fb failure. If a faulty tubs Is replaced, chuck. other componenits

to determine whether there Is a specific cause for the tube failure. All vacuum

tube voltages are given with rospect to ground.

6. Check wiring continuity, capacitors for shorts, and solder points.

8.3 TROUBLESHOOTING FOR ABSENT OR INCORRECT INPUTS

If •ie or more of the -inputs t- a ca-rd is absent or incorrect, proceed as follows: i

1. Remove card being maintained from its slot. I
2. Insert card that precedes (in the circuitry) the one being maintained into a card
extension,

NOTE: The cards that precede a card in the circult-r are Identlfied In

the schematic and block diagrams.

3. Check outputs of this card that are inputs to the card being maintained. If these
aud~its re orret, roo.Jeis in *y t'6 Inutcicutry o 6-1,8 car%,'& ~II-"n maJj L4Jintainedj

-i e... - - - -- 3 i
nr in the '-•-d• -n If these ouputas are e ..... ct. the trouble is In this pre-.;

ceding card. U

8-4 I
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4. If the tro-uble 13 in the preceding card, repair It In aneordknve with the applicable

Instructions in this section; if the trouble is in the input circuitry of the card being

nmaintained, continue with the maintenance procedures for that card.

5. If the trouble is in the Inter-card wiring. check for continuity _r_ ronnect!on 0f

wires to proper pins.

8.4 TROUBLESHOOTING BLOCKING OSCILLATORS, O•E-r-SIOT8, AND FLIP-FLOPS

The troubleshooting proLmdurve in the sections that follow do not contain the details

of trouble Isolation in blocking oscillators, one-shots, or flip-flops. The following

paragraphs, 8. 4. 1, 8. 4. 2, and G. 4. 3, contain some recommended procedures for
Isolating trouble in these types of circuits.

8.4. 1 Blocking Osccllator

If trouble Is Isolated to a blocking o-ril.at or ..c... a"

I
1. Visually inspect for component continuity with eyelets and printed circuit traces,

and check that components are of the correct type and value. Make any necessary
repairs.

_ I-
2. Check wiring continuity and make necessary repairs,

3. Check that blocking oscillator Is Letting power.

4. Make sure that circuit is not overloaded.

5. Make sure there is a proper input to the blocking oscillator.

6. Check transformer continuity by checking appropriate windings of the transformer
S~with an ohmmeter.

7. Replace both transistors.

8. 1A a Zoner uijode is u.•d, check it for reference voltage and replace It if

necessary.

I
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i

9. Chack dind-u. Rni repla•e Lny that are f.uty.

10. ChOne bypass capacitor for shorts and replace it If it Is faulty. i I
a. 4.2 aone- Shoat

. trouble In Isolated to a one-shot, proceed as follows: di

1 Visually inspect for component continuity lth eylets and printed circuitI.

traoes, and cheek that components arc of the correct type and value. Make aiy

nMcessary re*alrs. 1.

'II
2. Check wiring continuity and nmake necessary repairs.

3. Chock that one-shot Is getting power.

A .Make roure that circuit is not overloaded.

5. Make sure that there is a proper input to the one-shot.

6. Check that potentiometer adjustment to making contact.

7. Replace transitors.

8. Replace input diode.

8.4.3 Flip-Flop .

If trouble is Isolated to a flip-flop, proceed as follows:

1. Visually inspect for component continuity with eyelets and printed circuit traces,

au'. ChIe-ck. that corn-ponento are of the correct type and value. Make any necessary

2. Check wiring continuity and repair if necessary.

3. Check that flip-iop Is geting pwer'r, I
4. Make sure tiiet circuit is not overloaded. L -

8-6
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Ii
T 5. Make sure that fiere is a proper Input to the flip-flop.

6. Replace transistors.

7. Che•k dioders a•d replace Buy that are faulty.

S. 5 u ECEIWER

For Instructions on Isolating and repairing trouble In the receiver, refer to the nmanual

" of Instructions for the News-Clarke Model 1412 Teoimeftry Reee-!c'.

Z. 8. 6 DC AMPLIFIER

The DC Amplifier has a gain of approximatel-y ten for the PAM signal from the receiver

without inversion and a gain of approximately one for the feedback voltae with inversion.

A schematic diagram of the DC Amplifier is in Fig. A-2; a block diagram of the Base

Band Unit with appropriate waveforms is in Fig. 8-2. If there is trouble in the_ DCr

S - Amplifier, do the procedures in Paragraph 8. 2 and proceed as follows:

1. Make sure that variable components are adjusted in accordance with Volume I,

SSection 4.

2. Check that PAM slignpaL Fig. 8-2, Note ' appeare at grid 2 of vacuum tube VIA

(TPI). it should be approximately 1. 5 volts peak-to-peak with negative peaks falling

at 0 (±1) volt dc. If it ix. net, check di--d.ae CR77 for a 6 1+11 volt drop.

- 3. Check for presence of PAM signal at plate of *ube VIB. Its imegative peaks

should be at +180 (120) volts dc. If they are not, VI or its associated components

ar faulty.

"4. Check for presence of PAM signal at grid of tube V2A. Its negative peaks should
i be at +5 (45) volts dc. If they are not, check diodes CR1, CR2, and CR3 to see that

each has a 60 (:110) volt drop.

8-7
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O NOISE * NOISE ItCiVL FIE ,MLTrER CA
AMPLTFIE FILTLAMER

!ff

TI.
2ND (R-C) ! RE R ..... GATE 10CL LOW -PASS DC RE FERENCE• DCDIEI OC FILTER AMPLIFIER DIE

SJAMPLIFIER

-DEMULTI-

RECORD MODE LE"ER

A.

I I I |1""-D

GATE -JW% DEMULTI-
I ~ ~ DARC AMPUFIER PLEXER

I t

Fig. 8-2 Base Band Unit Block Diagram (Sheet I of 2)
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i • ~PORTION OF" VIBRATION AND G-A COMPOSITIE_ PULSE TRAINS
a A

,A "A I I

[J OUTPUT OF G-A NOISE FILTER

IT] OUTPUT OF VIBRATION NOISE FILTER I
a _ !I!

AM DATROAC PrF..r;CE OUTPUT FOR VIBRATION AND G-A I
-II CAN CONTAIN SEVERAL VOLTS OF LOW FREUENICY "WHICH IS FILTERED OUT

BY THE 2nd (R-C) LOW-PASS FILTER

-. [•j CONTAINS REFRE.NCE PULSE SELECTION CIRCUIT AND Ist LOW-PASS FILTER

CONTAINED WITHIN GATE DRIVER AMPLIFIER CHASSIS

" DOTTED LINES SHOW OPTIONAL USE OF CLAMP DU~inG RECORD

Fig. 8-2 Base Band Unit Block Diagram (Sheet 2 of 2)
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S. Chu& for preser.w-: -it PAU. a•--gzl a! pl-te of tube V2B, no ftegrtive peaks

should be at + 160 (620) volts do. If they are not. V2 or its associated components ,

are faulty."6. Check for presnoe of PAM sigal at grid of t__ V3A. its negative pmk-

should beat + 5(d65) volts do. if theyarenot, check diodes CR4, CIR5, and C.Rib-
to Ise that emh has a 60 (620) volt drop. ]

S. Chack both catodes of tube V3 (TrP3). The PAM signal (Fig. 8-2, Note 1)

should be 10 (*2) volts perk-to-paak with negative peaks at -2 (&3) volts. If it
is not, V3 or Its associated oinponeuta uast faulty.

ii9. Chwk rd fW s I n 2 for presence oft PAM). signal s±paeo ueVB th eativ peak.

ghre bate t +1SO (5 O vot olpkts o-p. If tigna iso not, correct, aesisoitedomoriR9. 10,

areI fRu5ty or RIIsf~

8.7 NOMAE FILTER, VIBRATION ;

I

The Vibration Noise Filter improvs the signal-to-nois e rat th PAM stpal with-p

out introducing excessive croostalk. It also provides i means of insertinR a d-c offset.
A schenstic diagram of the Noise Filter is in Fig. A-3; a block diagram a the Bae
Band UCet with appropriate wavelo-is ie in Fig. 6-2. "o e ha-- s .o l e in (im v.. ta

l;,,-,u N'611ai -de- t^+i! p~ro-__-Aturez in Parag-ooh 9. 2 and proceed no fullow~s

"1•.ur .€ Section 4 t
2. Chock that G-A IB swltch Is 21. VIB end thfa the proper Plu.-in nit IsI

3. Check btha PAM sitnal (fig.V82To3 ) apearslatg. 8-2. NI should

bldbe 10 (*2) v olAts p edk-to-psak with nega ti-ve p eaks at -2 ( &3)1 v olts. Y f it !,-na.

the trouble to in the VDC Ampnd er or the connecting cable.
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4. Check that PAM signal appears at both gerids of tube VI. It should be 3. 5 (*2) i
volts peak-to-peak with negative peaks at -1 (*2) volts. If It is nut, resistor R2, I
R3, R4, RS. or RA or trana-former LI is nfauty, - U

NOTMF The_ PAM p4gnal ,w-vec ....n wif. ... br hat dAIMtortod or, the P71U

of VIRW however, this It normal.

5. Check that PAM si,-mal appoars at both cathodes of tube VI, It should be 2 4

(* 2) volts peak-to-peak with negative peWaks at +6 (&S) volts. If it Is not, Vi re- I
stgtor R9 or RlIG, or aiN.uclawId compon-ents are faulty.

6. Check that PAM signal appears at both plates of tube V2. It should he 3. 5 (& 2)

volts peak-to-peak with negative peaks at -4 (:3) volts. If it is Aot, resistor R7

or R8, tube V2, or associated components are fAulty.

7. Check that output (Fig. 8-2, Note 3) of Noise Filter (TPS) is 3. 5 (* 2) volts peak-

, -to-peak with negative peaks at -4 (k 3) volts. If it Js not, the output circuitry is

faulty.

3.8 NOISE FILTER, G-A

The G-A Noise Filter improves the signal-to-noise ratio of the PAM signal without in-

trcaucing excesslve crosstalk. It also provides a mean. of inserting a d-c offset. A

F Tschematic diagra.m of the Noise Filter is in Fig. A-3; a block diagram of the Base band

Unit with appropriate waveform, is in Fig. 8-2. If there is trouble in ths G--A Nol'e

Filier, do tih procedures in Paragrapf 8. 2 a proceed as follvwi:

i. Make sure that variable components are adjusted in accordance with Volume I,

2. Check that G-A/VIEB switch is at G-A and thet G-A plug-in Is securely in place.

3. Cheia that PAM signal (Fig. 8-2, Note 1) appears at Input (TP4). It should be

10 (-k2) volts peak-tu-peak with negative peaks at -2 (&3) volts. If it is not, the

trouble Is in the DC Amplifier or the connecting cable.

L_
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4. Check that PANalwiml appears at bookgrids of tube VI. !txhouldbe3.5(+2) 1
yolta peak-to-peak with negative peaks at -1 (.*2) volts. If it to not, resistor R2

Sk R4, Rs. or 46 or tranaformer Li is fatulty.

G. Moeck that PAM sipisi appears at both cathode& of tube Vi. It should be 3.65

resistor R9 or R10, or associated components are faulty. -

6. Check that PAM signal appears at both plates of tube V2. It should be 3. 5 (*2)

volta peak-to-peak with negative penka at -4 (+ 3) volts, If it is not, resistor R7

R'I tAb V40 orasociated components are f&~ulty.

7. Check thai output of Noise Filter at TP5 (Fig. 8-11. Note 2) Is 3. 5 (*k2) volts

peak-to-peAk with negative peaks at -4 (3) volts. If Itis~ not, the output cir cuit

is faulty.

8. 9 NOISE FILTER AMPLIFIER

The Noise Filter Amplifier amplfIfes the output of the Noise Filter so that (1) the L

dc-coupled outpout is 19 (±1) volts p-eak-to-peak, and (2) the ac-coupled output Is be-

tween 0 andl 15 volts peak-to-peak. A schematic diagram of the Noise Filter Amplifier

Is In Fig. A-4; a block diagrala of the Base Band Unit wtkth appropriate waveforms is

in Fig. 8- 2. If there is trouble in the Nois e Filter Amplifier, do the orocedur es in -I

LPlaragraph 8. 2 and proceed ats follows: -

1. Make sure that variable con~ponerats are a-djusted in accordance with instructionsL

in Voiume 1, Section 4.

2. Check that PAM sigrlal (Fig. 8-2, Note- 2 or 3)iso at input (TP6) and Is 3. 5 (*2)L

volts peak-to-peak with negative peaks at -4 (*3) volts. If It Is not, the trouble Is

in the Noise Filter or thes connecting cable. L
3. Check plate of tube VIA. The negative peaks of the PAM signal should be at

+180 (* 20) volts dc. If they are not, V1 or its associated components are faulty.

8-12 I
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Ll 4.Check plate ofttubeVIS. ThentgatlvepedwattbePA~siuaalsboUdbtat
180 (A 20) volts do. If they are not, VI or its aasooiated components ae faulty.

0 (*5) volts. If. tay are not, check that diodes CRI, cR2, and CIRs each ha a

i [i 60 (*10) volt drop.

S. Check plate of tube VB. The netUve peaks of the PAMu/pal should be at
+180 (&20) volts do. U they are not, V2 or Its associated compmnents are faulty.
7. Check grid of tube V3A. The negatve peaks of the PAM sgnal should be at

1 0 (*5) volts. V they are not, check that diodes CR4, CR5, and CRI sa has a
U 60 (*10) volt drop.

8. Check cathode of tube VSA (TPS). The PAM signal (Fig. 8-2, Note 2 or 3)
should be 19 (+1) volts peak-to-peak with negative pe-r -_' at (-1) volts do. if it
is not, V3 orlts associated components are faulty.

K 9. Check grids of tubes ViB and V2B for presence of PAM si-al that Is no greater
thmnn 10 volts peak-tt-opak. the agnal is not correct, resistor R7, R8, R9, or

L RiS In faulty.

14 Check that PAM signal appears at grid of tube VWE. Its amplitude should b be-K tween 0 and 15 volts peak-to-peak. If It Is not, resistor R17 or RIO Is faulty.

11. Check cathode of tube V3B. The PAM signal (Fig. 8-2, Note 2 or 3) should be
between 0 and 15 volts peak-to-peak. If It is not, V3 or its associated ompoents

are faulty.

12. Check for ac video output at TP7. The PAM signal should be between 0 and 15

volts peak-to-peak. If It is not, capacitor C4 or resistor RIO or R3 Is faulty.

8.10 REFERENCE VOLTAGE OPTIONAL CLAMP

The Reference Voltap Optional Clamp restores the d-c level to the PAM sigal from the

L Noise Filter Amplifier If the DC Reference Feedback Loop should fall to operate propery.

L.I
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A saonemati. diagram of the Clamp i* in Fig. A-5. If there is troible in the Clamp,

dot rcawsi PForagrph 8.2 .I aWproceed as follows i
1. ~* tatPAN 811pal in at Jack JIB. It should be 10 (*1) volts peak-to-peak.

(A*s da lewel to wt importat when the Clamp Is being used.) If It is not, the

Heie a. ~fite Aopi~f~r or the oonnecting cable is faulty.

2. Chec otput PAN signal at either Jack J29 or J31. When the SERVO-CLAMP
wtt* IastU CLAMP. the negative peaks should fall at -9 (*0. 5) volts. If It doem

sot chekvoltage drop across diode CIII. It should be 9 (0. 5) volts. UIt it s not,
replace diode CR2.[

8.Check capacitor C1 and replace if necesaury.

4. Check diode CR1 for forward conduction and high Inverse Impedance. ReplaceL

Ii ~8. 11 GATE DRIVER AMPUFIFR

"mh Gat. Driver Amplifier inserts a gain factor of approximately 0. 33 and a d- c offset

voltge ntothePAM signal. It also contains the second low-peass filter of fth d-c ref-

Zrfto Zoda up A shmtcdaga fteGteDive Api ierin Fig. A-li1; L
there Is truble 1% the Giate, Driver Amplifier, do the procedures In Pazagraph 8. 2 andL

prooeed as follows:

1. Adjust variable compooents at follows: With the input at sack J13- diaecouanocted,
aind rosistor 118 set at maid-scale, resistor R8 should be adjusted for zero output
at teot potut TP11. With the Input comnected, resistor R3 (attenuator) should be
adjusted so that the peak-to-peak voltage with full modulation is 6. 5 (0. 5) volts.L
Resistor RIS PC4 Offset No. 2) should be adjusted so that the sync level to -1. 5
fh 0. 25) volts at test 06int TPl1. Resistor R118 (limiter bias) should he udjusted
so tam t141 positive peaks of Urspulse triain will be clipped at +8 (05) Volts. I
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2. 1hc o nu inla P.i hudb nsoni i.82 o r3
as applicable. The signal thould be 19 (*1) volts with negative peaks at -9 (*1)

volts. If It in not, checjE functioning of relay MI.. If the relay in functioning property,

the trouble In In the Noise Filter Amplifier or the connecting cable.

3. Ceck'or -r ence of PAM signal on grid of tub. VIA. It should be between

4 and 8 volts peak-to-peak aiM! symmetrical about the zero axis. Uf it Io iiot re-I uistor R1, R2, R3, or R5 Is faulty.

4. Check plate of tube VIA. The negative peaks of the PAM signal should be +180

f ~ (:120) volts. If they are not, VI or resistor R6 or R7 is faulty.

U ~5. Check plate of tube VIB. The negative peaks of "h PAM signal should be at
+180 (*20) volts. If they are not, Vi or its a~eociated components are faulty.

6. Check both grids of tube V2. The PA~ signal should be 7 (*1) volts peak-to-

pea.The negative easshud b - (5)M W7(.Itthy revoitsche k dod

Ti an r.Cecivlaes s f i bsa fro low-pass filter on4t depod .m. Ifthsinln not chrecktrla

waringiated copowernto are fay. y

9.Cekgi ftb 1.TePMsgalsoi els hn6vlspa-o
peak IfIt s nt, rsisor 11' 8- 14 rrlyK24 aly
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for Instructtions an isolating and repairing trouble in the Reference Amplifier, refer
to 60 XVecto Instruments, 1nc., Handbook of (geratlng and Maintenance Instructions,

A-1a LIC Ampllifer. A schematic diagram of the Reference Amplifier is in Fig. A-7.

8. 13 DATA SYNC SEPARATORFL

The Data Syn~c Separator, by means of a 40-kc (Vibration) or 16-kc (C-A) band-pass

fAlter, regenerates clock and data sync information from the PAM pulse train. A

grmi nFg -. Aschematic diagramn of the ViraAo Data Sync Separator is IFi.A8ablcdin -
graSm i nFg -3 ceai diagram of the Viraio Data Sync Separator is in Fg -;abokda
fig. A-39; a block diagram in in Fig. 8-4. If there Is trouble in either the Vibration
or1' 0-A DatR Sync Separator, do the procedures in Paragraph 8.2 and proceed as

follo"s

1. Make sure that clamp and clipper to adjusted Properly buy checking that signal
at TPl Is an shoxwn ia Fig. 8-3 or 8-4, an applicable, If not, adjust as follows:

The output level control of the clamp-aend- clipper circuit, resistor R19, is adjusted
so that the peak-to-peak amplitiude of the output sine wave at the junction of capacitor
C14 and diode CR7 Is 15 (*1) volts. Fine tuning of the tank circuit is made byI-
adjusting capacitor C13A. -

To make this adjustment. a dual-trace oscilloscope should be used to observe
U ~the a-c vfdeo at the junction of capacitor C~1 and diode CR3 while the band-pass

filter output is observed at pin d . Any probes connected to the outputs of the tank
circuit should be removed when making this adjustment. The phase difference be-

tween the a-c video and the band-pass filte~r output sine wave at pin d should be
reduced to *10 degrees by adjusting capacitor C13A. The zero crossing points of U,
these two waveforms should be used when making this phase comparison. Zero

crossing points are half-way between peak-to-peak.[

8-16 i
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2. Check supply voltage across decoupling capacitor2. It should be +20 (04) volts

acroms CS and -10 (*1) volts across C24. If it is not, chock diode CRI for 10 (*1)

volts drop, and check both decoupling networks.

3. Check for presence of clipped and clamped PAM signal Rt TPI (Fig. 8-3 or 8-4,

as applicable). If It is absent or not correct, make the following checks in the order

given.

a. Check diodes CR3 and CR13 by checking that PAM signal appears in clamped

form at base of transistor Q3.

b. Check that clamped PAM signal appears at emitter of transistor Q$. VI it

L does not, transistor Q3 or resistor R9 to faulty.

4. Check for presence of Input at pin d, as shown in Fig. 8-3 or 8-4, as applicable.

It should be 1.6 (*0.2) volts peak-to-peak. I it io not, msk the followin_ check.
in the order given.

r a. Check that clipped and clamped PAM signal appears at emitter of transistor
Q6. If it does not, transistor Q6, diode CR3, or resistor 1111 R14, RI5, RIB,

"or RID is faulty.

b. Check that sine wave of 15 (*2) volts appears at collector of transiaoir QII.

If It does not, transistor Qll or its associated oompments are fslty.

c. Check diode CR7 by checklng that clamped mine wave appears at base of

-aatrna1,=0 f4*1

;d. Check that clamped sine wave appears at emttbr of transistor Q14. If it does

not, transistor Q14 is faulty. ]

e. Check that clamped simn wave appears at emitter of transistor QIT. IN it does

not, transistor QI7 or resistor R44 or R45 is faulty.

ILL. 5. Check emitter of transistor Q9. Its output should be a square wave. If it in not,
make the following checks in the order given.

a. Check diodes CR9 and CR10 for an approslmately square wave of 0. 5 volt

peak-to-peak. If the signals are incorrect, diode CR9 or CRI0, capai C18,is.

or rCesist R1148 is faulty.

8-19
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b. CMhek oo!lector of trmieter Q!9. Its output zbould be an approximatiely

square wave. If it is not, transistor Q19, capacitor C22, or resistor R53 or

R64 is faulty.

a. Cbeak collector of transistor Q2. Its output should be an approximately I
squwre wave. If It Is not, transmstor Q2, diode CR12, capacitor C2, or resistor

R2, R6, or R7 Is faulty. L
d. Check intersection of resistors R11 and R12 for an approximately &quare

twave. If it ts not present, transistor Q5 or resistor R1 or R12 is faulty.

e. Check collector of transistor Q7. Its output should be an approximately

square wave. If it is not, transistor Q7, diode CR5, capacitor C7, or resistor
R16 or R20 Is faulty. If these components are found to be operating properly, L

the trouble Is in transistor Q9 or resistor R23.

6. Check for positive pulse at pin T. If It is not present, check emitter of tran-

sistor Q1 for an approximate square wave. If it is not present, transistor Q1 or
I ~ resistor R3 Is faulty. If these components are found to be operating properly, the

trouble is transistor Q4, capacitor C4, diode CR2, or resistor R8 or RIO.

7. Check pin U for a clock square wave. If it is not present, transistor Q8 or

resistor R17 or R21 is faulty.

8. Check pin R for a clock square wave. If it is not present, transistor Q10 or L
resistor R24 or R28 is faulty. I,

9. Check pin b for blocking oscillator pulses. If they are not present, make the
following checks.I

a. Check emitter of transistor Q12 for a square wave. If it Is not present, tran-

sistor Q12 or resistor P,17 or R30 is favlty.

b. Check collector of transistor Qi8. The output of the one-shot should be as

shown in Fig. 8-3 or 8-4, as applicable. If It is not, the one-shot is faulty. In

this case, refer to Paragraph 8. 4. 2 for corrective action. If the one-shot Is

found to be operating properly, the blocking oscillator Is faulty. In this case

refer to Paragraph 8. 4. 1 for corrective action.
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8.14 FRAME SYNC SEPARATOR

The Frame Sync Separator generates a sync pulse for each sync interval In the com-

posite PAM pulse train. A schematic diagram of the Vibration Frame 4ync Separator

is in Fig. A-9; a block diagram is In Fig. 8-5. A schematic diagram of the G-A Frame

Sync Separator ti in Fig. A-4C; a block diawram is in Fig. 8-6. If there is ,xouble in

either the Vibration of the G-A Frame Sync Separator, do the procedures in Paragraph

8.2 and proceed as follows:

1. Make sure that variable components are adjusted properly In accorrance with

Volume 1, Section 4.

2. Check supply voltages across decoupling capacitors. It should be +20 (*1) volts

across capacitor Cl and -10 (*1) volts at-ross capacitor C3. If it is not, check

diode CR1 for 10 (*!) volts drop, and check both decoupling networks.

"3. Check pin R for a clock soaire wave. If it is not present. refer to Paragraph

8. 3 for corrective action.

4. Check for clock pulses at pin S. If it is not present, the clock blocking oscil-

lator is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8.4. 1 for corrective action.

5. Check collector of transistor Q9. The output of tih one-shot should be as shown
"in Fig. 8-5 or 8-6, as applicable. If it is not, the one-shot is faulty. Refer to

I L Paragraph 8. 4.2 for corrective action._I

6. Check collectors of transistors Q10 and Q1U for negative blocking oscillator

pulses. If they are not present, the blocking oscillator is faulty. Refer to Para-

graph 8.4. 1 for corrective action.

7. Check for presence of clipped and clamped PAM signal at TP1. It should be

as shown in Fig. 8-5 or 8-6, as applicable. If i is not, make the following checks

V in the order given.

8-21
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r a. O•eck diodes CR2 and CR11 by checking that clamped and clipped PAM signal

&IpMarx at bas of transistor Q1
b. Check that clamped PAM signal appears at emitter of transistor Ql. If it

does not, trmnsistor Q1 or resistor R6 is faulty.

8. Check output at TP2. It should be as shown In Fig. 8-5 or 8-6, as applicable. I
If it is not, diode CR3 or its associated components are faulty.

9. Check emitter of transistor Q2. Its output should be a negative spike of approxi- I t

mately 1 volt. If it is not, transJstor Q2 or its associated components are faulty.

10. Check collector of transistor Q3. Its output should be as shown fn Fig. 8-5 [
or 8-6, as applicable. If it is not, transistor Q3 or its associated components are

faulty.

11. Check for blocking oscillator pulses at pin P. If they are not present, the

blocking oscillator is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8. 4. 1 for corrective action.

8.15 EIGHT-BIT SHIFT REGISTER

The Eight-Bit Shift Register delays sync information eight data channela In time so

that the signal can be logically compared. A schematic diagram of the Vibration Eight- L
Bit Shift Register is in Fig. A-10; a block diagram is in Fig. 8-7. A schematic diagram

of the G-A Eight-Bit Shift Register is In Fig. A-41; a block diagram is in Fig. 8-8. If L
there is trouble in either the Vibration of the G-A Eight-Bit Slilft Register, do the pro-

cedures in Paragraph 8.2 and proceed as follows:

1. Check supply voltage across decoupling capacitor C20. It should be 20 (41) volts.

Uf it as not, check decoupling network.

2. 'Check pin M for ulock square wave. If It is not present, refer to Paragraph 8. 3

for corrective action.

3. Check collector of transistor Q2 for a square wave of 18 (A2) volts. If It is not [
present, transistor Q?,, capacitor C2, diode CR3, or resistor R4 or R5 is faultv.

8-24
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[ 4. Check pin S for reset pulses, am shown in Fig. 8-7 or 8-8 s applicable. If they

are not present or correct, refer to Paragraph 8.3 for corrective action.

5. Check pin P for sync pulses. If they are not present or correct, refer to Para-

graph 8.3 for corrective action.

6. Check collector of transistor Qi. Its output should be positive rectangular pulses

of 18 (*2) volts that are in time phase with sync pulses on pin P. If not, the flip-flop

is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8.4. 3 for corrective action.

7. Check collector of transistor Q3. Its output should be a negative (from +20 volts)

rectangular pulse of 18 (42) volts that in in time phase with the sync pulse on pin P.

If it it not, the flip-flop is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8. 4. 3 for corrective action.

S8. Check em itter of transistor Q23. There should be a positive rectangular pulse

of !8 ('2) volts that is In time phase wlih the sync pulse on pin P. If not, transistorA u Q23 or resistor R60 is faulty.

9. Check intersection of diodes CR6 and CR7, capacitor C5, and resistor Ri0. The

Jj signal should charge exponentially to 18 (*2) volts and discharge to 0 during the pos-

itive portion of the clock square wave on pin M. This should be In time phase with

the sync pulses at pin P. If the signal or Ume phasing is incorrect, diode CR6 or
L ~CR7, capacitor C5, or resist~or PI10 is fauuty.

10. Check intersection of diodes CR4 and CR5, capacitor C4, and resistor R9. The
signal should charge exponentially to 18 (12) volts and discharge to 0 during the pos-

itive portion of the square wave on pin M. It should be present every time that there

Is a clock square wave and not a signal on pin P. If the signal or time phasing Is

' incorrect, diode CR4 or CR5, capacitor C5, or resistor R9 is faulty.

11. Check intersection of diodes CR8 and CR9 and capacitor C5. There should be

a negative spike for every pulse on pin P. If there is not, diode CR8 or CR9 or

capacitor C5 iS faulty.

12. Check intersection of diodes CR10 and CR11 and capacitor C4. There should

be a negative spike every time that there is a clock square wave and not a signal at

Revised 25 May 1911 8-27
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Vin P. if S signal or time pmasing Is not correct, diode CRIO or CR11 or capacitor
041is hfeat.
.IL €eok Collector of transistar Q4. Tbere should be a positive rectangular pulse

"W 10 (*0) vlts d It shouid be delayed one clock period with respect to the pulse

on pin P. If the sinal Is Incorrect, the flip-flop is faulty. Refer to Paragraph

S. 4. 3 for corrective action.I

14. Cbck oolletor of transistor Q5. Its output should be a negative re'tangular

pulse of 1 (*2) volts that Is delayed one clock period with respect to the sync pulse
on pin P. If the si81a Is incorrect, the flip-flop is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8.4.3
for corrective action.

15. Chck each remaining sa". by doing steps 9 through 12 for each astage
NOTE: Time phasing of signals in the first-stage flip-flop will be delayed

one clock period from those in the buffer flip-flop. Time phasing

ofth signal n the second stage flip-fop will be delayed two clock I
periods from those in the buffer fli,-flop, etc. Also, the signals

will be measured on corresponding components with different ref-

erence designation numbers.

16. Check emitter of transistor Q20. Its output should be as shown for pin U in

Fig. 8-7. If it is not, transistor Q20 or resistor R57 is faulty. For (3-A, check

emitter of transistor Q21. Its output should be the same an that shown for pin X V

in Fig. 8-8. If it Is not, transistor Q21 or resistor R58 is faulty. L

8.16 ONE-BIT SHIFT REGISTER

The One-Bit Shift Register produces an output pulse whenever (I) sync pulses from the

Frame Sync Separator arrive one clock period apart and (2) whenever two pulses from

the Eight-Bit Mhift Register coincide. A schematic diagram of the One-Bit Shift Register

is In Fig. A-41; a block diagram is in Fig. 8-9. If there is trouble in the One-Bit Shift

Register, do the procedures in Paragraph 8.2 and proceed as follows:

8-28 1
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.:,IF1. awok 9p* voltage across decapting capacitor CIO. It should be 420 (*1)
W- -. I It Is NO, hkdoooMlAg network. Also, chock voltag at cathode of
•.dh ON. A shU be 10 (il) volts. w not, diode CM or resistor 1R211 is faulty.

2 .. t. ateck pint L Rs hould be as ehmn in Fig. 8-9. U it to not, refer to

rapmkp S. a for cN o ective Waction.h

L. Cbk inputatpinP. ft should be as show iln Fig. 6-9. Ifitlsnot, referto
Para& L. a for corrective action.I

4. (backInputat pinM. Rt aouldbeasshownlnFlg. 8-9. IfItltnot, referto
Pargrapqh 8. a' corrective action. it
5. CbeckLIputatpinX. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-9. lit isnot, refer to
Paragreph G. 3 for corrective action. [
6. Check Input at pin X. It should be an shown in Fig. 8-9. If It to not, refer to

Paragraph 8.i3 for corrective action. 8

7. Check "117 om ~r.istor Q2. Its output abould be positive rectangular
pubses of 1S(*2) volts thatawe In Ume~phuaewiththe syncopulses atpin P. N not,L
the flip-flop Is faulty, Refer to Ptagrala* 8. 4.3 for corrective action.

8. Check ocollector *0 .-Aistor Q3. Uts output should be a negative (from +20 volts)L I
rectm lar .ulse. of118 (*') v-ots In time phase with the sync pulse at pin P= I!f it

Is not, the flip-flop Is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8.4. 3 for corrective action. [

9. Check Intersection of diode CR6, diode CR7, capacitor C5, and resistor RU.

The signal should charge exponentially to 18 (k2) volts and discharge to 0 during the

poestlve portim of the clock eq-are wave at pin M. This should occur in time phase
with the sync pulses at pin P. If the signal or time phasing Is Incorrect diode CR6

or CRT, capacitor C., or resiator Ru is faulty.

10. Check intersection of diode CR4, diode CR5, capacitor C4, and resistor MO.U
7U The all should charge exponentially to 18 (*2) volts and discharge to 0 during

the positive portion of the square wave on pin M. It should be present every Utme i
that there is a square wave and not a signal an pin M. It the signal or time phasing

is incorrect, diode CR4 or CR5, capacitor C4, or resistor RI0 is faulty. I
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11. Check lntersecUon of diode CR6, diode CR9, and capacitor C5. There should

be a negative spike for every pulse on pin P. If not, diode CR8 or CR9 or resistor
RIO Is faulty.

U 12. Check intersection of diodes CRI0 and CR11 ,od capacitor C4. There should
he a negative spike every time that there is a clock square wave and not a signal

H at pin P. If the signal or time phasing is not correct, diode CRIO, CRII, or a&-

pacitor C4 Is faulty.

13. Check collector of transistor Q4. Thare should be a positive rectangular pulse
of 18 (42) volts and it should be delmyed one clock period with respect to the pulse

on pin P. If the signal Is not correct, the flp-flop it faulty. Refer to Paragraph

8.4. 3 for corrective action.

L 14. Check collector of transistor Q5. Its output should be a negative rectangular

pulse of 18 (*2) volts that is delayed one clock period with respect to the sync pulse
L on pin P. If the ignal o Incorrect, the flip-flop is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8.4. 3

for corrective action.

I F: 15. Check emitters of transisturs Q6 and Q7. TIU signml at each point should beI L
as described previously for the collectors of transistors Q4 and Q2, respectively.

~jj If not, transistor QS or Q7, or resistor RIO or R17 is faulty.

16. Check intersection of diode CR12, diode CRI3, and resistor R8. The signal

should be a rectangular pulse of 18 (*2) volts amplitude that is in time phase with

Channel I sync pulse on pin P. If it 1 not diode CR12, diode CR13, or resistor

l R8 is faulty.

17. Check intersection oi diode CRA4, diode CR15, and resistor R9. The Signal

should be a rectangular positive pulse of 18 (-*2) volts that Is in time phase wIth

Channel 9 sync pulse at pin P. If it is not, diode CR14, diode CR1, or resistor

R9 is faulty.

18. Check intersection of emitters of transistcrs Q8 and Q9, resistor R20, and

capacitor Ce. The signal should be positive rectangular pulses of 18 (A2) volts in

time phaue with Channel 1 and Channel 9 sync pulses at pin P. If it Is not, tran-

sistor QS8 or Q9, resistor R20, or capacitor CO is faulty.
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i0, Check output at pLn f. It shnx~ld be us shcwn in Fig. 8-9 with an amplitude of

S (*Z) volts, and it Ahould be 0z tiu^ ph wiU the pulses measured in Step 18.

8, 17 PRO•AMER I

The Programmer perfoxn:,, •e Ai?)ng logic associated with the Eight.-Bit Shift Regis-

terand provides the binary em •towp for the Sync Gate. A schematic dlagrtn of the

Programmer is in Fig. A-1I; a, block diagraum is in Fig. 8-10. If there is trouble in U

the Programmer, do the procedures in Paragrph 8. 2 and proceed as follows:

1. Check supply voltag across decoupling capacitor C6. It should be +20 I) Li

volts. If it is not, check decoupling network.

2. Check pin K for input an shown In Fig. 8-10. If the input is incorrect, refer to

Paragraph 8. 3 for corrective acict.

3. Check pin U for input as shown in Fig. 8-10. If the input is incorrect, refer to

Paragraph 8.3 for corrective action.

4. Check base of transistor QI. Its output should be as shown in Fig. 8-10. If it

is not, check diodes CR1 and CR2, transistor QI, and resistor Ri. i
5. •heck pin Z fur wayeform as shown ' Fig. 810 it. iss not corct trLansistor

Q1 or resistor R2 is faulty. [
6. Check pin d for kaying pulse input as shown in Fig. 8-10. If it is not correct,

refer to Paragraph 8. 3 for corrective action. I

7. Check pin f for main frame sync input as shown in Fig. 8-10. If it is not cor-

rect, refer to Paragraph 8.3 for corrective action.

8. Check pin a for keying pulse output an shown in Fig. 8-10. If it is not correct,

the flip-flop Is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8. 4. 3 for corrective action.

I1,
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$.IS MYNC UL ECTGR

TIe 3m • .S1oor ptes subooss 7yno pulses to the suboom syno gate and combine

oim pules with main fame aypc pulses. ThU combliatiln, called composite fra I
spe, is delivered to the noocrd Electronics for recording. A schematic diagram of

the Vlbal fo Wlecr is in Fig. A-12; a block diagram is In Fig. 8-11. A ache-

matic diqpam of the 0-A Nync Selector to in Fig. A-42; a block diagram is in Fig. 8-12.

If there Is trouble in ,lfthr the 0-A tync Selector or the Vibration Sync Selector, do

the procedures In Parapaph 5. 2 aid prooeed as follows:

1. Check supply voltage across decoupling capacitor Ci. It should be +20 (* 1) volts.

f It is not, check deooupling network. Check voltage across decoupling capacitor

C2. It should be -10 (hi) volts. If it is not, check resistor R5, diode CR1, and

capacitor C2.

2. Chck input at pin Z. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-11 or 8-12, as applicable.

If it is not, refer to Paragraph 8. 3 for corrective action.

S. 0heek emitter of transiator Q2. It should be the same as the input as pin Z, as

shown In Fij. 8-11 or 8-12, as appliceble. If it is not, transistor Q2 or reslstor

R6 it fulty. K
4. Check input at pin 1L t should be as sbrwn in Fig. 8-11 or 8-12, as applicable. *

U it is not, refer to Paragraph 8.3 for corr•ctlve action. Ii
5. Check collector of transistor Q3. Its output should be -10 (41) volts with base-

llne at +14 (*S volts. If it is not, resistor R3. R7, or R9 or transistor Q3 or

Q5 is faulty.

6. Check input at pin P. It should be a shown tn Fig. 8-11 or 8-12, as applicable.

If it Is not, refer to Paragraph 8. 3 for corrective action.

7. Check emitter of transistor Q1. Its output should be the same as the input at

pin P, as shown in FIg. 8-11 or 8-12, as applicable. If It is not, transistor QI or

resistor R4 Is faulty.
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8. Check collector of transistor Q4. Its output shul bet osm as, the nu
atpin P, as shown in Fig. 8-11 or 8-12, as apcloameo. Uf it W~ not, tranaistor

Q4, resistors R8 or RIO, or capacitor C7 is howlt.

9. Check output at pin d. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-11 or 8-1g, as applicable.

If it is not, transistor q7 or resistor Ri2 is faulty.

10. Check emitter of transistor Q6. Its output should be the sjame "s)the Output A~t

pin d, a6 shown in Ffg. 8-11 ok 8-12, gs applicable. Uf it to noi, trmnsiweW Q5 or

Q6 or resistor R111s faulty.

11. Chack output at pin f. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-11 or'6-12, an aplUcable.

If It Is not, the blocking oscillator, capacitors C3 or 04. resistor R13'. or, diodo C~R2L Is faulty. Rtefer to Paragraph'S8.4. 1 for, procedures on, troubleshooting the Maocking

oackllatoro

L 8.19 SYNC GATE

LThe Sync Gate allowa sync pulses to pass only when a true sync puima Is S.Vactod. All

other potential sync pulses are blocked 'from the Demultilexer. A, svkematic dari[ of the Sync Gate to In Fig. A-13; a block diagram Ia In Fig. 8-13. If thiore is trouble

in the Sync Gate, proceed as follows:

L 1. Makei sure that variable components arc adjusted properly In accordance with

Volume I.Section 4.

2. Check supply voi1tage across decoupling capacitor C2. It should be 20 (.*1) volts.

If it ie not, check decoupling network.

3. Check pin a for keying pul&we inpot as saiown in Fig. 8-1S. If it Is not present,

refer to Ppxagraph 8. 3 for corrective action.

4. C-heck pin Z for sync pulse input an shown in Fig. 8-13. l it Is not present, re-

fer to ParagrAph S. 3 for corrective action.

Revised 25 May 1980 8-37
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5. Check cathode of diode CR1. Its output should be a positive spio that is in tdoe

phase with the Input at pin Z. if it is not, capacitor C1 or C3, diode CR1, or resis-

6. Check collector of transistor QC. 'ts output sh~uM be a waveform dtat start

ri ~at +18 (*2) volts and falls off exponentially to +4 (*2) volts; it should doen retina to'
V +10 (:k2) volts with a rise time of less than 2 microseeomls. Thores should be a

nominal delay of from 5 to 10 microseconds between the positive-going portions o1
the waveforms on pin z and die collector of transistor Q6. Ifaot, Me-sot a.. 1
is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8. 4. 2 for corrective action.

7. Check voltage of terminal 2 of transformer Ti. at should be a positive blocking
oscillator pulse of 7 (Q2) volts. If It Is not, blocking oscillato no., 1 Is fm'lhv. Its-

fer to Paragraph 8. 4. 1 for corrective action.

8. Check emitter of transistor Q9. Its output should be a positive blocklngosc0lato

Lpulse of8 (12) volts. UIit Isnot,trnitr9o estrR2or26nfaly

9. Check emitter of transistor Q11. Its output should be as shown Inft g 8-13.

If It is not, transistor Qi1 or resistor R32 or 333 is faulty.

10. Check the following points in the circuitry.
NOTE: The waveforms at the following points are interrelaed. If me Is

Lneorrepct, all will. ~ -_c.-l be Inorx".A normal qwmration,

the waveforms shouldi be as given In steps 10a. though 18s.
a. Collector of transistor QS: Waveform should start at +18 (*2) volts andj fall
off exponentially to+4 (*2) volts;it should then return to +18 (*2) volts with arise j
time of less than 2 microseconds.

b. Collector of transistor Q&: Waveform should be as shown in Fig. 8-13 (QIZ).4 ~ if t is not, one-shot no. 2 or the flip-flop Is faulty., Refer to Paragraph 8. 4.2 and
- 8. 4. 3, respectively, for correctIve action.
[} ~c. Collector of translator Q5: Waveformn should be the complement of Soe wave-

form ofQI as hown i F~g. -13 (QiE). If It is not, the flip-flop is faulty ee

to Paragraph 8.4.3 for corrective action. I
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L Gileok, at b~owstae Q12:, Thee should be a blocking oscillator pulse that
(At V01 h NRo trunuistor 12or its associated copnnsare

('Z) h .... Q2 omonnt

- lbft Wavocrm xsU i bea s hon In Fig. 8-13. Ift Its not, blocking oscil-

hw a *. $ faulty. Refe to Paragraph 6. 4.1 for corrective action.

L *' ZUO DATAU LECTOR

21 Zero Data Selector separates alternating sero data om Chan I 1 from alternating

sys information on Chanel 1. A schematic diagram of the Zero Data Selector is in U
WWIgL A-14; a block diagram Is In Fig. 8-14. If there is trouble In the Zero Data Selector,

do 90 procedures In Paragaph 8. 2 and proceed as follows:

1. Check sqpply voltage across decoupling capacitors. It should be +20 (* 1) volts

across capacitor C2 and -20 (*1) volts across capacitor C1. If it In not, check de-
coupling networks.

2. Check cathode of diode CR8 for -10 (41) volts. If it Is not correct, check diode L
CR8 and/or resistor R3.

3. Check pin f for main frame sync pulses as shown in Fig. 8-14. If they are not L
present, refer to Paragraph 8. 3 for corrective action.

4. Check pin d. Its output should be as shown for QIE in Fig. 8-14. If it is not, [
refer to Paragraph 8.3 for corrective action.

5. Check emitter of transistor Qi. Its output should be as shown in Fig. 8-14.

If it is not, transistor Qi or resistor R4 is faulty.

6. Check collector of transistor Q2. Its output should be the same as that shown

for Q4Z on Fig. 8-14. If it is not, the flip-flop is faulty. Refer to Paragrqih 8.4. 3

for corrective action.

7. Check collector of transistor Q3. o Its output should be the complement of the

waveform shown for Q4E in Fig. 8-14. If it is not, the flip-flop is faulty. Refer

to Paragraph 8.4. 3 for corrective action.
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6. Chwtk enmtor of tr•a•stor Q4. its output should be as shown in Fig. 8-14. If

It is wt tv bafslt" Qk rsistor R21, or diode CR4 is faulty.

-. Mack Intersetion o diode CR4, resistor RI7, and resistor RIO. Its output

-bIshield be a rootwapdar pulse from -18 (*2) to -5 (*I) volts. There rectangular

palse•sbmni oo•w .h-balf as often as the pulses at the emitter of transistor QI.

N It Is not, diode CR4, resistor Ri?, or resistor R16 is faulty.

10. Check oollector of transistor Q7. Its output should be rectangular pulses that

are ping negative from +19 (*1) volts to -10 (t1) volts in phase with the signal at

the intersection of CR4, RI1, and R16. If it im not., transistor Q7 or resistor R13

or R16 is faulty.

11. Check pin h for the waveform shown in Fig. 8-14. If it is not correct, refer

to Paragraph 8. 3 for corrective action.

12. Check pin V for the waveform shown in Fig. 8-14. If it is not correct, tran-

sistor Q5 or Q6 or their associated components are faulty.

8.21 FREQUENCY DIVIDER L
The Frequency Divider divides the Data Sync frequency by a factor of eght for Vibration

and four for G-A. Schematic diagrams of the Frequency Divider are i-n Tigs. A-15 ard

A-44; a block diagram is in Pig. 8-15. If there is trouble in either the Vibration or the

G-A Frequency Divider, do the procedures in Paragraph 8.2 and proceed as follows;

1. Check supply 'voltage across decoupling capacitor C1. It should be -20 (*1) volts.

If it Is not, check decoupling network.

2. Check input at pin b. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-15. If it is not, -efer to L
Paragraph 8.3 for corrective action.

3. Check collector of transistor Qi. Its output should be the same as that for pin J,

as shown in Fig. 8-1•5. If it Is not, flip-flop no. 1 is 4aulty. Refer to Paragraph 8.4. 3

for corrective action.
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, _II 1-____

NO. 2 SET

NO. 2 RESET

IL! HHIqr1
-• 4 OUTPUT J !.I L-.J L...

NO. 3 SET

U NO. 3 RESET

[P N+ 8 OUTPUTL

L Fig. 8-15 Frequency Divider Block Diagram
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4. !Check collector of transistor Q4. Its output should be the same as that of pin Y,

as ihown in Fig. 8-15. If it is not, flip-flop no. 2 is faulty. Refer to Paragraph . 4. 3
far correctiv, action.

5. 1Check collector of translator Q7. Its output should be the same as that of dissonI i.81.I t1 ofipfo o ifut.Rfrt aarp l
8. 4.",3 for corrective action.

6. Check output at pin P. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-15. If It Is not, tran-
sistoý Q9 or resistor R34 Is faulty.

8.22 EI(ýHT-CIIANNEL PULSE SEQUENCER

The Eight.Channel Pulse Sequencer generates eight pulses on eight separate output

lines in sequence from the clock pulse input. Schematic diagrams of the Eight-Channel

Pulse Sequoncer are in Figs. A-16 and A-45; a block diagram Is in Fig. 8-16. If there

is trouble Iz, either the Vibration or G-A Eight-Channel Pulse Sequencer, do the pro-
cedures in Paragraph 8.2 and proceed as follows:

1. Check input voltage across decoupling capacitor C136. It should be -20 (*1) volts.
If ' a not, check decoupling network.

2. Check input at pin b. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-16. If it 13 not, refer to
Paragraph 8. 3 for corrective action.

3. Check collector of transistor Q102. Its output should be a square wave at one-
half the trigger frequency. If It is not, the flip-flop Is faulty. Refer to Paragraph

8. 4. 3 for corrective action.

4. Check collector of transistor QI01. Its output should be a square wave at one- L
half the trigger frequency and opposite In phase to the signal in Step 3. If It is not,
flip-flop no. 1 is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8.4.3 for corrective action,

5. Check collector of transistor Q104. Its output should be a square wave at one-

fourth the trigger frequency. L
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6.. Check oollector of transistor Q10& Its outpt should be a square wave at one-

'irth t re tigpr frequency and opposite in phase to the signal in Stop 5. If it is

not, flip-flop no. 2 is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8.4. 3 for corrective action.

. Cheak -illector of trwasistr Q110. its output should be a square wave at one-

fourth the trigger froquency. 5
S. Check collector of transistor Q109. Its output should be a square wave at one-

fourth the trigger frequency and opposite in phase to the signal in Step 7. If it is 5
not, flip-flop no. 3 is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8.4. 3 for corrective action.

9. Check collector of transistor Q108. Its output should be as shown in Fig. 8-16, [
Note (A).

10. Check collector of transistor Q10?. Its output should be as shown in Fig. 8-16,

Note (B). If It Is not, flip-flop no. 4 is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8.4. 3 for cor-

rective action. [
11. Check collector of transistor Q106. Its output should be as shown In Fig. 8-16,

Note (C). [
12. Check collector of transistor QI05. Its output should be as shown in Fig. 8-16,

Note (D). If it is not, flip-flop no. 5 Is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8.4. 3 for cor- r
rectiv action.

13. Check collector of transistor Q112. Its output should be as shown in Fig. 8-16, [
Note (E).

14. Check collector of transistor QIII. Its output should be as shown in FIg. 3-16,

Note (F). If It is not, flip-flop no. 6 is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8.4. 3 for cor-

rective action. [
15. Check collector of transistor Q114. Its output should be as shown in Fig. 8-16,

Note (G). [
16. Check collector of transistor Ql13. Its output should be as shown in Fig, 8-16,

Note (H). If it is not, flip flop no. 7 is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8.4. 3 for cor- L

rective action.
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17. Check emitter of transistor Q115. U-s outpt should besa shown In Fig. 8-16,

Note (A). If It is not, transistor Qi15 or resistor R165 is faulty.

Note (). If it Is not, transistor Q116 or resistor RI1O Is faulty.

19. Chock emitter of transistor Ql17. Its output shotld be an shown in Fig. 8-16,

Note (C). If it is not, transistor QI17 or resistor R167 is faulty.

20. Check emitter of transiator QI18. Its output should be as shown in Fig. 8-16,

Note (D). If it in not, transistor Q118 or resistor RIGS is faulty.

21. Check emitter of transistor QI11. Its output should be a shown in Fl. S-16,

Note (E). If it is not, transistor Q119 or resistor R169 is faulty.

22. Check emitter of transistor Q910. Its output should be as shown in Fig. 8-16,

Note (F). If it is not, transistor Q20 or resistor RITO Is faulty.

23. Check emitter of transistor Qi21. Its output should be as shown in Fig. 8-16,

Note (G). If it is not, transistor Q121 or resistor R171 Is faulty.

24. Check emitter of transistor Q122. Its output should be as shown in Fig. 8-16,

Note (H). If it is not, transistor Q122 or resistor R172 is faulty.

25. Check output at pin Z. it ohmI'd b u shown in Fig. ,-913. U it Is not_ dio--deo

CR130 or CR122 or resistor R182 Is faulty.

26. Check output at pin X. It should Le as shown In Fig. 6-16. If it is not, diode

CR131 or CR123,or resistor R183 is faulty.

27. Check output at pin V. It should be a shown In Fig. 8-16. If it is not, diode

CR132 or CR124 or resistor R184 is faulty.

28. Check output at pin T. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-16. If it is not, diode

CR133 or CR125 or resistor R185 is faulty.

29. Check output at pin R. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-16. U itl tot, dio&d

CR134 or CR126 or resistor R186 is faulty.
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30. Check output at pin N. It should be as shown Pi Fig. 8-16. If it is not, diode

CR135 or CR127 or resistor R187 is faulty.

31. Check output at pin L. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-16. If it is not, diode 1
CR140 or CR128 cr resistor R188 is faulty.

32, Check output at pin 1. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-16. If it is not, diode ,

CR150 or CR129 or resistor R189 is faulty.

i.

II
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8.23 MATREX

The Matrix contains eight AND gates for ANDing keying signals. A schematic diagram
of the Matrix in in Fig. A-; a block diagram is in Fig. 8-17. If there Is trouble in

the Matrix, do the procedures in Paragraph 8.2 and proceed as follows:

1. Check input voltage across decoupling capacitor C1. It should be -20 (.i)

volts. If it is not, check decoupling network.

2. Check output at pin k. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-17. If it is aft.

check inputs at pins j and z, as shown in Fig. 8-17.

Ii
S-

z ANDING PULSE INPUT-J 1

I-

I.

, I, - i

KEYING PULSE OUTPUT

Fig. 8-17 Matrix Block Diagram (Typical Element)
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8. Check emitter of transistor Qi. Its output should be the same as that at pla J,
as ihesa In Fig. S-1i. If it is not, transistor QX or reeaittor R3 is faulty.

4. Cho& emi1tter *I transistor Q2. Its output should be tbe same as that at pin z,

w -d in Fig. 0-17. If it tjnot, transistor Q2 or resistor R5 is probably
kIty. Nf thy are found to be operating properly, diode CR1 or CR2 or resistor

S. 11sea B"qi 2 throuk 4 for each gate, keeping in mind that the componenit

i 1 said pin WawaIate dIlterent for each gate.

a. U f pre w dm4I step. do not isolate the trouble, checking wiring continuity,

atasaeOw sbwfuhts s"der points, and resistances..

S.854 D~ArGATO

Te no aetes sample th PAN composite pulse traln and divide I* into eight

044ps hr dst~vqxy to the display electronics. Schematic diagrams of the

D~ell~s Qfsat* Is Ftp. A-1i and A-47. A block diagram is In Fig. 8-18. If there

is trembe in do Data Gates, do the procedure* in Paragraph 8.2 and proceed as

1. Check Input voltage across decoupling capacitors. It should be +20 L+1) volts1.
across capacitor CI and -20 (L+) volts across capacitor C2. Check intersection

of diode CR1 and resistor R17. It should be -10 L+1) volts. If it is not, check

decoupling networks. 1
2. Check input at pin H. It should be the composite PAM pulse train from the

Gate Driver Amplifier.

3. Check input at pin Z. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-18. If it Is not, referL

to Paragraph b. 3 fbr corrective action.
4. Check emitter of transistor Q3. it should be the same as pin Z, as shown in
Fig. 8-18. If It to not, translstor Q3 or resistor R18 is faulty.

RevIsedl 25 May 1960 8-501
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5. Check Input at pin . It should be as shown in Fig. 8-18. If it is not, refer

to Paragraph S.3 for rrective action. U

S. Cheek emitter of tr lstor Q4. It should be the same as pin X, as shown in

Fig. 8-18. If it is not, anisistor Q4 or resistor R20 iiQ faulty. I
7. Check input at pin V. It uld be as shown in Fig. 8-18. If It is not, refer to

Paraaph 8. 3 for corrective action.

8. Cheek emitter of transistor Q5. It should be the same as pin V, as shown in

Fig. 8-is If it is not, transistor Q5 or resistor R22 is faulty. E,
8. Check input at pin T. It should be as shown in Fig.. 8-18. If it is not, refer

to Paragraph 8.3 for corrective action.

10. Check emitter of transistor Q6. It should be the same as pin T, as shown in
Fig. 8-18. If it is not, transistor Q6 or resistor R24 is faulty.

11. Check input at pin R. It should toe as shown in Fig. 8-18. If it is not, refer

to Paragraph 8.3 for corrective action.

12. Check emitter of transistor Q8. It should be the same as pin R, as shown in

Fig. 8-18. If it is not, transistor Q8 or resistor R27 is faulty.

13. Check input at pin N. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-18 if It is not, refer

to Paragraph 8.3 for corrective action.

14. Check emitter of transistor Q9. It should be the same as pin N, as shown in [.
Fig. 8-18. If it is not, transistor Q9 or resistor R29 is faulty.

15. Check input at pin L. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-18. If it is not, refer -

to Paragraph 8.3 for corrective action.

16. Check emitter of transistor Q10. It should be the same as pin L. If it is not,

transistor Q10 or resistor R31 is faulty.

17. Check input at pin J. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-18. If it is not, refer

to Paragraph 8.3 for corrective action.

8-52 jj
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18. Check emitter of transistor Qil. It should be the ime as pin J. If it is not,

transistor QIl or resistor R33 is faulty.

19. Check emitter of transistor Q2. Its output should be the same as the input

on pin i, which is either a 0 dc level or a positive pulse from -15 (.3) volts to

j t-7 (+2) volts. If it is not, transistor Q2 or resistor R3 is faulty.

20. Check intersection of diode CR2 and resistor R10. Its output should be a

positive pulse from -15 (+3) volts to -7 (Q2) volts. If it is not, diode CR2 or

resistor R19 is faulty.

V 21. Check intersection of diode CR3 and resistor R21. Its output should be a

positive pulse from -15 (+3) volts to -7 L.2) volts. If it is not, diode CR3 or

resistor R21 is faulty.

22. Check intersection of diode CR4 and resistor R23. Its output should be a

positive pulse from -15 Q.2) volts to -7 Q.2) volts. If it is not, diode CR4 or

resistor R23 is faulty.

l* 23. Check intersection of diode CR5 and resistor R25. Its output should be a

positive pulse from -15 (+2) volts to -7 Ct2) volts. If it is not, diode CR5 or

resistor R25 is faulty.
LI

24. Check intersection of diode CR6 and resistor R26. Its output should be a

positive pulse from -15 (.2) volts to -7 L.2) volts. If it is not, diode CR6 or

resistor R26 is faulty.

L 25. Check intersection of diode CR7 and resistor R28. Its output shelild be a

positive pulse from -15 (+2) volts to -7 (Q2) volts. If it is not, diode CR7 or

resistor R28 is faulty.

* - 26. Check intersection of diode CR8 and resistor R30. Its output should be a

-~ positive pulse of from -15 Q.2) volts to -7 (L2,) volts. If It is not, diode CR8 or

resistor R30 is faulty.

27. Check intersection of diode CR9 and resistor R32. Its output should be a

positive pulse of from -15 (+2) volts to -7 (Q2) volts. If it it not, diode CR9 or

resistor R32 is faulty.
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!• i U2. C•heck omtutput latlspin d. ft should be an shown in Fig. 8. 18. If it is not, transistor

Q or rssto r 1 nfaulty.

20. Check output at pin K. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-18. If it is not, transistor I
Q12 or resistor R15 is faulty

30. Chock output at pin h. It should be the composite PAM pulse train from the Gate

Driver Amplifier whenever keying e1 nIs on pins Z and j coincide; otherwise, it

should be 0. If it is not, check collector of transistor Q21. Its output should be a

negative-going signal between + 10 (*1) volts and -10 (*1) volts. If it is, transistor Q13

or QM is 'aulty. If it is not, transistor Q21 is faulty.

31. Check output at pin e. It should be the composite PAM pulse train whenever key- "

ing signals on pins X and j coincide; otherwise, it should be 0. If it is not, check

collector of transistor Q22. Its output should be a negative-going signal between

+10 (*i) volts and -10 (+1) volts. If it is, transistor Q14 or Q30 is faulty. If it is

not, transistor Q22 is faulty. V
32. Check output at pin o. It should ie the composite PAM pulse train whenever key-

Ing signals on pine V and j coincide; otherwise, it should be 0. If it is not, check

collector of transistor Q23. Its output should be a negative-going signal between

+10 (*i) volts and -10 (+i2) volts. If it is, tranalstor Q16 or Q31 is faulty. if it Is not,

transistor QU is faulty.

33. Check output at pin a. It should be the composilte PAM pulse train whenever

keying signals on pine T and j coincide; otherwise, it should be 0. If it is not, check

collector of transistor Q24. Its output should be a negative-going signal between

+10 (*I) volts and -10 (,I) volts. If it is, transistor Q16 or Q32 it faulty. If it ti not,

transistor Q24 is faulty.

* 34. Check output at pin Y. It should be the composite PAM pulse train whenever

keying signals on pins R and M coincide; other wise it should be 0. If it Is not, check

collector of transistor Q25. Its output should be a negative-going signal between

+10 (*1) volts and -10 (*I) volts. If It is, transistor Q17 or Q33 is faulty. If it is not,

transistor Q25 is faulty.
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35. Check output at pin W. It should be the composite PAM pulse train whenever

keying signals on pins N and M coincide; otherwise, it should be 0. If it is not,

check collector of transistor Q26. Its output should be a negative-going signal

betweeý +10 (Ql) volts aind -10 (+1) volts. If it is. transistor Qi8 or Q34 is faulty.

If it is not, transistor Q26 is faulty.

36. Check output at pin U. It should be the composite PAM pulse train whenever

keying signals on pins L and M coincide; otherwise, it should be 0. If it is not,

check collector of transistor Q27. Its output should be a negative-going signal be-

tween +10 (L1) voltz and -10 (.1) volts. If it is, transistor Q19 or Q35 is faulty.

$ 1If it is not, transistor Q27 is faulty.

37. Check output at pin S. It should be the composite PAM pulse train whenever

keying signals on pins J and M coincide; otherwise, it should be 0. If it is not,

check collector of transistor Q28. Its output should be a negative-going signal be-

tween +10 (+1) volts and -10 (+1) volts. If it is, transistor Q20 or Q36 is faulty.

If it is not, transistor Q28 is faulty.

1. 8.25 PULSE SET

LI The Pulse Set board generates trigger pulies for the different pilse sequencers. A

schematic diagram of the Pulse Set board is in Fig. A-48; a block diagram Is in

Fig. 8-19. If there is trouble in the Pulse Set board, do the procedures in Paragraph

8.2 and proceed as follows:

1. Make sure that variable components are adjusted in accordance with procedutres

in Volume I, Section 4.

- m2. Check input voltage across decoupling capacitors. It should be -20 (L1) volts

across capacitor C12 and +20 (+1) volts across capacitor C13. If it is not, check

decoupling networks. Check for presence of -10 .I) volts at the cathode of diode

CR7. if it is not, diode CR? or resistor R25 is faulty. Check for presence of -10

(+l) volts at cathode of diode CR14. If it to not, diode CR? or resistor R33 is

faulty.
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3. Check input at pin M. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-19. If it in not, refer

to Paragraph 6. 2 for corrective action.

4. Check emitter of transistor QI. Its output should be the same as that of pin M,

as shown in Fig. 8-19. If it is not, transistor Q1 or resistor R5 is faulty.

5. Check collector of transistor Q2. It should be a square wave of +19 (+1) volts

amplitude. If it in not, transistor Q2, resistors RI or R2, diode CRI, or

capacitor Cl is faulty.

6. Check emitter of transistur Q3. Its output should be a square wave of 19 (L1)

volts amplitude. If it is not, transistor Q3 or resistor R6 is faulty.

7. Check cathode of diode CR2. Its output should be positive s ces of approxi-

mately 10 volts amp'ttude. If It is not, diode CR2, capacitor C2 or C3, or re-

sistor R7 is faulty.

8. Check collector of transistor Q5. Its output should be a negative pulse from

+17 (L3) volts falling off exponentially to +3 (L2) volts and rising to +17 (L3) volts

I- in less than 2 microseconds. If it is not, the one-shot is faulty. Refer to
SJ. Paragraph 8.4.2 for corrective action.

9. Check emitter of transistor 06. Its output shoud be a positive spike of

approximately 10 volts amplitude. If it is not, transistor Q6, resistor RI3 or R14,
or capacitor C6 Is faulty.

10. Check output at pin b. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-19. If it is not, the

blocking oscillator is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8.4.1 for corrective action.

11. Check input at pin K. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-19. If it is not, refer

L to Paragraph 8.3 for corrective action.

12. Check emitter of transistor Q9. ItUs utput should be the same as that for

pin K, as shown in Fig. 8-19. If it is not, transistor Q9 or resistor R23 is faulty.

13. Check output at pin d. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-19. If it is not, the

blockdng oscillator is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8.4. 1 for corrective action.
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14. Check input at pin R. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-19. If it is not, refer

#o Paragraph . 3 for correotive action.

18. Check emitter of transistor Q12. Its output should be the same as that for 3
pia R. If It Is not, trasistor Q12 or resistor R32 is faulty.

16. Check ou4 at at pin h. It sbould be as shown in Fig. 8-19. If it is not, refer 5
to Paragraph 6.3 for oorrectve action. I

. 26 DUTY CYCLE U

The Duty Cycle II board shapes the keying pulses that are delivered to the Sample and I
Hold board. A schematic diagram of the Duty Cycle II board it in Fig. A-49; a block

diagram is In Fig. 8-20. If there is trouble in the Duty Cycle II board, do the pro-

cecdures in Paragraph 8. 2 and proceed as follows: [

b INPUT ONE- SHOTHOT

INO._I___.I

R 1GATE FLIP-FLO

Fig. 8-20 Duty Cycle II Block Diagram I
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1. Make sure that variable components are adjusted in accordance with Volume I,

Section 4.

2. Check the following do voltage@ where indicated. -20 (.I) volts across

capacitor C2, +20 (+I) volts across ClO, -10 (.oI) volts at cathode of CR8. If they

are incorrect, chock associated dsooupling networks and cmr.ponents.

3. Check input at pin b. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-20. If it is not, refer to

Paragraph 8.3 for corrective action.

4. Check collector of transistor Q2. Its output should be the one-shot output, as

shown in Fig. 8-20. If it is not, one-shot no. 1 is faulty. Refer to Paragraph
8.4.2 for corrective action.

H 5. Check emitter of transistor Q3. Its output should be a positive pulse rising

from approximately 10 volts to -19 (ti) volts with a sharp rise time and decaying

exponentially to -19 (L1) volts. If it is not, transistor Q3, resistor R1l or R12, or
capacitor C6 is faulty.

6. Check emitter of transistor Q4. Its output should be the same as that of tran-

sistor Q3 given in Step 5. If it is not, transistor Q4 or resistor R13 is faulty.

7. Check collector of transistor Q6. Its output should be the output shown for

one-shot no. 2 in Fig. 8-20. If it is not, the one-shot is faulty. Refer to

Paragraph 8.4.2 for corrective action.

8. Check emitter of transistor Q7. Its output should be the same as that of tran-

sistor Q3 given in Step 5. If it is not, transistor Q7, resistor R22 or R23, or
capacitor C10 is faulty.

9. Check collector of transistor Q8. Its output should be the same as the output

at pin e, as shown in Fig. 8-20. Check collector of transistor Q9. Its output

should be the complement of the output at pin e. If the correct outputs at these

two points are not present, the flip-flop is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8.4.3 for

corrective action.
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1i. Check 11ltni.t -it klin P. it shouuld h[. as shown in Fig. 8-20. iH it is not. tran-

~~~- ' 1 r~~.J """J Is aul Ly.

U. " AJ, DATA NC, DELAY 12C RD

Data Sync Delay Record generates, from clock pulses received from the Data Synceparator, the Datrai .... uleta '
ecourtntaf pulse that irs in phose with the composite PAM pulse

train. Schematic diagrams of the Data Sync Oclay Record board are in Figs. A-18

and A-51. A block diagram is in Fig. 8-21. If there Is trouble in the Data Sync Delay

Record board, do the procedures in Paragraph 8.2 and proceed as follows:

jim.

- BLOCKING
CLOCK PULSES FROM 0N-HTOSCILLATOR
DATA SYNC SEPARATORI

"" " "J L..

DATRAC COMMAND
PULSES TO DATRAC

Fig. 8-21 Data Sync Delay Record Block Diagram

1. Make sure that variable components are adjusted in accordance with procedures

in Volume I, Section 4.

2. Check input voltage across decoupling capacitors. It should be +20 (L1) volts
across capacitor C1 and -20 L+1) volts across capacitor C3. If it is not, check

decoupling networks.
ii
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3. Check input at pin a. It 6hould be ab *h"'.. in -ig. 8-21 it it is not. refer to

Paragraph 8.3 f.r correctivc iction.

4. Chcck emitter of transistor QI. Its output should be the same as the input at

pin a. If it Is not, transistor Q1 or resistor R2 cr R3 iW faulty.

.(.heck coilctor of transistor Q3. It should be the one-shot output shown on
Fig. 8-21. If it is not, "of-r 10 8.h 4, 2 for clorrc~tiv. action° .,S_- . ,tJ..,' J. • " ie tv tl~

6. Check output at pin N. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-21. If it is not, the

bI,,,king e-cilistr is faulty. Refer to Parnwraph . 4 1 for correctivc action.bianity, ar"'fr nh __,.t€•. .. ,.

3.28 FILTER Dt ARD

The Filter Board (interpolation filter) separates modulation frequencies and blocks I
keying components from the PAM pulses from the Data Gat-Ps. The resulting output

is smoothed data that correspondb to pulsp modutiintin. A sche.m-tic -a11 ,n f. ,he

Filter Board Is in Fig. A-19. if trouble is suspected, i.e. If therc, is a iodulated ii
pulve train on the Filter Board input and no smoothed data output, make cont~nuity W
checks on the filter with the bonrd remonred from th- tatlon.

1. With an ohmmeter, check the continuity between pins N and H. It should be

10 K I-.Of T I t Is not, check continuity from "OUT" to "IN" on filter. It should

be less than 200 ohms. If it i1 not, renlaco filter. I& it is, resistor R21 or the t

wiring is faulty.

2. With an ohmmeter, check the continuity between pin N and "ORD. 11 It should

be greater than 9 K. If it is not, the filter is shorted and must be replaced.

3. Check the second filter by repeating Steps 1 and 2.

8.29 SAMPLE AND HOLD

The Sawiple Wid Hold circuit samples the value of the demultiplexed signFl (upon the
arrival of a keying pulse from the Matrix) and holds this value until the next

8-61 I
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S

Je'multiplexed pulse is sampled, at which time this next value in hold. A sch.emattic

Adiagram of the Sample and lF~d bvard it in Fig. A-53; a block diagram is in

Fig. 8-22. If there in trouble in the Sample and Hold board, do the precedures Irt

Paragraph 8. 2 a-nd proc.c.. d as follows:

I. Check supply voltages. They should be +20 (+1,) vlta, at •l•n ,, ÷0 (ri) v... I
at pin C, and -10 .l) volts at pin E.

2. Check input at pin k. it should be as shown in Fig. 8-22. If it is not, refer

to Paragraph 8.3 for corrective action.

3. Check collector of transistor Q3. Its output should be -10 (+2) volts with the

baseline at +3 L.2) volts. If it is not, transistor Q3, Q4, or Q5 or resistor R2,

R4. RG, R7, or R9 is faulty.

4- Cheek coilector of transistor Q4. Its output should be as shown in Fig. 8-22.

-_lit Is not. trunsLor �. or re-tator 1I, Rno R6, or, R9 is faulty.

5. Check collector of transistor Q6, Its output should be as shown in Fig. 8-22.
Tf It Is not, transistor Q5 or Q6 or resistor R3, R7. R8. RIO. or R1 ,* ,a%1u*y.

6. Check base of transistor Q9, its output shouicl be tha wnmp!ed and held "..inal

applied to pin h. If It is not, transistor Qi, Q2, Q7, or Q8, or associated com-

ponents are faulty.

7. Check output at pin T. It should be the same as the output at the base of tran-

sistor Q9, in Step 6. If it is not, transistor Q9, Q10, or QI1 or resistor R14 or

R45 is faulty.
8. Repeat the same procedures for the remaining two similar circuits, keeping in

mind that the component numbers and pin letters are the only differences.

8.30 DC REFERENCE FILTER

The DC Reference Filter inserts the correct DC reference level into the composite

PAM pulse train for the display electronics. A schematic diagram of the DC,
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Reference Filter is in Fig. A-52; a block diagram is in Fig. 8-23, 11 there Is trouble I
in the DIC- a.irenoe Filter, do the procu.tres in Paragraph S.2 and proceed a follows:i

1. Make sure that variable components are adjusted properly in accordance with

Volume I. Section 4t

2. Check supply voltages. There should be 410 (L,2) volts at the anods of diode

CR1. If therc is not, diode CRI or resistor Rl ma be faulty. There should be
.-10 (2) voul at the collector of diode CR2. If there is not. diode CR2 or resistor

02 may be faulty.

3. Check Input at pin d. !t "• Ud be &# 4hown in Fig- 8-2-. U it is not, refer to

Par•wr.... 3 for.

4. Check interseciron of diodes CR3 and CR4 and resistor 3. it should be the ii
seame as pin d. a& shown in Fig. 8-24. If it Is not, diode 'CR3 or CRA or rauiustr

X3 Is Laulty.

5. Check collector of transistor Q3. Its output sh6uld be a naptive puki of

-10 1+2) volts with baseline at +3 (±2) volts. if it Is not, transistor Q3. Q4, or Q5 r;
or resistor R4, R7, R9, or RIO is faulty.

6. Check collector of transistor Q4, Its output should be as shown in Fig. 8-U,.

If it is not, transistor Q4 or resistor RS, R8, R9, or R12 is faulty.
7. Check collecWor of transistor Q6. Its output should be am shown in Fig. 0-23.

If it Is not, transistor Q5 or Q6 or resistor R6, Rll, or R14 is faulty.

8. Check base of transistor Q9. Its output should be the sampled and hold signal
derived from the demultiplexed olgnal applied at pin H. If it it not, transistor QI,

Q2, Q7, or QS or their associated components are faulty. i
9. Check emitter of transitor Q! It ehould 9,the samis &a w output of the I, I
base of transistor Q9, as giveir in Step 8. If It Is not, transistor Q9, QIO, or QI1

or rtri.tor R17i R22, or R23 is faulty. i
Iii
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:- 8.81 RA"Z SYNC STORAox RnwourD

"so Frame ByneO Storage Record board transforms the frame Myno pulse trala into the.I

'I

proper level for digi/t~l recording• by" the Diauja Record Amplflagr A saeaicmtt

diagram of the Frame Sync Mtoragge Raoo-rd boa~rd Is in prig. A-X5. at blooe iagra In

lr. Fig..M-2,6. It thera .11 tivuble in tw rramet Sync &torap eclsord Board. do th&

prneari,r.1'e ir raragrttph S. 2 and proceed as follows.

I. Check supply voltage across decou&pling eitamitorp. Its•hotld be:19 (41'svolts
xiarorpo eapacitor C1 and -19 (,1) across C3. Cheoks-upplyralta _-rs;IT-gaa C-n,•GR

I

bc, z(ii) volts. If the voi!zza are not correct. ehook doeouping roxworks.

i ~2. Check Inputt at pin Z. it should be as shown in Fig. 8-24. The amplibtde should

II

,• be +15 (*•1) voltA with thhe !*;;'€& fit 0 (a!) voit. N It is wit, roeor to Pars- •

I.graph S. 3 fIr correM.vi ation.

3. Check r ollec toraoe record Qb . Its orlmt sh amu be as sue trin Fig. 0-24

if- pit La not. transist re t o Qy tor R3 or Z2, or capacitor Az sa ( a tic.

diga4. Check input at pin T. It should be a i_,l Iie-goi -I pulse trabld da showa In

Fig. 8-24, at the clock frequency with an amplitude of +14 (*1) volar mid th" ba-irline at 0 (d-i} volts.

S. Check Interuection of capacri c l capaeitors R1. Tih signal sbe19 ld be it

shon n ig &-24VO. U Iti not cor3~ret proi Ocreed as er fl ows; mn ntor

!I a. Check emitter of transistor Q2. pi output should be as show- In is t . 6-24

Ifor pin T. V It Is not, transistor Q2 so fauity.

6. Check output at pin K. It shoud be an -a-..itrie squarewe ta with levels of

F .-5 (Ad) and -15 cenf volts. The netive swng should be in time phan wi. Oae

*leading edge of the pulses at the junction of pItor R17, The sgshol e as

shown I' Fig. 8-24. The positive pwing shoed be in tim with the l ad# of

ei eothe pulses at the junction of capaaitor C9 and resistor RIT, an shown in Fig. 8-24.

The positive swwig should bhe in tim with tte leading ede of t pulses at pi f Z.

-II
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U the signal is not correct, check collector of translator Q4. Its output should be
identical to the signal at pin K. It It Is l.- refer to Para pl'a'. -4., 3 fur fur - 3
ractive action. If the -!gn! is at the colector of transistor Q4, the trouble Is

in transistor Q5 or resistor Ra1. iS

S
R. 32 PULJA AMPLIFIER

I
F

The Pulse Amplifier produces a I 4-volt pcaitive pulve tdtarting at Q volts dc for vach

positive pulse that enter@ At at greater theii 9 r.,t+. A achvm-u.. c diagram of the Pula,
Amplifier is in Fig. A-26: it block diagr,.m I& in Fig. 9-25. 11 there Is trvuble in the j
Pulse Amplifier, do the procedures In Paragraph 8. 2 and proceed as follows:

q

PIN M
. [.

-. tO V/uroi

~iI~ ~1~I V/DIV
100SEC/ Iv

*C"OVEfl3ION COMPLETE EA PUKT
PULSE FROM DATRAC DIGITAL RECORD

0 - TRANSISTOR S ~BASE
E- EMITTER C - COLLECTOR

Fig. 8-25 Pulse Amplifier Block Diagram
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1. Check supply voltage ac ross decoupling capacitor C5. It should be -19 (*1) ~f
volts. Chock voltage across diode CR3. It should be -13 (*2) volts. If the volt-I
age& are not comsa't, check decoupling network or associated Zoner diodes.

2. Check input at pin M. it should be a positive-oing pulse at greater than 30
volts amplitude with- the baselins at 0 1-0 1 volt. If It to not, refeer to P aragraph W0.%3f1
for corrective action.

3. Check base of transistor Q1. Rte signal should be a reproduction off the input at[
pin M with th aI 3"a dlna at =14 I& volts and the positive pesaks lippedat- IJ)

transistor Q1 is faulty.

4. check collector of transistor Q1. Bts output should be as shown In Fig. 8-25. [
if it ts not. transistor Qi, capacitor C2. or resistor R4 is faulty.

5. Check output of blocking oscillator at pin T. It should be a positive pulse start-

Ing at ground and rising to 14 (*1l) volts, as shown in Fig. 8-25. If it Is not, the
blocking oscillator is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8.4.1 for corrective action.

8. 33 DIGITAL RECORD AMPLIFIER

The Digital Record Amplifier receives the two-level digital output of the Natrao and .

transforms it Into a ouitable waveform for NRZ recording on the Mav%'etc Tape Re-
corder. A schematic dimpgram of the Digital Rtecord. Ainplifiter Is in Fig. A-27; a blockj
diagram Is in Fig. 8-26. If there is trouble in the Digital Record Amplifier, do theLI
procedures in Paragraph 8. 2 and proceed as follows:I

I. Check mupply voltges across decouplinbg capacitors. It should be -19 (11) volts
across capacitor C4; +19 (*1) volts across capacitor Cl and cap~acitor CIO; +7 1=01
volts across capacitor CS. and +10 (-+4) volts across capacitor C9. Check supmply ~
voltage acronso Lliods' CR1. it should be -11 (*2) volts, lIfthe iroltages are not cor-

rect, check decoupling networks and associated Zener diodes._'

LOCCHEED AIRCRAFT CORPRATION MISSILES and SPACE DIVISION I
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RECORD PULSES FROM PULSE AMPLIFIER .I ; T ...

INPUT INVERTING I_ _ _"_ _
SPULSE

AMPLIFIERuLilLJ I
-0- I--0 I-I- r.

ii 
I

I~x•L --" 03E

OUTPUTS TO MTR HEADt

AND AND
GATE GATE

La AMPLIFIERS ANDh
COMPLEMENARY
IEMITTER 

61I: • i FOLLOWERS,

"0-"6C FLIP-FLOPI

"JI ! C

Q-T T S 13- BASE
i JE -EMITTER C- COLLECTOR

Fig. 8-26 Digital Record Amplifier Block DIagram.
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[Ii 2. Cohok Inlput, at pin K. 16 should be the two-level digital output of the Datrac, as[

shown in Fig. 8-26, of either -19 (*1) volts or -4 (i1) volte. If it is not, refer to I

Paragraph 8.3 for corrective action.

3. Ch"ck emi'ttr of translitor Q1. The signal should be identical to thc input at

pIn -'. •At Ir not, transistor Qi or resistor A1l or R15 in faulty. r

4. Check collector of transistor Q2. Its output should be an inverted version of

the input signal with the levels at +19 (41) and -11 (*2) volts. If it is not, transistor 1
Q21 or resistor RT, RIO, or R12 is faulty.

S. Check emitter of transistor Q3. Its output should be an inverted version of the

Input signal with levels at +19 (±I) and 0 (Id) volts. 7f it Is not, transistor Q3 or

1' s dQ4 or resistor R8 is faulty.vii

6. Check emitters of transistors Q4 and Q9. The as,--S at each point should be the

L same as that at the emitter of transistor Q3. If it is not, transistor Q4 or Q9, di- I
"II ode CR3, or resistor R13 or R24 is faulty.

7. Check input at pin T. It should be a positive blocking c 4llator pulse of 14 volts

amkplitude with the baseline at g.rcund. If It is not, refer 'o RPmagraph 8.3 for cor-

rective action.

8. Check collector of transistor Q7. The signal should be a two-ievel asymetric

square wave which changes levels between +5 (*1) and +17 (*!) vol.s. The changes

should occur in time phase with the leading edge of the pulses at pin T and should

t.ke pacae unly when zha input at pin K is at -19 (*10) volts. If this signal is not j" j
correct, the flip-flop is faulty. Refer to Parag, aph 8.4.3 for corrective action. a-

9. Check emitters of trar.sistors Q5 and Q8. The signal at each point should be I I
the same as that at the collectors of transistors Q6 and Q7, as shown in Fig. 8-26. 1. I|

If it is not, transistor Q5 or QS, capacitor C6 or C8, or resistor R21 or R22 is !.

f aula~y. I I
[II
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NOTE: 9 the Digital Record Amplifier to being checked in the system

and is dr.,1'Ang the head of the Magnetic Tape Recorder: cheek.
output at pin c. The signal should be identical to that seen at I
the ernt-r i.; transistor QlI, except that the signal will rise

and fall exponentially. i

If the --,gital Record Amplifier is not driving the recording head,

then pins a and c should be shorted together and the signals at

the emitters of transistors Q10 and Q1 I rechecked. The signals

at these two points should be as described in Step 11.

r ° 10. Check collectors of transistors Q14 and Q15. The signal at each point should
nbe a asymetric squere wave with levels of +10 (±I) and 0 (.!) volt.s- if it is not,

transistor Q14 or QI5 or resistor R25, R26, R27, or R28 is faulty.

11. Check emitters of transistors Q10 and Q1l. The signal at each point should

be an asymetric square wave with rise and fall times of 5 (Q2) microseconds with
levels of 10 (±2) and 0 (11) volts. if it is not, transistor Q10, Ql1, Q12, or Q13 or

Th resistor 31 th faulty.e oa

8.34 DIGITAL REPRODUCE AMPLIFIER .

,,,. ,.••,Reproduce Amplifier a,3,iepts the dWgt signaLls from the reprodluoe heads i

of 't•o Magnetic Tape Recorder and produces one negative pulse for each digital "one"

L. rded on the Magnetic Tape Recorder. A schematic diagram of the Digital Repro-

U~ce Ampblifer is In Fig. A-28; a block diagram to in Fig. 8-27. If there is trouble In

the Digital Reproduce Amplifier, do the procedures in Paragraph 8.2 and proceed as

follows:

|I
UIUTE: In making these checks-, the tape speed should be 100 Ips. i
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1. Check supply voltages across decoupling capacitors. It should be -19 (*1) voltsacross capacitors CO. CIO, and CIS. it should W• +1 1ii *) volts wtrosa ca.•eitor

CIA. and -13 (*2) volts across capacitor C17. If the voltages are not correct, check I
i decoupling networks.

S2. fecn.nect input oible from Magnetic Tape Recorder. Check output of repro-

duce head by looking at signal across the two output plus of thead. This a_.l

ahou-d W as shown ior the data from the Magnetic Tape Recorder reproduce head

in Fig. 8-27. it should be 13 (*5), millivolts peak-to-peak amplitude. When check

is completed, reconnect input cable to Digital Reproduce Amplifier.

S3. Check emitter of transistor QS. its output should be as shown in FIg. 8-27 with

an amplitude of 10 (*-3) volts peak-to-peak. if this signal is not correct, proceed as

follows-

a. Check collector of transistor QI. Its output should be the same as that for

"the amplifier output except that the amplitude should be reduced. If not. tran-

altcr QI or its associated components are faulty.
"b. Check collector of transistor Q2. Its output should be the same as that de-

scribed for the amplifier except that its amplitude will be greater than that at

the collector of transistor Q1. If the signal is not correct, transistor Q2 or Its

associated components are faulty.

0. he.k c.llana- r idI tra-pir;tor Q3. its output should be the same as that de-

scribed for the amplifier output except that the amplitude should be 3 (.*) volts
j.peak-to-peak. If It is not, transistor Q3 or Its sociated componnts are

S~ii

faulty.

d. Check collector of transistor Q4. Its output should be the same as that de-

scribed for the amplifier output. If it !Is n•t. tran-s-t-o• Q4 or its associated

components are faulty.

S-- 4. Check output of full-wave rectifier at intersection of diodes CR2 and CR3. It

should be as shown in Fia. 0-27. if th" - z=jriA uuorrect, proceed as follows:

a. Check emitter of transistor QI0. Its output should be the same as that of

the emitter of transistor Q5. If It is not, transistor QIO or its associated com-

pon•nt; are faulty.

8-75
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b. Check emitter of transistor Q9. Its output should be an inverted version of % -

t-s- aI-0' at the emittet uf trannlstor f.1. If it is not. tranalator Q9 Ur If. as-

sociated c. upor•ent, &ri faulty.

c. Check ba,, of transistor QO. Its output should be the same as that described

for the emitter ,, t-ransistor Q5. if It is not, transistor Q10, capacitor C20. or I
resistor R3U or -t is faulty. I
i. ii Lroubii Us stl present. dode CR2 or CRS or their associated components

J are faulty.

5. Check output of Inverting pulse amplifier at pin a. It should be- as shown in
| ~Fig. b-27, a negative pulse of 13 (.*1) volts amplitude with baseline at +13 volts. '

There should he omn pulse output for each pulse at the output of the full-wave reoti-
I~i J tier. If the signal to not correct, proceed as follows:,

of the full -wave rectifier, except that the baseline should be at +0.5 volt. If it
to not, transistor Q74 or resiator R32 or R34 Is faulty.

b. Check collector of transistor Q8. i'_L output should be the same as that de-
scribed for pin a. If It to not, transistor Q6 or Q8 or rasistur R33 In faulty.

c. If the trouble still exists, transistor Q6 or resistor R28, R29, or R30 is

w faulty.F ,.
1 8.35 DATA STORAGE AND GAT%

The Data Storage and Gate board in %,sed an a buffer to store signals from the Digital

Record Amplifiers. There are two identical circuits on each of the five boards in the

Ground Station. Maintenance procedures for one eircuit ara given here. A schematic

diagram of the Data Storage ane Gate board in in Fig. A-29; a block diagram to In
di9gr25. If thare In irouba ine Data Storage and a r F ata bo cd, do the procedures

I in Paragraph 8.2 and proceed as follows: i

i 1. Check supply -voltages across dscoup~lng capacitors. it should be +19 (*1)

volts across capacitr. C 1; .- volts across capactor C2; +14 (2)volts across

I' I
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FROM;IN
PULSE

DICITAL DATA FR5M~ AMPLIFIERI

SFLIP FLOP J 81CuK!NG
R. ~ -- NO?, I.

T COMMANf,. ZI: FRO.. "

COMMAND PULSE DELAY [-

DIG!TAL DATA PULL TO DAT RAC 3

Fig. 8-28 Data Storage and Gate Block Diagram
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capacitor C24; -9 (*2) volts across capacitnr C?6: and -15 %1--2) volts aerto c~paci- ,

tor C26. Check voltage across diode CR13. It should be +9 (*2) volts. If the sup-

ply voltages are not correct, chock decoupling networks and associated Zener diodes.

2. Check input at pin a. The negative-going pulse should be as shown in Fig. -2A. I
II" If it is not, refer to Paragraph 8.3 for corrective actioni.

3. Check output of inverting pulse amplifier no. 2 at the collector of transistor Q7.

It should be a positive-going pulse with an amplitude of 9 volts and a baseline at
I• ground, as shown In Fig. 8-28. 1
i '4. Check output of flip-flop no. 2 at collector of transistor Q8. It should be an

i asymetric square wave with levels of -5 and -15 volts. The change from -15 to -5

I volts should occur in time with the leading edge of the pulses at pin T. The change J
from -5 to -15 volts should occur It, time with the lcading edge of the pulses at pin a.

If the signal is not correct, refer to Paragraph 8.4.3 for corrective action.
15. Check emitter of transistor Q10. The output should b- identical to that do-

l scribed in Step 4. If it is not, transistor Q10, resistor R40, or capscltor C21 is
fiaulty. ;

6. Check output of blocking oscillator no. 2 at pin W. It should be a positive pulse -

of 35 (±3) volts amplitude with the baseline at ground. If it is not, the blocking os-

ciiatur is faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8.4.1 for corrective action. I J

8.36 DATA SYNC DELAY REPRODUCE -

The Data Sync Delay Reproduce receives pulses from the Data Sync Reproduce Ampli- II

f•er ad- delaye each urat... . the corresponding nine-bit digital word is stored in the Data -

i Storage and Gate board. Aschcmonti diagram of the Data Sync Delay Reproduce board j I
is in Fig. A-30: a block diagram is in Fig. 8-29. If there to trouble in the Data Sync

Delay Reproduce board, do the procedures In Paragraph 8.2 and proceed as follows:

1. Check supply voltage a'ross docouiping capacitors, it should b- 19 9!1) vu•wu I
across capacitor C2 and -19 (i1) volts across capacitor C7. Check voltage acrossI I
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•~~~~~ W !!1Iovov

20 p, SEC/DIV

.. 02C 05E

"" ~iNvERTiNG

PULSE ONE- SHOT
OUTPUT FROM DATA SYNC JAMPLIFIER
DIGITAL REPRODUCE AMPLIMa1R

• -T I
• -1 -

0 - TRANSISTOR B--BASE

E -EMITTER C- COLLECTOR

I

Fig. 8-29 Data OROR DelOay Reproduce Block Diagram I
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diode CRI. It should b. +15 (±'t2 .olt. If the voltages are not correct, chfck de-

coupling networks and assoclatod Zener diodes. -
Check uput at pin a. It should be a negative pulse from the NNtt yc Reprod-' .e

Amplifier of 13 (!1) volts with the baseline at +13 volts, as shown in Fig. 8-29. 1
If it to not, refer to Paragraph 8. 3 for corrective action.

3. Check output of inverting pulse amplifier at collector of transitnor Q2. The

signal should be -" shown in Fig. 8-29. The amplitude of this positive pulse should f r
be 14 (t3: volts with the baseline at ground. If the signal Is not correct, proceed ;o
as follow*:

a. Check emitter of transistor Q1. Its output should be the same ais the gign-al
described in Step 2. If it is not, transistor QI or resistor R3 or ,A2 is faulty.

i!i If these components are functioning properly, the trouble Is ij, treasistor Q2,

resistor R4 or R5, or capacitor Cl.

4. Check output signal of one-shot at collector of transistor Q4. It should be as

shown in Fig. 8-29 for the emitter of transistor Q-5. This -iga. :ho.id have I one

output pulse for each input pulse at pin a. The upper and lower limits should be

-4 (-2) volts and -16 (±2) volts. If the signal Is not correct. the one-ghot is faulty.

Refer to Paragraph 8.4. 2 for corrective actior. .

5. Check emitter of tr-ansistor Q5. its output should be the same as that described

in Step 4 and Fig. 8-29. if the signal is not corr'fat, tra,---!=t.r, Q5 ur resisto'r

R; S is faulty.[ i
I ii

8.37 DELAY COMMAND PULSE q

I The Delay Command Pulse board receives the signal from the Data Sync Delay Re- L!
j produce board. For each positive pulse input it gerzerates three timing pulse outputs. t-

A schematic diagram of the Delay Command Pulse board i' in Fig. A-31: a block -,
%diagra. m is i 9"1 8-30. if there to trouble in the Delay Command Pulse board, do

the procedures in Paragraph 8.2 and proceed as follows:

8-80 I
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-AF PULSE TC DATAAC

DATA SYNC 1TO DEMULTiPLEXER

N _ _

TGMMANO PULSE TO STORAGE CARDS

Fig. R-130 DeFI-y C•ui"xiiand Pulse Block Diagram

1. Check supply voltage across decoupling capacitors. It should be -19 (+i) volts

Across ,:apacitors Cl and C3. If it is not. check decoupling netwirk!,

2. Check inrIit Lt pin N. It .shoul, be t.he "ipui bignai from Data Sync DeIv

Reproduce, ns shown ln Fig. 6--30, If it is not, refer to Paragraph 8. 3 for cor-

rective action.

3. Check output at pin f. It should ti a positive pulse of 28 (-4) volts amplitude

with the baseline at ground. There should be one output pulse for each input pulse

-' * at pin N, If thi; signal is not correct, the first blocking oscillator is faulty.

Refer to Paragraph 8. 4. ! for coit-ctive act~o:

4. Check emitter of transistor Q3. Its output should be a positive pulse with an

amplitude of 9 (±-) volts and the baseline at -18 (±I) volts. If it is not, transistor

Q3, capacitor C6, or resistor R7 or R11 is faulty. j
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6. Chek emiut t er oftarnsisbOkn sitor at. pis outpIt should be a positive pusIiha
'.4ad of 14 0~1) volts anitdewt the baseline at gr t1 ound. Thre ishnotld beasisone

V ~Q6, crapcitor C9, or resistor R15 or R17 is faulty.[
7. Check output of delay and blovkln v "sillatoor At. pin 7". XUt should be a positive

pulse with an amplitude of 13 (±1) volts and the baseline at -19 (±1) volts. There

abold e m ouputpulse for each pulse appearing at pin N. If this signa in not
correct, refer to Paragraph 8. 4. 1 for corrective action.

8.38 DUTY CYCLE I

The Duty Cycle I board serrates the composite PAM pulse train from the digital-to-
analog converter to approinimately a 50 percent duty cycle. A schematic diagram of
the Duty Cycle I board Is in Fig. A-32; a block diagram to in Fig. 8-31. If there Is
trouble In the Duty Cycle ! borrd, do the procedures in Pafagraph 8. 2 and proc sod asL
follows:

1. Make vure Ithat rarlable components are adjusted according~ to the procedures
in Volume 1, Section 4.

2. Check Input voltage across decoupling capacitors. It should be -20 (±1) volts
across capacitor C1, +20 (±1) volts across capacitor C22, and -10 (±1) volts
across capacitor C'&0. if it is not, check decoupling networks.L

3. Check Input at pin b. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-31. If it Io not, refer
to Paragraph 8. 3 for corrective action.

4. Check collector of transistor Q2. Its output should be a typical one-shot wave- 1
form, I.ei., negative from -3 (*2) volts, falling exponentially to -17 (±22) volts,

aM idon rising to -3 (*2) volts wvith a rise time of less than 2 microseconds. If It
Is not, one-shot no. I Io faulty. Refer to Paragraph 8.4.2 for corrective action.
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5. Cbhuk emitter of transistor Q3. It* output should be as shown in Fig. 8-31.
Ift is not. trabsislor QS, resistor RIO or f11, or capacitor C7 is faulty.

0. Check eminter of transistor Q4. Its output should be the same as the output of

the emitter nf tansistor Q3, as shown in Fig. 8-31. If it is not, transistor Q4 or

resistor Ri) is faulty. (I
7. Check collector of transistor Q8. Its output should be a typical one-shot wave-

form, i.e., negative from -3 (t2) volts, falling exponentially to -17 (±2) volta, and r
tha rising to -8 (±+2) volts with a rise time of less than 2 microseconds. If it Is

not, one-shot no. 2 i faulty. Refer to Paragraph .4. 2 for corrective action.

8. Check emitter of transistor Q7. It should be as shown in Fig. 8-31. If it is

not, transistor Q7, resistor R22 or R23, or capacitor C13 is faulty.

9. Check collector of transistor Q8. Its output should be as shown in Fig. 8-31.

Check collector of transistor Q9. Its output should be the complement of the out-

put at the collector of transistor Q8. If it Is not, the flip-flop is faulty. Refer to

Paragraph 8.4.3 for corrective action.

10. Check emitter of transistor Q10. Its output should be the same as that of the

collector of transistor Q8, as shown in Fig. 8-31. If it is not, transistor QI0 or

resistor R33 is faulty.

11. Check collector of transistor Q11. Its output should be as Auown in Fig. 8-31.

If it is not, transistor Q11 or resistor R35 or R36 is faulty.

12. Check transistors Q12 and Q13 by checking whether the input at pin Z (PAM

signal from Detrac) is present. Then, check that there is a serrated output at pin

H. If the serrated output is not present, one or both of the transistors is faulty.

8.39 FRAME SYNC DELAY REPRODUCE

The Frame Sync Delay Reproduce inserts a delay in the composite frame sync. A

block diagram is in Fig. 8-32, and schematic diagrams are in Figs. A-33 and A-54.

If there is trouble in the Frame Sync Delay Reproduce, proceed as follows:
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8. 40 ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER

For Instructions on Isolating and repa iring trouble in the Analog-to-Digital Converter,

I I refer to the Epsco, Inc.,* manual of instructions. Schematic diagrams that showy
I Lockheed modifications to the Analog-to-Digital Converter are in ]rigs. A-20 through

A-24.

II Two adjustments are available on the sample and hold circuitry and should be Adjusted
when the unit is first placed in operation. Data pulses should be present on terminal

32 of Chassis no. 1. Datrao command pulse. should be present, on terminal 12 of
Chassis no. 2. Sampled output should be present on termina~l 25 of Chassis no. 2.
Offset adjustment resistor 17 of Chassis no. 1 and gain adjustment resistor R63 ofLi i Chassis no. 2 are met so that -10 volts on the data input corresponds to 0 volts on the
sampled output. Thene voltages need only to be measured within 10 percent accuracy
for the initial setting up of the sample said hold circuitry.

1 8.41 MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER

V For inatnactions on Isolatig and repairing trouble In the Magnetic Tape Recorder,
£ refer to the Amipex Corp. maniual of instructions.

L i' 8. 42 POWER SUPPLY INTERLOCK

Tle Power Supply Interlock ahould perform with a minimum of mftntensoe. The
relay onotacts are more than adequate in capacity for the normal loads beitig carred.

311-However, if trouble should develop, refer to Fig. A-34 anid make the follort win thk:

1. Check inputs for appropriate signal.

~~tii2. Check relays and replace any that are faulty.

3. Check wiring continuity.
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LJND.2I

1~ VACUUM TURE VOLTAGE CRAlT

pan Tube
Location NO. NO. Plate tGrid cathode

N0 Ampflflw 71A 6201 + 180 (&20) 0 (&0. 5) + 5 (tuG)
via +160 (420) 0(61) +54*5)

VIA 6201 +300 (*10) 0 (*10) * 5 (*10)

fVIA 6201 + 300 461w, 0 (A*10) +5 (*10)

p ~V3 u+te 30)0 (*10) -11 (*10) +-100(0)

pasF ilte VIA 603 +804*0 i) 0 4*0.5) + 14 *10)

via +1800 Ohio) 0 00-1) +14 (*10)
VIA 6 3 004*10) 041660) -100 (*10)
V23 0300*10) -11 (*18) .210 (1150)

flwVIA 8201 + 180 (*20) 0 (*0. 5) +5 (*10)

;lVIA 6203 + 300 (&10) -34*10) +94*10)ll
V29 +180(,620) 04(al) +5 (+10)
V3A M + 300 (*10) -0 (*10) +92 (*10)

Notas+ 30 (1)0 +lam7 Vi(ujI .340 5) +2d615

(3) VelInA 6201 +tt all lneroweoia (o-axia +5ables

rsmove6ma+omt 00.(*10)v -3 (0*10vdo +9nd1

+ 300 4*1%) Yda Sppled.

9-1
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it Section 10

WIRING

The wiring scheme for the PAM-FM Ground Station (Vibration and G-A) Is illustrated

in Figs. 10-1 through 10-6 in blck diagram form. Record and reprodace modes of

operation are Included In these wiring diagrams.

Differences in the Magnetic Tape Recorders required modifloations in the wiring sys-

tern for squelch and analog control in the Oround Stations.

Magnetic Tape Recorder S/N 101 (used In Hawaii Station) did not have a Jack A4 on the

[ back of the blower rack. Cable 44975-03B was, therefore, wired into fanning strip
no. 2 in the analog record rack. Since there was no Internal wiring between the blower

rack and any of the analog racks, primary power was supplied to the three analog

racks by a 3-wire cable wired into the blower rack and terminatingt in the cwar nalog

* rack with a 4-pin Continental connector.

SIn adding the + 120-vdc squelch wire from the Magnetic Tape Recorder control box to

the analog racks, several methods were used.

(1) In Magnetic Tape Recorders S/N 102 (Vandenberg) and S/N 103 (AMR), a

5-pin female connector, Jack J5, was mounted on the control box and pin

A of this connector was wired to switched + 120 vdo. A single wire cable

Swas Installed from Jack J5 to fanning strip no. 2 terminal no. 6 in all

anaog racks.< i (2) In Magnetic Tape Recorder SIN 101 (Hawaii), jack JS was added to the
control box as In S/N 102 and S/N 103. However, Jack J& was not used

for S/N 101. Instead, a jumper was Installed from pin A of Jack J5 to

previously blank pin B of Jack J3 and a new wire wau Installed from

Jack J5 to fanning strip no. 2 terminal no. 6 in all analog racks.

10-1
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1() In Magnetic Tae Recorders S/N 104 (OTC) ad S/' 106 (VataIeducton),
jack JS was not installed in the control box. The switched + 120 vdc for

squelch wa wird directly to pin S of Jack J3 and a now wire installed

in Cable 44975-03B. Plug PS of the same cable was changed from a

4-IIn to a 5-pin connector and the now wire connected to pin E of plug P4

and pin U of plug P3. All other wires in this cable kept their original
pin designtion. Jack 4 on the back of the blower rack was changed from
a 4-pin male to a 5-pin male and pin E of this connector was tied to[

terminal no. 6 of fanning strip no. 2 in bottom analog rack. All other
wires of Jack J4 kept their original pin designations. [

I

-10-

I

Ii
K

[

10 II
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J9 3 (V 18)
j-4 (G-A)

,C£I V(R VIDEO

l' 10 M!0HONITO I'ANEL

[ 1
J2 -,3

VROM 4 Jn -j--.v•&cVK VIC
RECVER D C NOIKE

LIVERJ4 AMPLIFIER ,1j ro TER J1UI-R

J2

JJ0 CLAMP

J27

r- .I

15ACREFERENCE GiATE Dc
LINEP V26" -- J24 AM4PLIFIER JQ A = 11 J14N

J23P JIT

DC ERROR VOLTAGE DC VIDEO
'nOu DEMULTiPLERI• TO DEMULTIPLEXER

J2 (via) jis (VIB)
J 2 1(&-A) j 3 (G-4)

J2-Jl?-J27-J32 BNC A - 130

J1i-J21 CONTINENTAL 7-20P a• 300

J22 M••K2A2-O3-P (c) o GROUNO

.J23 AMPHENOI. 57-20140 E +20 (RELAYS)

J24 AMPHENOL 57-3O"40 F) 6.3 VAC

J25 CONTINENTAL .-20S

OET
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JC SYNC VIDEO TO DfMULIIPILXIER J 17 (VIB

j -_- ------- Oph ipufrICR J4 (G-A)

Ls I I

J10] (LAMP 1wDC VIDED TI)

J ;) 91 DA T ACQ?(*0fORr ))

OICE L4 I [t DC VIOO F I'f)M DA7RAC

ff 483 - e A MVER PRMI4

wu
• •.. Lm .

I- ,Iv7j

.Tllpt. XgA r DEUULTiPLEKE(•R 0 1
VOL TAGE D C vIDEO w

JI. (V)B) J21 J20 JS Jib

1j3 (G-A)f

L.-POWER

J22 CONCR

POWER FROM

INTERLOCK

J2 (vie)
J3 (G-A)

Fig. 10-1 Base Band Unit Wiring Block Diagram
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1Fig. A-1 Receiver Modifications
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PARTS LIST

Adue 2si tL Vemmbr or UML &M.

Cl D.15-rn El Momc, Los Aim'..,
CRUE

C2, 3 PMW1 Comell-Dubilie.,
PLRnfleld, N.J.

CRI thru 6 1I323 Botfmaa Electronics,
Los Anples, CulL

CR7 SV126 Tramatron, Wakefield,

V1, 2, 3 6201 5 Star 0. . , Owenaboro, Ky.
JI thru J6 BNC Amphmol, Chicago, M.
RI RLS-2 Dale Products, Columbus,

Nebraska
R2 43C2-20K Clrostat Mfg. Co.,

Dover, N.H.
R3, a, 13 RLS-2A Dale Products, Columbus,

Nebrasim
R4, 10, 11, 15, 22 RC2OOF Allen-Bradley, Milwaukee,

A aWisu.
R5 RC200 Allen-Bradley, Milwaukee, Wise.R6 RC20OF Allen- Bradey,]fllwaukee Wisc.
R7 RC20GF Allen-Bradley, Milwaukee,

Wise.
R9, 17, 21 RC20GF Allen-Bradley, Milwaukee,Wisc.
R12, 18 DCMH-1/2 Dale Products, Columbus,

hi~ Nebr.

R214 RLS-IA Dale Products, Columbus,
Nebr.

R16 RC20GF Allen-Bradley, Milwaukee,

R19, 20 RC20OF Allen-Bradley, MIwaukee,
Wisc.

R2 RLj-5 Dale Products Columbs,
Nebr.

t I
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PROI

'~. 3 PAMT LIST

Vaidr or MEL fto

3a 14OR1 Jono Co as inn
*Vi, 2 6"3 5 Sar 0. 3. Owensboro, Ky'.fl Li T1664 Freed Tranafwmer Co.,

Drookiy, N. Y.
*L2 4670 Admiral, Palo Alto, Calif.I ii M835043-111 UML-R-11

R.3, 17 11=3043-103 M[-R-i1KA M35043-i05 MIL-R-li
RES Berise A with uhaft

look and slotted
shaft Holipo

P.6 MS35043-621 EL-B-li
R1 S.7614 11835043-272 EL-B-li
RS, 10 MOSSO43-120 MIL-R-11
Rll 137150 Cunlt. 111g Co. , Ucoki, Ill.
R.12 1133043-682 MEL-B-il
P.13 JLU Alle-Bradley. Millwaukee,

WisoomndLgP15 M835043-104 ML-R-11
RIO M8335043-511 hil-B-li
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ammeaf an USamo Sommoseftaft

OUTPUT CMRUITU

VIA

....... 1 0K .
- i-{~.)TO NOISE

in FILTER AMP
RI~ LIFIER

C3

DC 0r=1AOJUTMENT

24K6
giv2A

B I R
c R 13

Ix w

Al 1~ .7 K

1 www
u ~3%U

ww
_=mom_______

2.ALL CAPACITANCE VALUES IN MI-MrI&
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.3 I IALL TUUESTYPE 6463
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PARTS LIST

Reference Deslanation PartN Vendor or WML Om

C1, 2 PM2W1 CorneUl-Dubfiier,
Plainfield, N.J. ,

Cs DU15-680 Rl Menco, Los Angeles, Calif.
C4 PM4W1 Cornell-Dubiller,

Plainfield, N. J.
CR1 thru 6 ZA-60-2 Hoffman Electronics,

Los Angeles, Calif.
V1, 2 8201 General Eleotric,

Owensboro, Ky.
V3 6463 General Electric,

Owensboro, K~y.
RI, 19 M835043-139 NML-R-ll - IS0 A
R2 M835943-87 MIL-R-11
R3 RLS-2 Dale Products, Columbus,OR

-. ~~Nebr. R D
R4, 8, 11 RLS-2A Dale Products, Columbup,

Nebr.
R5 43C2- 20KI Clarostat Mfg. Co., Dover,

N. H.
R7 1(835043-118 UMI-R-ll
R8 TLU502l Allen-Bradley, Milwaukee,

Wi._c.
R9 MA35043-93 MTL-R-LT
RIO, 14 P35043-146 Mo-R-el1-D--- ---

R 2, 13, 21, 23 NW5043-111 nEXL-R-11
R15 ILS-5 Dale Products, Columbus,

Nebr. "EWR jig
R16 ISF50- Olunite, Chicago, fll.

R11 M835043-17 MIL-R-11
R18 JLU2531 Allen-Bradley, Milw-akee,

Wine.

_. eb. --
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PATS. Z

'U egteDspao atN eno rMLSe
'Url25DEeto rdut oPsdnClf

13e~~5UI No.03-3 Vendor o ML p

El 12O- ELeitron Productos Co.lb, PadaCalif.
S al 18025 PeracifHc SemithCo tor, Croolve iyn, Cali.

F,8825ICS Cutler-Hammer Controls, Milwaukee, Wise.I 27 tht31 DG-1094/U '"uCnetrCo., Lynn, Mass. Cn.FJ3 P PI ~abse Eetois owlCn. F
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DC VIDEO (RECORD)
TO DATRAC
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PARTS LIST -r

01, hd N1IO V1r o• MMetSm.

C1, 2 12IP106IR5831 sprague Electric Co.,

North Adams, Mae..
C3 "I05282Sprague Electric Co.,

C4 96P1039282 ftWu Electric Co.,.

North Adams, Mass.
CR1 1M175Z Motorola, Phoenix, Arizona
CR2 1N457 Hughes Products,

Los Angeles, Calif.
CRT thru 5 BV905 Tranattrom, Wakfineld, Mass.

CR7 SV910 Tranaitron, Wakefield, Mass.
V1 6901, 5 tar General Electric, Owensboro,

KY.
V2 6483 Gen l Electric, Owensboro,

KY.
Ki GHE-1C-2500D Advance, 31gm, M.
I2 KRP11D Potter and Brumfield,

Princeton, Ind.
R1 RC20GF MML-R-11C
R2 JLU Allm-Bradley, Milwaukee,

Wisconsin
R3 RC20OF MI,-R-IlC
1R4 RC2OG 32M• MM-R-1lC
R5, 10, 15, 21 RC20Gt102T ML-R-11C
R6 RLS2 Dale Products, Columbus,

Nebraska
R7, 9 RLSIA Dale Products, Columbus,

Nebraska
R6 43C2-20K Claroatat Mfg. Co. ,Dover, N. IL
Rl1 RC200I•53J MIL-R-11C
R12 RLS10 Dale Products, Columbus,

Nebraska

R13 43C2-1000 Clarostat Mg. Co., Dover, N. NL
R14 RC 20OF243J MIL-R-11C
R16 DCMH-1/2 Dale Products, Columbus,

1,ebraska
R17, 20 RCBOGFSS0J MIL-R-11C
R18 JLU2521 Allen-Bradley Co., Milwaukee,

Wisconsin
R19 RLS10 Dale Products, Columbus,

Nebraska
PR22 RC20GF103J MIL-R-1lC
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LPARTS LIST

Reference Designation Part No. Veador or MIL 8e

L RI, 4 
RC07GF103J UL-R-1l

R2, 5 RC07GF822J MIL-R-11
(1/4 W, 5%)

R3, 6 RC07QF122J MIL-R-l1
(1/4 W, 5%)

Fl, 2:
0. 250 kc board FM04-1024 Ferro-Magpntics Co., Palo Alto, Calf.

I kc board FMO4-1028 Ferro-Mae etls Co., Palo Alto, Calif.
2 kc board FM04-1029 Ferro-Mapetics Co., Palo Alto, Cahf,

Ii

I
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PARTS LIST

Reference Designation Part No. Vendor

CI, 2, 4, 6, 9 thru 15 DM15 El Menco, Los Angeles, Calif.
C3, 5, 7, 8 P123ZP Aerovox Corp., New Bedford,

Mas.
Vi, 10 6414 5 Star G. E. Owensboro, Ky.
V2, 7. 8, 11. 12 5965 5 Star G. E. Owensboro, Ky.
V3 6350 5 Star G. E. Owensboro, Ky.
V4, 5, 9 5726 5 Star G. E. Owensboro, Ky.
V6 5687 5 Star G. E. Owensboro, Ky.
RI, 2 R100POKAE Epeco, Bo3ton, Mass.
R3 6336-15 Fpsco, Boston, Mass.
R4 R500POKAE Epeco, Boston, Mass.
R5, 11, 12, 13, 18, 22, 25,
27 thru 31, 40, 42, 44, 46, 55,
64 thru 67 RC20GF Allen-Bradley, Milwaukee, Wisc.
R6 R7P5OKCFL Epsco, Boston, Mass.
R7, 60 RV2NAXSD252A Chicago Telephone Supply, Elkhart,

hId.
R8, 9, 41, 45 CP-I Aerovox Corp., New Bedford,

Mass.
RIO, 15, 43, 56 NA30 Contlnental-Wirt, Phila., Penna.
R14. 20, 21, 49, 52 NA25 Continental-Wirt, Phila., Penna.
R16; 17 NA20 Continental-Wirt, Phila., Penna.
R19, 32, 33, 38, 39 R810 Dale Products, Inc., Columbus,

Nebr.
R23, 26 RC42GF Allen-Bradley, Milwaukee, Wisc.
R24 9810W Sage Electronics Corp., Rochester,

N.Y.
R34 thru 37 DCSHJ Dale Products, Columbus, Nebr.
R47, 48, 50, 51, 53, 54 NA15 Continental-Wirt, Phila., Penna.
R57 611-TI Epsco, Boston, Mass.
R58 6336-2 Epeco, Boston, Mass.
R59 611-B3 Epeco, Boston, Mass.
R61 R15POOKCEL Epsco, Boston, Mass.
R63 R2500L Mallory & Co., Inc., Indianapolis,

Ind.
TI, 2 PE2225 Pulse Engineering, Santa Clara,

Calif.
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